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The meeting was. convened, pursuant to notice,

, at 9:20 a.m., D. Eisenhut, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

presiding.
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PROCEED INGS
MR. EISENHUT: Could I have your attention?

1

Why don't we go ahead and get started? This is another

in a "series of meetings that the NRC is holding on the

Diablo Canyon Project, specifically related to the

seismic reverification efforts.

9

10
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As you recall, the last September the 22nd,

the Diablo Canyon license was issued. There was an order

that was issued on November 19th of last year which

suspended that license. The se ies of meetings that
are taking p'ace relate to what has grown to be known as

Phase I and Phase II of the seismic review program.

13 Pha'se I was originally laid. out as those items that are

14

15

.'required to be reviewed prior to the —be completed

prior to a decision on a restoration of the low power

16

18

19

license. Phase II were those items that would be

required before going above a 5% license. The purpose

of the meeting today is to go through somewhat of an

overview of where we are and where we'e going, discussing

20

. 23

24

25

in some depth the PGGE internal technical program, the

overall status of the Phase I final efforts as far as

that internal technical review efforts.
With me here today from the NRC are a number of

people. I'l ask them to introduce themselves. I'm

Darryl Eisenhut and I'm the Director of the Division of



1 Licensing who will be orchestrating this meeting today.

2 He have a number of individuals here from our headquarters

3 office as well as from our Region V office. Before

turning the meeting over to PG&E who has an agenda and

6 will be going through some rather. detailed presentations
6 this morning, if I could ask those NRC people from

headquarters to introduce them elves first?
MR. NOVAK: My name is Tom Novak. I'm the

9 Assistant Di ector for Licensing.

10

12

MR. KNIGHT: I'm Jim Knight. I'm Assistant
Director for Components and Structures- Engineering.

~G.. MIRAGLIA: Frank Miraglia, Division of
Licensing.

14 MR. SCIMTO: I'm Joe Scimto. I'm Deputy

16 Director of the Legal Division. One of the lawyers.

16 MR. SCHIERLING: I'm Schierling, Division of
17 Licensing.
18 MS. KERRIGAN: Janice Kerrigan, Divison of
19 Licensing.

20

21

MR. KUO: P. T. Kuo, Division of Engineering.

MR. POLK: I'm Harold Polk, Structural
22 Engineering Branch..

23" MR. EISENHUT: And I believe we also have

24 some consultants with us from Brookhaven National
26 Laboratories this morning.



MR. WONG: P.'C. Wong, Brookhaven National
Laboratories.

MR. PHILIPPACOPOULOS: Philippacopoulos,
Brookhaven National Laboratories.

MR. EISENHUT: And in addition to the

headquarters staff, we have Bob Engelken who is the

Regional Administrator of our Region V office and Bob,I'l have you introduce the folks from—

10
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MR. ENGELKEN: Bob Engelken, I'm the Regional

Administrator, Region V. Bobby Faulkenberry is Deputy

Director, Region V. Tom Bishop is Chief of the Reactor

Project Branch.. Dennis Kirsch is an Inspector, Region V,

„ and Phil Morrill an Inspector.
MR. EISENHUT: Before turning it over to PGGE,

I'd ask two things. We are keeping a transcript of
today's meeting. I ask that before someone speaks,

17

18

identify yourself for the record, and as in all these

meetings we all have a tendency to speak at the same time
19

20

23

24

25

and interact. Just bear in mind that we do have a transcript
and let's try to facilitate it as much as we can.

With that, I'l turn the meeting over to
George Maneatis of PGGE.

MR. MANEATIS: Thank'ou, Mr. Eisenhut.. Good

morning. I 'm George Maneatis, Senior Vice President,
Facilities Development for Pacific Gas and Electric Company



and I'd like to introduce the PG&E technical project
team who will be making presentations today. Starting
to my right, Bruce Norton, outside legal counsel,

4 'oward Friend, of Bechtel —Project Completion Manager,

Dick Anderson of Becht'el, Project'ngineering Manager.,

8 Dr. Bill White of Bechtel, Assistant Project'ngineer—
Seismic, Nike. Tresler of PGaE, Group Leader — Piping,
Jim Leahy of Bechtel — Projec" Supervisor for Scheduling

9 and Cost Engineering, Nike Jacobson of Bechtel Project

10 Quality Assurance Engineer and Bob Patterson, Diablo

Canyon Plant Superintendent.

12 Darryl,, I believe you have a; copy of our

age'nd'a. for"the benefit of all in attendance. Ãe have

14 six items on the; agenda. The first three of which, the

fi.rst two'f which we will be covering'his morning,

likely if we are able to conclude the items, we could

17

18

be into the items 4, 5 and 6, some of them anyway in
the .morning, but I frankly doubt that we 'l be that far

19

20

21

along. So, plan on an all day meeting.

Item 2 on the agenda is entitled Diablo Canyon,

Project Perspective and that is the one that I'l be

giving. First, I'd like to thank you, Darryl and your

23 col leagues from the NRC for trave ling to California and

meeting with us in the great City of San Francisco to

25 review the status of Diablo Canyon Power Plant. Ne trust
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that your timely visit will have given you the opportunity
to gain first hand knowledge of the nature and scope of
the work we have done to resolve the issues arising from

the comprehensive design verification effort under way

since last October.

Ne also hope that the site visit and this meeting

will convince you to support our efforts to complete

all the work required to restore our low power license
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by November 30th, 1982.

I would like to take a small oortion of the time

we have today to provide you with PG&E's perspective

of the important findings to date and our basis for
requesting the NRC'eview and approval for resumption

of our fuel loading and low power. testing activities
at Diablo Canyon later this year.

The major issues we have before us in which

we have carefully considered prior to targeting November 30

as our planned date for resuming .fuel loading activities,
derive from various findings by the IDVP, PG&E, Bechtel's
internal review, NRC Staff and it's consultants and

various comments by other parties. Specifically, these

issues pertain to one quality assurance to the Brookhaven

report on the containment annulus structure and selected

piping systems; three, plant modifications and their
safety significance and four, policy questions associated

-



with fuel loading, prior to completion of the Phase lX

program.

I'd like first to start with quality assurance

5

and address three major issues. One, the significance
of the ZDVP's QA findings, principally those by Mr. Reedy;

two, whether those findings suggest, significant deficiencies
in non-seismic design areas and three, whether the

implications of those findings would require extending

10

12

QA audits into construction activities. Most of our

views on these issues have already been placed on the

record and since the record. is already extremely long,

I plan to summarize only on major conclusions.

13

14

Standing alone, the Reedy report gives an
1

erroneous impression of the pre-1978 PG&E quality assurance

15
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programs. The. use of 1982 interpretation of. 10CFR50

Appendix B, for an historical audit of pre-1978 activities
compelled inappropriate conclusions. However, PG&E

recognizes the impracticality, if not the impossibilitv
of attempting to reconstruct. applicable. interpretations
of Appendix B during the time frame of Mr. Reedy's review.

Mr. Reedy himself acknowledged that the strict interpreta-
tion that was used was completely unfair. For example,

no credit was given for many quality related practices
and control that in fact existed. Since many of these

were not strictly controlled documents in accordance with



today's standards. Do Mr. Reedy's findings suggest

significant deficiencies in non-seismic design areas?

Design controls of the seismic design areas are substantiall
different'n scope and complexity than the engineering

efforts for non-seismic design areas. The seismic

design effort was unique, in that an abnormal number of

important design interfaces were required.

10

12

13

14
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While there were admittedly lapses in the

implementation of QA procedures in the seismic design

of Diablo Canyon, we are confident that the basic engineerin

design in the non-seismic areas was sound and reliably
implemented. I should also point out that the non-seismic

areas do not offer the same poten ial for front errors

to propagate as deficiencies in numerous plant systems

and components, as is the case in the seismic design

area. The severity of seismic design requirements for
17

18

Diablo Canyon are unique in the Nuclear industry. However,

there are substantial similarities in +he non-seismic

19 design requirements between Diablo Canyon and numerous

20

21

23
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other plants that have been safely 'operating for many years.

Additionally, non-seismic design areas a'e

often amenable to pre-operational testing to verify
function and. operability, something not possible in the

seismic design process. What are the implications of
Mr. Reedy's findings on construction quality assurance?



Construction quality assurance controls has greater

definition and visibility in imolementation and design

3 QA controls. -In fact, today' detailed standards and

4 interpretations for construction QA were developed much

5 earlier>th'an. those, for-- design. QA and,.were a~ natural

6 extensi'on of the'or'mal practice of inspectiori, qualificatio
and test programs~ which have always existed. on major

construction projects.

9 Construction QA activities at Diablo Canyon

1p have been implemented with different organizational

structures and procedures, different approaches to

verifi'cati'on" and d'ifferent'equirements for knowledge"

and" ski'll's'f"QA, QC personnel, then were applicable"-

14'. for"design QA act'ivities".

15'6

The." Reedy report'as directed at'.QA requirements""

for seismic design.. As. I mentioned. earlier,. seismic

design is an extremely specialized and complicated

18 engineering. activity. As a result, QA controls in a

19 seismic design area are more difficult to fashion an audit.

2o Therefore, it's logical to conclude that findings
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and. seismic design QA do not necessarily extend to

2g construction. QA.

Internal reviews by both PG&E and Bechtel

24 have provided clear indications that construction QA at

25 Diablo Canyon were well implemented. An additional
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i independent review may find some minor deficiencies which

would be expected in any audit. We'e confident, however,

3 that the significance of such deficiencies would not

in themselves warrant an extensive audit of construction

QA. I want to emphasize, Darryl, that the IDVP and the

6 PG&E Bechtel extensive internal review have'to date

7 identified no findings whatever to support the need for

10

reviewing the adequacy of our QA programs, our program

as it applies to construction.

Nevertheless, there may be a public perception

that the deficiencies noted in our design quality assurance

program may extend to quality, to construction auality
assurance. To lay this unwarranted public concern to

14 rest, and to avoid further delay in the licensing of
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D'ablo Canyon, we. propose today to have Teledyne conduct

a programatic review of construction QA as part of Phase II
of the IDVP, along the lines suggested by Region V to
NRR in their memorandum of March 29, earlier this year.

With respect to the Brookhaven report and

it's significance to the seismic design of Diablo

Canyon, I'd like to make the following observations.

In our internal review of the annulus, we found that

23 some of the inputs to the seismic model used were inaccurate

24 and that the model itself had some deficiencies or

25 defects. We revised the model and the inputs and ran the
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calculations again. Later, the Brookhaven report confirmed

what our earlier review had. already found. The Brookhaven

study of the containment annulus structure and selected

piping systems was never intended to my knowledge, as

an analysis to determine whether the Diablo Canyon Plant

was safe or* unsafe.. Dr. Reich of BNL indicated, at the

July 27, 1982" meeting at Upton, New York, that BNL only

compared PGGE's vertical floor spectra with those of BNL's.

9 Found places where they agreed and others where they

disagreed. BNL took a set of conditions and did what

Jim Knight described and I quote, "a best available analysis"

12 without reference to the time scope of when the original
analysis was done or what the techniques were at the time.

14 Let me know turn to the perceived difference

between our corrected analysis of the annulus and. the-

Brookhaven report While the report emphasized comparisons

to seismic analyses performed during the 1977 — '79 pe iod,

these comparisons were incomplete and potentially
misleading, since they did not consider more current

information developed by PG&E. Our current models use

mass data and assumptions regarding structural

23

connections, which were in close agreement with those

at Brookhaven. Further, our technical program has

addressed and resolved problems related to piping systems

identified in that report. Certain procedures used in the
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Brookhaven report for spectrum smoothing, 3D modeling

and evaluation of piping are inconsistent with Diablo

Canyon licensing criteria. Additionally, if more current
information had been used, we believe the differences in
vertical response spectra between the Brookhaven analysis

. and our current analysis would be reduced. Their
conclusions regarding whose model produces more conservative

results at various locations and elevation is not unexpected

when comparisons between different analytical models are

10
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25

made.

We have concluded that either model can provide

the basis of an adeauate seismic design but believe our

current model is more appropriate, a more appropriate one

since it is consistent with Diablo Canyon's licensing
criteria.

As a final observation of the Brookhaven report,
I would like to point out that the task of assessing the

validity of the BNL results and their generic implications
has been assigned by NRR to the IDVP which I understand is
currently exchanging data reauests with BNL and PGaE

through NRR, I understand to obtain the necessary informa-

tion to conclude it's assessment. As such, I must defer

to Dr. Cooper, the official assessment of the significance
of the BNL report findings.

What have been the modifications resulting from



the verification effort? A number of modifications to

2 the Diablo Canyon Plant have been identified as a result
3 o f either the independent design verification program

or PGaE.'s internal technical„ program. Some of these

5 modify'.cations~ have',been'completed. Others are in the.

design, or„..construction,'process:. I understand that the

NRC.'Staff'..had,. an,'opportun'ity Monday to see some of. these-

modifi'cations during their tour of Diablo Canyon.

9 Modifications identified to date include items identified
1p by the XDVP. By far, the greatest number of modifications

identified to date'nvolve piping'upports. Most

of'. the'the - modification's'nvolve- cable'ra'in and

13'4'onduit-. supports,'quipment", supports", and; instrument"

tubing supoorts.

15-'lthough. no design.has yet. been issued; it-has.

15 been determined that some modifications will be required

17 to the structural steel framework for the fuel handling

18 building portion of the auxiliary building.
19 What is the significance to plant safety of
2p these~ modifications'P At,.the onset of this program,

PGaE took the position that we would not spend the extra

22 time and effort. to demonstrate the Diablo Canyon would

23 per form safely, even if the various def iciencies were not

24 corrected. We never questionned whether we should look

25 for relief from the very conservative seismic criteria
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developed for Diablo Canyon, but have committed ourselves.

to meet these criteria, even though our review and

judgement show the deficiencies to be minor. In our

opinion, and in the opinion of our experts, nothing

discovered thus far would prevent a system, structure
or component from performing it's intended safety

function in the unlikely event of the postulated Hosgri

earthquake. This opinion is based upon extensive reviews
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and studies performed by PG&E, Bechtel structural groups

and also a margin of safety analysis performed by

Westinghouse on the annulus piping. Why we would expect

to find, some additional areas of design that may not

~ meet the licensing criteria in the absolute sense, we

expect to continue to find nothing that would prevent

the plant from performing it's intended safety functions

during the postulated Hosgri event.

For the reasons discussed earlier, we expect

no significant, deficiencies to be found as a result
of a construction QA programmatic review. As to the

remainder of Phase IZ programs, it should be noted that
the general nature of the engineering design covered in
Phase II is substantially different than the engineering

involved in seismic design. The equipment and systems in
the non-seismic area are common to the nuclear industry.
The key nuclear equipment was provided by Westinghouse
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16

which has been closely reviewed by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission in conjunction with other licensing proceedings.

Other components were furnished by suppliers to other

nuclear projects and were provided under written
specifications. Nuch of the non-'. seismic design has

indeed.- been. verified. by actual testing. For example,

the fluid systems have been hot functionally tested.
The electrical systems have been wrung out and tested and
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the containment has been both pressure and leak tested.

To date the project has reviewed. considerable material

dealing with Phase II and'e are not aware of any problem

which would" prevent fuel loading on November- 30th.

No d'- screpancies have been reported to PGaE from the IDVP

which wou'ld" suggest the need that Phase II should be

completed prior to fuel loading;

In addition, PG&E expects substantial further
progress of the Phase II program prior to fuel loading.

All information from that effort will of course, be

available to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

F'inally, the Atomic Safety'nd Licensing Board

hearings have already determined as a matter of law, that
there is an extremely low risk associated with fuel
loading and low power testing. The Commission review

and approval of the verification program and all
modifications resulting therefrom ensure that this extremely
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low risk is not, in any way increased. Darryl, with
that brief overview and perspective, I would now be

happy to respond to any questions you or any of the staff
may have.

MR. EISENHUT: Well, that was certainly —that'
a lot of subjects and it's hard to make sure I know where

to start. I guess, a couple of questions that I do have-

First, basically, your approach is that. you are confident

10

12

13

that the problems found in the seismic service related
contract work, something of the order of 7 or 8 contracts
that it covered, do not extend into the non-seismic

'service related contracts and you gave a couple of reasons

to say that —and basically if I characterize those

14 reasons, what they are is —if you look at the seismic

oo
4„

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

work, the seismic work does not have a direct inference
on the other piece of work and secondly, the non-seismic

work may not be as amenable to the kinds of errors found

in seismic work in their progressive nature, but is
there any other information that you have that would say,

that would turn it around the other way and say, not

only do you —don't you —not only do you find that
you do not see a direct reason to find an implication but

23

25

is there a reason fog you to have confidence that the

non-seismic service related contract work is in fact
acceptable?
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MR. MANEATIS: Can I respond to that?
MR. EISENHUT: Sure.

MR. MANEATIS: You properly characterized. our

position, Darryl, with regard to whether or not there is
any~ evi'dence.;in" comp1'chin'g-- our: Phase„.I work that suggests

that., the;: findings..wouldn't;"carry.'over to Phase. II.. I.want.
7D to make~ a distinction between QA findings. and design'- finding

I would not be surprised, nor do I think anybody in this

10

ioom would be surprised if after a orogrammatic and

procedural audit of the QA, non-seismic QA contractors,
some: findings will arise because it is still a design proces

12'3
There is" really" no great- diffeience'etween the quality

: assura'nce»aspects'f'the seismic an'd" the non-sei,smi'c

14'5

16

17
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19

20
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24
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contractors'nd'rankly, the Phase- I 'and the. Phase. II
programs" in th'a't'egard- differ mainly in time frame scrape.

In otherwords, in some cases in one aspect they'e
identical. In another aspect they go in Phase IX beyond

January, 1978.

Now, even if there were some findings, QA findings
in Phase.XI the Ph'ase. II program; itself that is under

submission now does have the sampling engineering verifica-
tion review. My„ position and the position of our proj'ect
is that there will not be similar types of engineering

findings, deficiencies, discrepancies, concerns, whatever

you want to call them, in the engineering work. And that
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9.

in the last analysis, is what is important, not the

fact that you know, that there have been some similar
deficiencies noted in the Phase II design, the Phase II
design quality assurance program. So with that, I hope

that is responsive to your question. We don't tnink that
there will be engineering findings in Phase II that are

in any way similar to those found in Phase I.
MR. EISENHUT: And again, just to be sure I

understand, and the reasons why you expect it to be clear,
10 the non-seismic service related portions, not to have the

12

14

16

17

same problem, 's because they are a different kind of
work, they are less complicated.

MR. MANEATIS: Conceptually, analytically
and largely they have been performed by different
groups at PGaE

MR. EISENHUT: All right, now let me ask you

this
18

19

20

21

MR. MANEATIS: And we have already had by

virtue of the work that we have undertaken as I'e
indicated at our own risk on Phase II, no indications
from the IDVP and their review that we'e had —and I'm
speaking as of my knowledge at the present time that. there

23 have been any findings of significance.
24 MR.. EISENHUT: On the non-seismic portion of the
25 work.
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MR. MANEATIS: Yes.

MR. EISENHUT: How far has that progressed,

though, if it hasn't -- if it''ust basically getting
started?

MR: KRX~'EATIS: You'l. have" an opportunity
to pursue, that. with.Di.. Cooper because. he'l be talking
about where we stand in that area. Is that correct',

Bill?'R.

COOPER: Yes.

10

MR. MANEATI'S: And he can tell you more precisely
there's been a -- I would say a considerable amount of
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information exchanged between the project, Stone and Webster

and'he IDVP in actually determining those- sample systems

that are going to b'e comprehensively reviewed, what

their elements are.

MR. EISENHUT;. Let me ask one mo'e- auestion.

MR. MANEATIS: All right.
MR. EISENHUT: Concerning seismic and non-seismic,

it was my recollection which fades over time from 'last

fall that one of the elements we had seen was that for
in the pre-'78 time frame, there really was'not a rigorous

QA program for any service related contract, seismic

and non-seismic and the QA program for those really
evolved and developed in about 1978.

MR.-"MANEA'TIS.."..'.',Xf'our definition af a rigorous

QA program is the current 10CFR50 and all amplifying is
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the way everybody understands the quality assurance

regulations that pertain today, you may be correct.

3 Maybe not that rigorous, but there was clearly a program

4 in place and in our estimation considering the activity
going on at the time and what the industry recognized

6 to be the interpretation of quality assurance, we believe
we'e had explicit procedures or in lieu of procedures.

Now, I'hink Mr. Friend has some comments he'd like to
make on this very issue.

10 MR. FRIFND: I'd like to comment a little bit
on your question of why we have more confidence in the

12 areas of non-seismic related designs.

'
14

15

you a second, though.

MR FRIEND: Yes.

13 MR. EISENHUT: Howard, if I could interrupt

y
~\

16 MR. EISENHUT: I don't want, to leave this one

other piece that we mentioned of the, of the —what
Z
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18 kind of QA was there prior to '78 or what was not. I'm

1g a fraid we may have left, may be leaving an erroneous

20

23

impression. It: was my impression that in fact, pre-1978

in the service related contracts, there was essentially
no QA efforts, not —no QA specifically required, not—
or present interpretation, but. even'Phe.:..interpretation

24 at that time.

MR. MANEATIS: Maybe -- I'm going to ask the
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project team, particularly our quality assurance expert,

to answer that explicitly. I think what you'e asking,

is did we request or service related contract —it'
prior..to 1978, to, have quality assurance programs at
that time? In. some ca'ses, I'm sure we may have and in
some. cases, maybe no. Does somebody have the answer to
that question? Is'arren Raymond here? Warren?

MR. RAYMOND: I'e been sitting around the

10

12

13

14'5

16

17

18

corner. If you can run through it just a little bit more

so I can--
MR. MANEATIS: All right, the question Warren is,

did we require our service contractors, seismic or non-

seismic —let's say non-seismic for the moment to have

quality assurance. programs'rior to 1978 —June of 1978?
\

MR. FAULKENBERRY: 'xcuse me, George. Let me

add to this, Warren and I worked together on this and

I think I can refresh his memory a little bit. We'e

specifically talking about, Warren, those service related
19 non-seismic contractors that you had. There were some
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four or five, I think that we identified at that time

with regard to no programmatic requirements for a QA,

for those service related contractors.
MR. RAYMOND:. The answer is really mixed. There

were quality assurance programs that were implemented

by our service related contractors, prior to 1978 where they
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proposed the inclusion of a quality assurance program

2
C

in their proposal. Ne accepted that and the program

was implemented on that basis. On a formal basis, from

4 PG&E as a.formal requirement in our contract to our service

related contractors. It was'not included prior to
mid-19 7S .

MR. FAULKENBERRY: A follow up on that. Has

PGGE at this time, have you done Any review with regard
I~

to developing and understanding it yourself of the

1 0 extent of the qua 1ity assurance program that was be ing
implemented by those specific contractors? At that time

',i

you had not. done any. reviews of their QA program to

understand what existed and I'm asking, have you since

14 done a review to really understand what was being implemente

15 MR. RAYMOND: Yes, we have conducted a review

o all o f the service related contractors that were

involved in the pre-and post-1978 time frame.

18 MR FAUZKENBERRY. Have we: been privy to that
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19

20

information?

MR. RAYMOND: You'e aware of it. You have

not taken the opportunity to look at it.
MR. EISENHUT: I don't understand. What's that

\

mean?

MR. FAULKENBERRY: Aoparently they have not —we

;
25 have not seen it.
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MR. EISENHUT: Okay. So really, not to belabor

the ooint,: Z.guess the other piece of the question is,
is there any distinction pre-1978, is there any distinction
that can be drawn between seismic service related and

non-seismic service related. from the standpoint of
what PG&E. required.'n the way of a seismic -- I mean

in the way of a programmatic QA needs and requirements?

Any di.stinction between seismic and non-seismic?

10

12

13

MR. MANEATIS: In what time frame again?

MR. EISENHUT: Pre-1978.

MR. MANEATZS: No, there was no distinction.
MR- EXSENHUT: No distinction.
MR'. MANEATZS: Like I said in my remarks,

14 there is really no distinction in the programmatic

15

16

17

19

requirements between non-seismic and, seismic contract,
there's no reason to have a distinction.

MR. EZSENHUT: That's right, now of the fractions.
of work performed, was there an equal amount of the

non-seismic work that was performed prior to 1978? I
20 mean, was the majority of the —let me put it another

21 way. The majority of the seismic service related contract
22 work was performed prior to 1978. Does that also hold

for the non-seismic service related contract work?

25

MR. FRIEND: I think that's correct.
MR. MANEATIS: Essentially the plant was completed



, by l979 and so I think the answer to your question was

25

yes.

MR. ElSENHUT: Howard, T. think—
MR. MANEATZS: Howard, you had some observations

that you were going to make on that issue.

MR. FRIEND: Okay, I wanted. to speak for a moment

C

on why we think we have more confidence in the auality of
the non-seismic safety related work. First, as you know

and as it has been outlined in George's presentation,

10 the Phase Tl independent verification program is charged

with the responsibility of, for investigating that area.

12

13

14

And while we do not, at the present time have an approval

of their program, their program has been proceeding for .

some weeks and months now. So fax as we can determine
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>5 from observing their program, they have found nothing to

16 date that would indicate similar kinds of problems in
17 the non-seismic related work so that's one point that
~8 E'd like to make.

19 Another point that I would like to re-emphasize

20

21

is something George touched on just a few moments ago.

The functional parts of the facility, particularly unit
I, have all. undergone extensive pre-operational testing

23 to assure their compliance with not only the codes and

24 standards to which they were built, but also the requirement

' 25 of the technical specifications and so forth, so we have



1 a large amount of test information which demonstrates

2 to our satisfaction that the systems as designed 'and

3 construction have functioned appropriatelv in accordance

4 with their requirements.. Finally, another point that
5f l would, like: to,make in support" of. the independent

6 verification program,, we have, been assembling a large
amount of data for transmittal to Teledyne and their,
subcontractor, Stone and Webster. All of this data

9 applies to the systems, structures and components that
10 they are evaluating as part of their Phase ZI effort.

As a part of our work in supplying them information,
we" are not just assembling documentation and paper and

13'en'dh'ng'- it to them, we are indeed< making a review of our

14. own int'ernally to see that'he records are. proper, that
15

16

we are transmitting, to them the proper documentation,
~ >

If

the proper description in all aspects of the systems
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17 that they'e looking for information for and in that
18 review made by our own forces, the PGGE and Bechtel

19 forces, we have discovered nothing that would indicate
20 the kinds. of problems that were experienced in a seismic

21 related design coordination, so those are several facets

22 of the work that we are doing in an ongoing basis that
23 give us some added conf idence that the non-seismic

24 safety related work is indeed in good shape.

25 NR. EISENgUT: Let me ask or let me follow up on

~ I
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2

a couple of points and the first one is out of ignorance.

To the best of my knowledge, the IDVP has not issued

3 a Phase II report with any results addressing this issue.

I plan on pursuing it this afternoon.

MR. FRIEND: I believe that is correct, Darryl.
6 To the best of my knowledge, that's true.

MR. EISENHUT: So we really don' know whether

to date, until we hear the presentation this afternoon,
9 whether or not there is any basis that has been developed

10 to support this or not to support this.

12

MR. FRIEND: That's correct.
MR. EISENHUT: And I want to emphasize that

the November 19th order of last year had in it a special-

14 section. One of the requirements in attachment I was

15 that the basic cause of the errors inthe seismic area

16 must be developed and submitted. and it is also very likely
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17 that at the end of. that effort, the basic cause could well
18 be that service related contracts did not have a programmati

19 QA requirement be they seismic or be they non-seismic.

20 So, on that note, all I can say I think, is based on

21 everything that's been submitted to date, I would have

22 to think it's premature to know whether or not the IDVP .

23 is in fact supporting the supposition of —not extending

24 the non-seismic or in fact, whether it is supporting
25 that is should be extended in non-seismic.
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The second area was, you emphasized that many

of the non-seismic service related contract work areas

have undergone pre-op tests, extensive programs or checking

them out. While I give you that their- programs clearly
can show that- the actual plant in the field is in fact.,

built, in fact it functions under. certain ways, for example,

expansion of systems. You check those things out.

However, of course, the pre-op testing does not go

10

13

into the realm of insuring that those same systems

will in fact function and maintain their operability
during and following accidents. So the pre-op testing
program"c'annot'onclusively show you that- those systems

that; were designed'n connection. with'he non'-seismic

service'- related contracts, a pre-op testing program by'

15'7

itself cannot show you that those'systems are adequately

designed for all environments, all conditions they

must function under. So, the pre-op program by itself
18 would have to be supplemented by some further logic.
19

20

MR. M2lKATIS: If I could just interrupt here

a. little bit. That's where the logic is this definitive
review that we'e going to making of sample systems

O
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24

25

to see if there any discrepancies.

MR. EISENHUT: Oh yes, but the only question

that was raised and the question that you raised earlier
is, need it be done in Phase I, .that is prior to fuel loadin
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and low power testing, or need it be done prior to, I
mean following going to 5% power. There's no question that
it is in the November 19th package. The only question
that was being addressed is, the justification for when

in fact it will be accomplished.

MR. MANEATIS.: Hell, excuse me, Darryl. With regard
to the Novembei 19th or —I mean, there are two parts to
it. And they were separate and distinct. There was the
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part for Phase I and it had the same language and I'm

going by memory in this regard, for Phase I, as it did
for Phase II. What you indicated about assessing basic
cause, we intend to Qo. But that is for Phase 1, separate

and apart and also one for Phase II, and if I read it right
and I recall it right.

MR..EISENHUT: You are clearly. correct. There

is in fact the wording is in the order to assess the basic
cause The letter has some minor- differences relating to
Phase II, but it certainly was'it's intent. And the

question I'm really asking is, in light of what, has been

found to date, which I characterize as a number of
seismic design errors, and in fact in connection with
the findint that service. related contracts prior to
1978 did. not have a programmatic QA effort indoctrinated
into them, rigorously—

MR. MANEATIS: But that doesn't mean that the
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principle provisions are in lieu of requirements didn'

2 pertain. And that is the point that we tried to make in

$ 5 3 'esponding to the Reedy findings, which did find some

5.

h

programmatic'deficiencies in the- seismic contract areas

so.". there seemszto," be: a. not'ion:-out:;here- that just because

6'hey ~ are, not; explicit:. requirements,; They„don ' exist, in
fact'. A'nd'ur'position; i's that'we;- have had design

memos, we have ha6 other things and so have the contractors

9 themselves. They clearly didn't pull these designs out

10 of thin air. They had what I would consider to be and

the acid'est is what did they produce? And that is
J

what'he detailed review. by'ur independent'eviewers

13" 're going'o" determine.
1'4". 'R'. PAUEKENBERRY.". Excuse.-me, Darryl'.. George;

16

17

Con'his, I"think z-.'part'icular service. relat'ed'on-seismic

contractors we'e talking about, I think we have pretty
good data to show..that 'there were deficiencies in the

18

19

program, you know, programmatic QA programs. Now, we
'

take that kind of as a fact. Now, Howard, you'e
20'ndicated that. you'e, done some; review on these non-seismic

21 service related contracts, the engineering hardware aspect
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23

of things,. Could you give us, an indication of the

specific contractors that you'e reviewed and the extent

24 of the engineering work that they produced for you?

25 MR. FRIEND: I want to correct one part of your

C"
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statement. I wasn't trying to infer that we had reviewed

2 those seismic related contractors, specifically in

conjunction with the work rhat we were doing to support

4 the IDVP. What I was trying to indicate was We were

8 reviewing the designs themselves, whoever produced the

6 designs and reaching a conclusion with our people that

the information was satisfactory for the IDVP review,

that we felt the design as represented on the drawings

and specifications correctly represented the requirements

of the station and so forth. I specifically do not have

knowledge of a specific review of safety related contracts

or ncn-seismic contracts that were executed and. a review

as to their performance, their quality assurance program

and so forth. I wasn't trying to infer we had, made

16

that kind of review.;.

l4R. FAULKENBgRR'Z: If I remember correctly,

w
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18

19

you had some: non-. seismic service related contractors

to review such things as your non-seismic pipe restraints,
some work done on the auxiliary feedwater system, etc.
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2p Has any of the review that you have done, can you relate
that back to specific contractors such as, these to give

23

24

us an indication of the quality of their work output?

NR. FRIEND. I think, I think we can do that
although I'm not prepared to do that at this meeting today.

26 I believe that we could, we could give you, some information
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regarding our conclusions that their work was technically
satisfactory, yes. But I'm not prepared to give you

that this morning. I don't have it at my hand.

MR. MANEATIS: Could,I suggest, Darryl, that

5 you also ask this sort of ques0ion of the IDVP.

MR. EISENHUT: I intend to.
MR. MANEATIS: On the basis that they can more

. objectively possibly put into perspective the relationship

g of QA deficiency and design review because they are in

10 effeet tasked with that responsibility. What is their
view of-wh'en you run into a deficiency in QA like it
was'nd'icated, there was no explicit programmatic require-
ment on'he-" non-seismic contract", what significance
do'es that: have to do with the actual review- of the

15

16

17

18

design, that-.— sort. of thing. I'hink it's a proper-
"t;'MR. EISENHUT: I think you'e correct and while

at the same .time the IDVP, we look at as our —with
confidence that there's an independent effort that is

19 under way looking at this, the reason I'm pursuing it
20 with PG&E is in fact I wanted PG&E's reaction to the same

21 question.. I want to be sure you understand one thing,
the point. I was making earlier. I don't give as much

23 weight to the fact, that the, that prior to '8 service

24 related contracts did not have a programmatic QA built in.
25 I don't give that as much weight as putting emphasis on
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'
non-seismic as I do the fact of a number of errors

2 that have been found on the seismic service related
contract work, because I share your belief to some

4 degree that whether or not there is a —in the contract,
5 the rigorous programmatic QA reauirement, there may well,

they may well turn out to be quality jobs. But as you

33

said before or Howard Friend, what you actually get in
the plant is more important and what you get in the plant
from the seismic arena will have inference on what you

10 did. on the non-seismic arena.

MR. MANEATIS: And those 're the specific
12. points we were trying to address, the actual discrepancies.

MR. EISENHUT: I have one other auestion and

14 if I recall, you stated that of all the seismic modification
15 that. have been made to date or modifications that have

been identified as needed to date, do you believe and

. correct. me if I'm wrong, do you believe whether it'
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23 MR. MANEATIS: I said that and I'm prepared to
24 reaffirm it.

a structure system or component or whatever, do you

believe that it, would in fact have remained operable

20 and fulfilled it's function, following an earthquake,

21 albeit not meeting the "design" of the, for the intended

22 . components?

:
25 MR. EISENHUT: Okay, now I need to know when you
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19

believe that it would maintain it's operability and

are you using something like —I'm trying to correlate it
in my mind with a series of deficiencies that have been

enumerated" in.-.,defining the IDVP,. There.,"have been errors

found 's-: az resuj:t. of your. interval. technical. program,- and.'n

those'progE'ams.', the types of: def'iciencies found get put

in vari'ous;,bins;,, They get'.put. in the. IDVP into class A,

class 'B, etc. Are you saying that in fact the items

that have made it to the point where you need to make a

structural modification, they may go above, for example,

yields but in. fact they would not have failed?
MR: MANE'ATIS"."" I..'would'~like.; inasmuch. as".

al'l'.f:"'the=finds:ngsvhaye>beenin» the structural are'a~,

and.-'. precis'ely, at: the point'hat;,you ve': described.'hem;
I" was:: go'ing,-to answer. yes. to that. question, just'he:
way you'e described it', that's what I'm saying, but

I'moping to ask., Dr. White who is heading up the structural
analysis and is far more qualified in the area to address

your very question.

20 MR. E ISENHUT: Good ..

DR. WHITE: As far as structures are concerned,

being outside criteria is the first level of non-conformance

23

24

25

if you want to call it. that. And, taking steel as

an example, structural steel, there you can go up to

depending on a lot of conditions, something in the
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neighborhood of 20 to 25 PSI stress in the steel and

2 yields like 36, so you'e got that margin in there. Okay,

3 once we get beyond the code requirement, we still,have

4 some reserve capacity in the linear range before we

5 ever get to yields and anything that gets outside code,

6 you know, we'e going to put in a fix to take care of
that. Once we reach yield, and we'e talking about again,

structural steel, the strain that needs to develop prior
9 to a failure is many many times beyond the initiation

10 of yield. And, as I mentioned at the plant the other

day, it's like 50 to 100 times the initial yield and

if you think in terms of the real characteristic of
a steel structure that allows it to perform well in an

14 earthquake, it's ability to absorb energy and when we'e
15 in the code range, we have just barely tapped the

16 energy absorbing capability of that structural system.

17 If you think of a real simple stress-strain diagram

18 for structural steel, it starts at, zero and goes up

19 in a straight line fashion and then it goes horizontal
20 for quite a ways. And the energy absorbing capability
21's.. the area under that curve and we'e in the code range,

22, we'e just in the little triangular portion of that.
23 You'e got all of that rectangular area available for
24 resistance o f the earthquake which we normally don ' get
25 into but that's where we say the reserve capacity cones from
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and why for structural steel we'e not concerned when

we get beyond the code allowables by a reasonable amount.

Like I said, in order to cause the thing to really fail,
you', really have to get out there in terms of strength.
Stress per se will not cause a failure. You have to get
the strain going and it departs from the linear curve

fairly ear3.y.

MR. EISENHUT: Okay, in that context if you

have roughly the first level is the design or the code

values, then you have a yield value and then you have

whatever it ultimately can take.

12 DR. WHITE: Ye's.

13 MK EISENHUT; %11 of" the'rrors" found'o" date fal
]'4% where? I"m< ~+in~ to un'd'e'rstand what this statement is from

that. standpoint;.

16

17

DR. WHITE: Okay, let me try to answer the

question but also point out why I can't give a very
18 precise answer. In order to give a precise answer,

19

20

21

22

23

25

what has to be done is to follow this non-linear behavior

with" time. I',m sorry, with time with respect to the

behavior of the earthquake. Okay, that is —from an

analysis point of view, a fairly lengthy effort and

our purpose is t identify members that require a fix and

then design the fix. So our utilization of our manpower

resources has been devoted to first identifying an over-
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1 stressed member and then developing an appropriate fix
for it. Now, my judgement as to why these members won'

be close to failing in terms of strain, is based on the
4

. multiple or the stress excedents of code allowables.
Zf, as an example we were allowed to let's say, 25 ksi and

our linear analysis indicated something in the neighborhood

of 50 ksi, let's say that that was the demand from our

linear analysis. Okay, going back to this cu ve where
9 we go on up straight, our linear analysis continues on

this straight sloping portion. Okay, if you go up

to 50 ksi, you can see the energy required to be absorbed

in order for tnat system to remain stable. However,

i

13

14

if you take the area above from 25 to 50 ksi or from 25

ksi to 50 and put that down in the linear or the horizontal
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portion, rectangular portion of the stress-strain
diagram, it would just barely have begun to tap it. So

if a member exceeds it's stress for earthquake loads by

as much as a factor of two, we'e. not even close to failure.
However, if that load were a static load, take a single
rod and hang a d'ead weight off of it, and our yield stress
is 36 ksi, and'our'inear .analysis indicating we'e needing
a. stress of 50 ksi, that one is very close to failure.
Zt's definitely yielded and we'e had to get out into the

24 stz'ain hardening area in order to be able. to resist that,
25 but the difference is that —the static load is one that
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follows the deflection all the way through whereas in
a dynamic load there is load reversal all the time and

the earthquake loads do not follow the motion, the structure
all the way through. It's reversed itself. So that'
why I have a lot of confidence, in the steel structure=

being able to survive an, earthquake, even though the

members would be- overstressed by a factor of'2.
MR. EISENHUT: Then can you give me a character-

1012'zation
of, suppose you found 100 modifications that had

to be done in the plant, actual modifications and I
understand you would'n't have gotten to the'oint of
dec'ding' modification is needed until you'e done-

an'nalysis-andconcluded tha< the: component: is. either out,.

is beyond'he~ design', the actual, what- the- component would

15 see-,. Can you.give me any kind'of; feeling of. or characterize

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

25

the fixes that are being put in? That is, are they being

put in to bring the plant, when you do this calculation

you find that it's somewhat bigger than the code allowable

but it's still well within the yield and it's that kind of
a fix or are they typically kinds of fixes where the

calculation would show these components are even beyond

yield, therefore I must bring a fix from beyond yield
back to the design or the code value?

DR. WHITE: Yes.

MR. EISENHUT: I'm trying to characterize which
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10

12

13

14

17

18

19

20

21

23

24

25

bin are thev in?,

DR. WHITE: Okay, if they'e in either bin we

would put a fix on it. In otherwords, if we'e outside

MR. EISENHUT: Yes, I understand.

DR. WHITE: Code allowables, we fix it. If
we'e outside yield, we are definitely outside code allowabl

so we will fix it.
MR. MANEATIS: The questio is though, in which

bin do most of them flow? In otherwords, if you look

at these two bins, out of the 100 odd or whatever we have,

where would most of them apply?

MR FRIEND: And Bill, you think about the

structural area and then I,'m going to ask Mike to

address the piping and the pipe support area with the

same question.

MR. KNIGHT: All right, thank you.

MR. FRIEND:. Let's see. I'm not really sure

I can quantify that 'very well. My suspicion is that

the majority, well, I,don't think I'd call it a majority

or not —I really don't know.

MR.. EISENHUT: Let me try to make it easier.

If you. made 100 modifications to a plant, on a piece of

paper I can write 1 through 100.

MR. FRIEND: Right.

MR. EISENHUT: And by that l00 where I'e decided
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that I have to make 100 modifications, I, have to know

what the design value or the code value is so I can write
it down next to it.

5

6.

MR. FRIEND: Sure..

MR. EISENHUT'; And'. then the" way I. decided

that, these are. the 100 that, have, to be. fixed is.I, have.

to have another column„which says, gives me a number

bigger'han the second column.

10

MR. FRIEND: That ' right.
MR. EISENHUT: So

MR. FRIEND: Well, the information i's available.

12'3'4'e'an
acu them up with no problem. I"'s just'hat-

I. hadn-'t= looked at it.. from'that'point oX view'in terms-

oX"-whether or not they- are'beyond'ield" or not". The-

15 th'ing we'e~ been looking for is members of connections.

17

18

20

21

23

24

25

which do need fixes and I haven't gone the extra step

of trying to break them. down into or we —beyond yield
or not. That part I'm a little —definitely making

a guess on.

MR. EISENHUT: But, however, if you look at it
that there is a statement, that you all believe that the

components would in fact stay operable following an

earthquake, the confidence in that statement has got

to be derived from such a rack up where you see that
the numbers are not all right on the fringes of failure
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you must, you don't have to go through a fragility curve,

but, you certainly must have a feeling that the numbers

are closer to where you are loosely what I'd call restoring
I

the design values, as opposed to where you have very large

6 questions about whether or not the components are

6 actually going to fail and I must have a wholesale fix
to bring it back to the—

MR. FRIEND: Okay, let me attempt to—
MR. EISENHUT: So I cannot assess the degree

10 of confidence you have in such a statement without

something to back that up.

12 MR. FRIEND: Okay, in terms o f the linear
analysis that we have done so far, there is nothing that

14 indicates that the ratio of maximum linear stress versus

what the code would allow is any big number. Two or

16 three to me is not a troublesome number. Not at all.
17 Now, I think that most of them are in:.the zone between

18

19

the code allowable in yield.. That's where I think they

are. But like I said, I haven't gone through and made

a rack up if that's really where they are so it's got

to be a preliminary number, but, we'e gone through these

23

numbers and we'e not finding .members overstressed by

a factor of 10. Ten would bother me considerably.

But in terms of, like I said, 50% overage or a factor
25 of 2 that's where the majority of them are, I'm sure.
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MR. EISENHUT: Would it be possible for you

to develop some kind of characterization of that over
the next several days?

MR. FRIEND: Yes.

MR; EISENHUT: We" would appreciatei it.
MR.'- MANEM1S.: Would, you like to hear. the

7'nswer: —. on 'iping now?
'R.

EISENHUT: Yes.

MR. FRIEND: Mike, why don't you address piping,
10 the same question.

MR". EISENHUT:- Jim, did you have —were you

12 going t'o follow+up" on the
structural?'R"".

KNIGHT: No, I think th'e important is to
14. - extend't.-, b'ut- whatever, it would be the'. same. Eventually
1s we- would try'o get to~ the- same point, the: same. level of
16 understanding.

17 MR. TRESLER:- I'm Mike Tresler and, as George

18 pointed out the vast number of modifications that we'e
19 performed to date are in the area of pipe support. We have

20 performed no modifications to the piping systems themselves.
a
a
Z
0
aa.

21

23

There's been no=piping reroutings, that sort of thing.
The vast. number of pipe support fixes were

I

not made because of overstresses in piping or even over-
24 stresses in support, but instead very often made to
25 bring consistency with criteria that we had such as we
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modified 42 small boar (ph) hangers that were- to serve

2 as a seismic restraint yet did not provide uplift"restraint
and in many cases the dead load was greater than the

4 seismic'oad, but. for consistency with criteria, they
5 were modified to prevent .uplift. In a fairly large number

of cases, we found that the support did not comply with
our restrained or unrestrained frequency requirement of

'0 Hertz. Now oftentimes; the majority of the cases,

9 the deviation was something. like 17 or l8 Hertz but our

10 program has been that we will bring the plant to the

12

criteria and we made those modif'cations to accomplish

that end. In the cases where we'e found over-stresses,
13

14

we did more rigorous analysis and I don't have percentages
I

with me, but oftentimes the stresses were shown then not
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stress. We did'.. more thorough analysis, multi-support
excitation, it showed" no over-stress. We'e taken —our.

review has concentrated on the annulus area.. We have

15 to exceed criteria but we still went ahead and made the

16 modifications. As a matter of fact, we did that with
17 one of the class A errors that the IDVP identified. They

found one support which was meant to be a wire restraint
19 yet was only a dead load support. Their analysis using
20 the same techniques that we had used indicated an over-

24 essentially discontinued the type of program I'm describing

-
25 now because it consumes a tremendous number of man hours,



but we took essentially all of the issues that we

identified in our annulus review, tried to identify worse

cases, analyzed those worst cases and have a fairly
lengthy document that can be. made available to show

that. there would have>been no failuresi had those conditions

gone undetected.

MR. KNIGHT: Can you describe'he'ature —you

say the document can show that there would be no failures.
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By what mechanism would it show that?

MR. TRESLER: Analysis results. In some cases

it consists of theory, you know, what is the effect of
changing a" support response from'0 Hertz to 18 Hertz",

rather than'unning analysis'or that condition., we'e-

developed. a paper, position paper if you like., which shows

that it causes- very little'. change in. the piping
frequency'nd

thus has little effect on analysis results. It varies.

In some cases —the specific case, did a more rigorous

analysis, showed it was okay, and other cases we'e
established a position which we think is logical that
shows that no adverse affect would"have resulted from

that deviation from criteria.
MR. KNIGHT': Now, you said your remarks have,

addressed the annulus region?

MR. TZESLER: That's correct, and most of the

findings by us and the IDVP in the plant were also encounter
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; in the annulus.

MR. KNIGHT: Would I construe from that that

you have firm knowledge now that any modifications,

10

because of modeling changes in the auxiliary building

did not reflect necessary changes in piping, or is that
done —have you reached a point where you can answer

that or is it still--
MR. TRESLER: I'm not sure what your question

is. Are you saying, is the work that you'e done, are

you certain that that is going to envelope any future

findings?
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17
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19

20

MR. KNIGHT: No, I'm saying I'm knowledgeable
t

at this point that the auxiliary building has been remodeled

MR. TRESLER: Correct.

MR. KNIGHT: And expect, to be regenerated or

will be regenerated and following from that the piping
systems as I understand the program, all piping systems

of the plant will be evaluated?

MR. TRESLER: That's correct.

NR. KNIGHT.: So I'm asking what —would you
i
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characterize for me the results as far as the auxiliary
l '. tbuilding? - -: '; ~ ~ ..

t = ~

MR . TRESLER:. I think the results of the

auxiliary building re-analysis are somewhat similar
25 to the results of the annulus re-analysis in that in most
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cases the peaks were reduced and we had a slight shifting
to, higher frequencies for the peaks, Bill, is that
correct?

DR. WHITE: Yes„.

NR.. TRESL'ER:«So', that" s. a1 very» similar. relation-
6<. sh'ip'a between"those. two'areas'..;

7
Aq MR".. KNIGHT: Well, can we'-.approach this;

have'ou

had to make—

NR. NANEATIS: Excuse me. I want to make the

10 point that we have not yet completed that phase of our
11. analysis. That is, to take into consideration a new

12'3'esponse sp'ectra', but'y inference as se'e'ing
what.'ii'e''ew~spectra-

l'ook like, we'- infed,- Nike~ i;s i;nferrin'g that'
14'~-- we'hink simil'ar kinds" of"cond'itions; wil'l exist'here.
16> a's>we: observe= in'he~annulus"'area; R'ight'Mike'?

16 NR. TRESLER: That's correct. But at the

17 same time, I'd like to say again that that margin to

safety effort that I'e described consumed a tremendous

19 amount of engineering man hours and we really. can't afford
20

21

to'~continue that kind of",.effort.. We will continue'. to,

look at. it and satisfy ourselves that it,'s representative
22

23

oX the,. problems that.. we 're< finding;, or have., to deal, with.
MR.. SCHIERLING': A question on that. The

24 work that you did„on the structures. Were they done

'8

26 with the revised spectra that talked about, Bill?



DR. WHITE: The refueling, or the fuel handling

2 building is the one we'e really talking about.

MR. SCHIERLING: All with the revised spectra.

DR. WHITE: Yes. But that particular building
5 is fairly insensitive to the changes that have occurred

in the spectra. It doesn'0 make much difference.

MR. KNIGHT: Just one other point. Can you

say at this juncture that you have identified all changes,

9 all modifications necessary for structures? You may not

10 have completed them but you'e identified them?

DR. WHITE: No. We have identified a large

12 majority of them for the fuel handling building. What

13 . we'e done is gone through it on a fairly detailed look

14 at this point but we 'e not finished with it yet. We have

15 a very good idea of the kind of modifications we want to

16 make. So for the fuel building, we'e very well on the

17 way. For the turbine building, as an example, the

analysis is being checked in terms of the adequacy of
O

O

i
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0> ~
21 we'e not in the position,. in the same position for the

the models and this kind of thing, so in terms of
20 reviewing the structural design of the turbine building

O

X
hl

22 turbine building as we are for the fuel handling building.
-'MR;. KNIGHT,:-::.".When. could'I expect or we expect

,24

25

that you'8 be at a juncture oX saying we now have identified
all modifications necessary. They may not have been
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designed in, but we would have identified everything as

necessary.

DR. WHITE: All modifications for all structures?
MR. KNIGHT: All structures. And I'l make as a

goodie on that,"question floor spectra regenerated,
as.'ec'e

s sary'.

DR; WHITE".'kay, the floor spectra. floor of.

-the auxiliary building, that ' all done. Containment,
\

we don't -- the review we'e made so far indicates that
10 the spectra in hand are adequate. In-take structure,

same th'ng. The'nly one tha't''m sure of in terms

1'4-'f.

schedule''s a< turbine'building and" by, in a month to
six'weeks>we.'re„; going to. know pretty much where.'e..are
in" terms'crf'tructural modifi'cati.on.". We may n'ot-be

complied*with them'by then,- but -we" re- going to'now-
pretty much about where we are.

17 MR. EISENHUT': Let me ask one back on the piping.
18 You stated that no piping system modifications have been

19 actually published to date. Has the need for any piping
20 modification been- identified?
21

22

23

DR. WHITE: No.
I

MR. EISENHUT: l just wanted to clarify that.
Are there any other questions on this general overview?

MR. BISHOP: I have a couple of questions,
25 Darryl pertaining to the general overview. It's really one
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question that relates to the significance of the findings

to date from the original problem and then your own findings.

First of all, in reference to the PGaE technical program

findings, you'e identified roughly 33 items 'in your

reports. Have you classified, or can you.classify those

to an equivalent error level that Teledyne uses in their
classification, that i s, an A, B, or C, error, D error.

Could you give us a characterization of those 33 items

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

of, not in detail but in general how many of those,

what percentage of those do you feel are class A errors.

How many are deviations or something of that nature?

NR. EISENHUT: Hell, I guess the question is

is that do-able. Are they trackable between, to pu+ them

in a common nomenclature because again, it goes back to

this question of whether you'e over-designed, over-yield,

over-ultimate, and when we get to Teledyne, Dr. Cooper,

I'm going to ask him again some questions about the

definition of what class A and. class B are, to be sure
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we understand exactly what this is, and class AB,

definitely class AB. There will be, if in fact you

look at in perspective that there have been a number of

seismic errors, seismic modifications-, design changes

required to stay within the original design envelope,

however, the PG&E contention is, all of those are such

25 that they are restoring original design margins. That'
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my loose nomenclature from a little different standpoint,

2 and in fact therefore you would expect that even though

3 they did not meet the original design, you would expect

4 that on some analytical technical basis that the plant
5 would in'act",no<'ave,,failures in structure systems

or,- components:, during~ or following an earthauake. That'

quite" significant. And if in'act the results of the

IDVP, the infernal technical report and the other ongoing

pieces in selected areas can be brought together in some

1o framework, that that decision can hold, for everything

found to date, that would be quite significant'. It'
12'lear -- it- doesn''ave necessarily an'nference of
13 'hould" more~ stuff be evaluate'd, but." it does have an

14'rrference with'esp'ect'o —in my mind at least, with
15*

16

respect to- the'echnical capability- of this physical

structure that's setting there, to withstand and

17 accommodate the forces generated by an earthauake.

So, the thrust of our auestions are trying to put that in
19 in some categorization where you can really characterize
2O what it is. There is a system that's been developed for
21

22
'3

the IDVP that we are beginning to thing we might possibly
understand. We'l get another crack at it this afternoon.

MR. MANEATIS: To answer Tom's question, it
24 is very specific, can we classify it and I think a part
25 of the answer to that is, you have to have completed the
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analysis to know indeed that the item of concern is

in error. Now, we could possibly classify it as a

potential error, which on subsequent analysis would

not be in error at all but I don't know that that would

help you.

MR. EISENHUT: Yes, it would because the system

51

from the Teledyne independent design review program had

class A, B, C, D and open issues.

10

MR. MANEATIS: That's right.
MR. EISENHUT: It has sort of a catch all "or

,jo
12

13

14

other stuff on the bottom to be determined, not yet

evaluated, not yet completed and not yet binable, if that'

a word;

MR. FRIEND: Ne don ' have such a compartmental-"
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ization for the items that we have identified in the

internal program, but we can pu" one together very

readily and we'l be glad to do that, both in the piping

area and the structural area and I guess any other areas

that we have gone on to. So we'l take an action on

it to do that, Darryl, in the next couple of days.
fi

MR. EISENHUT: Good.

-MR. MAWTEATIS: And if you'l accept the IDVP's

taxonomy of errors, why we'l try to state the system.

.

24

25

MR. EISENHUT: Ne haven't yet but hopefully
we'l understand it. I think we will.
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MR. BISHOP: That will take care of my first
question and the second one deals with the comments

that Mr. Raymond made. You indicated that you have gone

back and re-examined the„quality assurance controls that
were. put.on'our"service related contractors prior to.,

June~of '78. While. we- haven'0 come. over and,looked at
the< details of that, could you tell us- what you'e found,

did you find that they weie compensating from your perspec-

tive anyway, compensating QA actions or did you find hat

10 indeed that there were problems in this area?

12

MR. MANEATIS: Warren, do you want to answer

that question? Warren?

13"

14

15

16

17

18

19

MR; RAYMOND: I'm not"- s6re what you mean by.

compensating actions'. Maybe i.f'ou could def'ine that

a little.bit better for me'.

MR. BISHOP: What I was referring to is when

you went in and looked at the actual controls that

were used ror your service related contractors for which

you had not levied a QA program on them, did you conclude

20

21

that they in fact had adequate controls or did you conclude

that they did not have adequate controls'

23

24

MR. RAYMOND: We, PG&E did not

assurance attempt to identify whether or

controls or the present controls had any

in quality
not the lack of
significant

25 affect on the design work that was done, rather we created
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2 ment for their resolution to determine whether or not

3 these particular deficiencies as we noted them were

4 significant, with respect to impact on the design work

5 that was done by this particular consultant. Now, I
cannot and would not and prefer not to speak from the

top of my head as to the resolution of each and every

one of these particular items, but they had been identified
9 and they are a matter of record. And if you do come over,

10 you can take a look at them.

MR. BISHOP: Okay, I guess what I hear is
12 that you'e not able to characterize off the top of your

head whether you found that those contractors were or

14 were not—
15 MR. RAYMOND: Well,, let. me rephrase what I
16 said again. We identified deficiencies. All those

17 deficiencies were referred to the engineering department

for resolution and review within that particular group.
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19 Now, with the number that were generated which were

20 generally in Phase I and generally in conformance

21 with the Reedy report, we. have a resolution on those

23

24

particular items and like I say, they are many and varied
y

and right now I just would. prefer" not to speak from ~the

top of my head by saying whether or not they all had an

25 impact or they did not: have an impact.
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MR. BISHOP: I think the reason I asked that
2 question was, I was trying to get some further understanding
3 of what Bob Faulkenberry talked about and it ' been

4. established that there were no. strict PGSE contractual
requirements on. the. service"..contractors, be-; theyseismic
or non-seismic and. what. I m trying„ to determine; is, whether

that had'n, effect or whether you people have determined

whether that had a substantial effect, the lack of those

contractors.

10 I don't know the best way to answer that question.
I see the engineering'eople or are there engineering

people here'hat'an a'ddress the<'P

13 MR. MANEATZS.: I don'. quite'.und'erstand what. you

mean by. either"'they. had an effect or if there were'ny
16 effect. We'e going, to look at the actual systems,

~ 16 the work performed by the contractor and I think that'
17 the answer to your question, but the fact that there wasn'

18 a program that, was explicitly requested might be a

19 fact. Now we look at the work.

20 MR. BISHOP: An intermediate step, as if, for
21 example, the contractor had his own program which he

22

23

24

invoked;

MR. KQIEATIS. That's what I understand -- that
was touched upon that in some cases, if the finders did

25 warrant correctly, he said that in some cases, the contracto
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submitted a QA program and we approved it.
MR.- MIRAGLIA: l think that's the point that

Tom was asking, is that I guess what we inferred from
4 the answers is that albeit PGSE didn't have a contractual
5 requirement on that specific service related contract,
6 to have a quality assurance program, he may have or indeed
7 had some sort of quality program in place. I guess Warren

8 indicated that you had gone back and looked at what

9 those individual service contractors did have in the way

10 of quality assurance and we were trying to get a feel for
11 what was the results of that look with respect to the

programs that those service related. contractors had been

13 placed.

14 MR.. MANEATIS: We'l try to give you a view

16

of that very very soon..

MR. BISHOP: My final question relates to
17 again, some of the technical program findings that

fall outside the seismic area. The problems you identified
19 with thermal design, circuit breaker problem, the
20 power supply question, the control room area. Have you
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23

followed those to the point where you'e determined

whether or not those have generic implications or whether

they'e isolated cases?

24

25

MR. MANEATIS: Well, I'l respond on. the circuit
breaker thing. That was one instance so I can hardly
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extrapolate a generic significance of one isolated case

2 but more systems are going to be looked at in Phase II.
That was just kind of an isolated case that we came upon

4- and we reported.

MR. BISHOP.: At,'. this..point in. time, you haVen'

drawn; th'at conatus'.on.yet?,

MR'. MANEATZS Certainly not.

MR. FRIEND: I think it's important to mention

9 that several of the items that we 'e touched on in the

10 last few minutes, last half an hour, maybe are impacted,

influenced by the Phase II program. As you know, the

12 Pha'se ZI program'alls" for''eview of the non-seismic"

13, safety- re'lated 'ontract'ors and that is" being done-

14 currhnMy-*by th'. IDVP so in some regards'e have be'en",

you might'ay unsure of- what thei'r findings are. or will be

16 and so we haven ' reached conclusions yet in this area

17 and we are continuing our review of areas that we have

18 discovered so that when we get a report from the

19 Phase 1I program, we are able and ready to respond to
20 it promptly, but I, think it's somewhat premature to
21 describe conclusionary statements about matters that
22 are, included in the Phase II,program. It's really
23 preliminary.
24 I'd like to make another comment that goes

25 back a long time, now and it has to do with the, our opinion
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of the amount of satisfaction you might gain from

a testing program. I was not at all trying to infer
that we were reaching complete satisfaction that the

systems were totally correct because of a pre-operational

testing program, but I was trying to respond to the

question of —on what basis do you feel, do you have

more confidence that the non-seismic safety related work

is correct, and I was indicating several things, a number

of things that give us that confidence and one of those

things is the performance of the equipment for the

testing program, and admittedly, there are several

post-accident or accident related conditions which

we don't test, but. I would also submit that equipment

functions at four or five points on it's performance

requirements, you have a high degree of expectation

that it's going to function on the fifth and sixth point,
too, but I want to make the point, we weren't trying to
communicate that we have total satisfaction based on

a test program, but only that is one of several things

that give us some degree of assurance, a high degree of
assurance in the non-seismic safety related work.

END OF PAGE
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MR. EISENHUT: The question is, should we take a

2 short break? I think what I would like to do is wrap up

3 any questions on this generic overview. I want to be sure
4 —Tom would you finish—

MR. BISHOP: Yes;, you'>re,going to get me. responsive
6 on two'of. them".'and" th'e thi'rd one we'e't'ill working on.

MR=.'. NORTON;.-' would like to add a little bit to
8 what Howard just said. Listening to all the questions and

9 all of the responses, I get the impression that people are

1p way —what kind of confidence can you have and what kind of
finding of come'ut'f Phase II that: I strongly suspe'ct has

12 „
to*do- with. the". Staf'r.'s d'ecision'aking process" in whether
parts'r.'a'll of~'Phase IZ should~ be brought; into-. Phase I'r

14 some= such thing.'.,

The- thing tha0. I.= think is missing that nobody- is
18 really addressing is that if indeed the kinds of findings
17 in Phase II are there or. are going to be found that were foun

18 in Phase I, they'e going to be found by,the IDVP long before

18 November 30th: And Howard. used the word "premature" and I
20 really feel that that. decision if it were made today would

21 be premature.

22 I understand where your reservations lie, but what
O

l7
Z ~
Vlh 23 we seem to al 1 be forgetting is that we 'e got Stone & Nebste

24 and others doing Phase II of the IDVP. Again, if the kinds

25 of findings exist in non-seismic area that were inthe seismic



1 area, they'e clearly going to surface long before November

2 30th.

MR. EISENHUT: Well, let me put a couple of things
4 in perspective for you. First, we'e not going to —it'
s not premature, because we'e not going to reach a decision
6 today on —one way or the other. But it is fair to say that

there are reservations as to —on several points. Point
number 'one is this overall QA, should extend into the constru

10

tion arena?
/

You have stated this morning that you are in fact
going to undertake a look at the construction arena.

12 Another point that we had which is in fact a

13 reservation in our minds, at least in my mind, is is there

14 a. distinction between pre-'78 and post-'78? I s that really
a distinction today in light of all the facts that we have

seen? And I'm not lumping these into a Phase I and a Phase

1T II or into premature decisions. I'm relating it back to the

18 real technical facts of where we are. We must make a techni-
19 cal safety decision and that technical safety decision must

20 be based upon us having confidence that this pla< is in fact
21 built in conformance with the application and therefore in a

22 safe manner.

23 Now, I guess I left off one other area. There is
2< clearly an open question in our minds that if in fact you

25 find a number of errors in the seismic service-related



contract work, why that should not extend into the non-sesmic

work. That is a question that we are pursuing and the

questions you see from the Staff, all they are is evident
of these questions. And" it's not so much a question of
should something" be moved'from Phase ZZ to Phase l as much

as: it. is," a, question: of what information and,assurances do

we, need~ in order to give us confidence'hat--.the plant is.
built in a safe manner.
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Secondly, I can't help but sit here and think that
when we ask the question of —to give us a justification as

to why we don't need anything on non-seismic prior to our

decision on restora'tion of the license, you'e answer is,
because. you"re:going to do't. You.'re going to do'nough
of it'. to'n- fact have corrfidence" that th'ere's no'<" a'roblem.
And that is where'-we started: Our question- was; why

shouldn't

be done in order to give us the confidence?

So maybe we'e saying the same things and maybe we

may be hung up on a —I hope not a technicality —not a

technicality, but a legality or procedural —because the
—your very justification of why you don't need to have this
work done prior to a decision is because you'e going to do

it prior to a decision.

MR. NORTON: I think there's a slight —there'
a distinction.

25 MR. MANEATIS: And the distinction is that we'e
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to have clearly before —assuming that we'e working on our

2 targeted date of November the 30th —we will have 'in our

3 view ample evidence to dismiss all speculation on that score.
4 Ne will have been well enough along .on the Phase II and we wil
5 as we'e said, in our opening remarks -share all of the findin s.

6 with you.

If there are no findings other than, let's say,

some pr'ogrammatic QA observations similar, as we said, to wha

9 we saw in Phase I, then the issue is resolved. Your concern

10 should be allayed.

MR. EISENHUT: To put it another way, to be sure

we'e communicating George, what you'e saying is, therefore
prior to the decision on restoration of a low-power license,
you will have first completed phase one and secondly complete

the work in Phase II to a point where you have ample evidenc

16 to conclusively show. that there is no problem--
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~ MR. NORTON: Or there is.
MR. EISENHUT: —in Phase II.
MR. NORTON: Or there is to answer the~!question.

MR. MANEATIS: May I just correct one part of your
I

excellent statement and that is there is in the order, as

0
V
0

bl

you know, the two parts, Phase I and Phase II provisions to
permit your conclusion that we'e completed Phase I and allow

24 for certain modifications at your election to proceed after,
25 while we'e embarking on Phase II.



And likewise, we can be in the Phase -- we could

have a full power licence and be proceeding after Phase II
has reached a certain point if you believe that the modifica-
tions defined have no safety significance and they can procee

7%r

like" our', work- on the; fuel< handling building"—-that does, not
have> to„completed,; because- you,.-assessed. it, to. have no safety
significance.

In other words, there is a provision in the order
that permits you to have some flexibility as to when you

10 really say that Phase I is complete and Phase II is complete.

MR. EISENHART.: All right, I think I" understand the
12" distinction and let'h not-'belabor't, but let me'iy one

13" more'« t'ice:
14. Your"'proposa'l is" thaC prior"to the restoration of
15" a low power license or.. a-decision regarding restoration of
16 a low power license, you would have completed the analysis

and the modifications required as a result of Phase I—
18 MR. MANEATIS: The necessary ones.

MR. EISENHART: Ah, I'm sorry. Let me start over

and I'hink now that I'understand.
21 Prior to a decision, you would propose that all of
22 the analysis evaluation work of Phase I be completed and an

23 ample amount of Phase II be completed —analysis evaluation
24 work ' to conclusively show that that evaluation work-

the remaining pieces —need not be -- can be deferred and
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secondly, you would propose that. the "necessary modifications
structure, systems, components --" for -- .that flow out of

either Phse I or Phase II be done prior to a decision, but
that certain modifications can be deferred until after such

a low power decision.

blR. MANEATIS: Yes.

MR. EISENHUT: I'm not going to try to repeat it.
lIR. NORTON: The very end has got a slight —when

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

you said before -- a decision —I don't think the modificatio
that are necessary have to be done before a decision. They

have to be done before the activity for which they'e neces—

sary, whether it be fuel load, low power testing or whatever.

MR. EISENHUT: . You'e making a distinction which

I clearly understand. However,. in the real world realm here,
those may coincide very closely because the necessary modific
tions we .would certainly ask our regional folks to insure tha
8ose modifications were in fact done in an adequate manner.

MR. MANEATIS: That would be our proposal and I want

20

21

Howard Friend if he would disagree with it?
MR. FRIEND: I think that with the qualifications

that Bruce just put on it, I think that that is, indeed, our

23

24

25

approach or our recommended approach..

I think it's important to recall that the Phase I
program involves the physical analysis you might say of the

facility. It looks at the structural requirements in the



structure. It looks at the stresses in the piping. It looks
at the stresses in the hangars. It looks at the concrete.

IIt looks at the physical part of the plant and I think Sat
probably is the way it was constituted.

The Phase,:.II",program: looks'ore- at the operational,
—- the functional. side of- the.,plant. The capability. of the
variou's~ parts- of< the systems: to function properly and'o
forth and it s in our mind that when we finish Phase I, we

10

12

14'5

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

25

will have indeed completed a thorough review of all of the
structural elements of the plant that are influenced by
s'eismic certain'1y, but influenced by other matters regarding.
the"- structural-'design- and anal'ysis and'hen he Phase II part
is."limited'o+the-functiozrability of"the plant. D'oes the-

pump put" the<reguired"- capacity'C" the point of'ischarge and

so forth?

So, we feel that once we get the structural part
of the facility confirmed, that we do have a little additiona
time to confirm the functional capability of the facility and

that really is what we'e looking for is some additional time
before" we begin the~low. power tests or the hot functional
tests wherein we want to commit and we feel that we should
commit to having not only. the structural elements confirmed,
but the functionability elements also confirmed ta the satis-
faction of everyone.

MR. EISENHUT: So, if you could remember what you
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said--
MR. t64NEATIS: No, I'e got a transcript. I'l

3 never remember that—
MR. EISZNHUT:. Let me ask one other question then4

5 and it wa prompted by Howard Friend's statement there.

Monday, we had the opportunity to tour the facility
7 and I couldn't help but notice that over the last few months

.

8 the facility has gone from one which was characterized as

9 all cleaned up, ready for operation to one that was to the

10 point where there were a number of modifications going on.

11 There were a number of maintenance operations —repair
12 operations in progress. There were a number of I'm sure

P

18 some of the post TMI improvement stuff. Items were being

14 put in that were previously on somewhat of a later schedule.

15 On all the modification work that is being done

16 since last September the 22nd —all activities, all compon-

17 ents that are being modified —is there in the overall

O
O
O

18 process —is there in fact a sort of a final checkout of .

19 what's in the plant to insure that it's as-built configuration
20 is in fact as the final drawings on the analysis indicates

21 -- and prompting the question is the fact that there have

22
23'een

a number of cases identified. where there was a differenc
y"

between the as-built diagram and the as-built plant.
24 MR. FRIEND: I'd. like to answer your question in a

25 couple of points.



First, we have —correct me if I give some wrong

dates. We have since last Fall, completed or 99 percent
completed a 7914 walkdown of the total facility and I believe
that that has'hen completed „and the, documentation has been

prepared"as a1!result" of. that',, walkdown', so we'.have good

assurance-that all of. the ongoing analysis that we- are

required'to make. are, being- done to the-'s-built configuration.
In addition, for some period of time now, we have

IV
Oo
I
0

10

12'3

16

17

18

19

20

incorporated in the engineering procedures for the. project a

requirement that fixes, modifications in the station be

subject to a rigorous quality assurance and, as-built in
program so- ye- do b'elieve that- we'- have- a'high- a'e'gree- of
conf idhrrce'aha< al'l oT" the~ record@- do'r'ill"reflec the-

as built.-condi<ien o'f
the'acility.'-'think-"if'ou look at th'.~program< that we'e des-

cribed today —we'l be talking about. We do touch on the
as-built aspect of the fixes.

I think that's a long way of saying yes.

MR. BISHOP: Howard, 7914 pertains to piping.
llR. FRIEND: Yes'.

O
V
Q

1

21

23

24

25

MR. BISHOP: Did you do or find it necessary to do

similar; walkdowns for other as-built. conditions?
MR. FRIEND: We have done some walkdown and as-

building of the structures. Specifically, the fuel handling
building structure. We have a very complete review of--
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1 Bill, can you talk about the degree in those areas?

MR. WHITE: Similar walkdown on HVAC supports, as

3 an example, as well as cable tray and condo supports. So tha
4 operation is ongoing right now.

MR. BISHOP: Thank you.

MR. FRIEND: We'e very interested in creating
where it doesn'0 exist, Tom, a good clear as-built record of
the facility, so that —the first poi'nt, so that we do our

9 analysis or whoever has to do an analysis has the correct
10 information. But second, so that the station has good as-

11 built information for the future to be able to incorporate

12 any changes and that sort of thing.

: 13

14

MR. EISENHUT: I have one other question.

I got in the earlier discussions —I got very

16 close to it and Ithink I might have sort of asked it, but I
16 really didn' really finally ask it.
17 When. we were discussing the service-related contrac
18 and we were discussing a point in time of midnight in '78,

~7
O

a
19 I think we said thNmost of the work was accomplished prior
20 to 1978 on those service-related contracts and in fact in
21 1978, the distinction of 1978 is that there were some program

matic 2A requirements put in the contract or put on those
O

V
Z

ll

23 contractors.

In the physical real world of most of the plant
25 sitting there and the structure systems and components effect
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by this work, do you any longer believe that there is any

real distinction between a contractural aspect relating to

pre-'78 and post '78 in the physical plant? Do you really
b'elieve that„ there is any difference and any distinction to

be drawn between. looking, at-,'.pre-'78 verses post~ -'78?

i~lR., MMEATIB;: Looking for what, may I. ask?

MR. EISENHUT: Looking for the overall bottom line

10

12

safety 'impact on the--
MR. MANEATIS: You'e looking -- Whether they >had

PGGE accrued quality assurance programs, obviously there woul

be a difference.
MR. EISENHUT That''ota my: quest'ion".

13''m~not worried=wha&'aon; a- piece. o&paper .in=a'

0
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I
0
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O
Z
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14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

24

25

contract..

MR; MANEATZS.:. I'on't see" that there's any, d'ifder-

ence. Correct me if anybody on the project feels there is.
John Hock, can you —did you hear the question?

MR. HOCK: ;I'm afraid that I do think there's some

difference. I think there was a —the post-'78 work, there

were ih many instances quality assurance requirements

specified for that work. Some of the work that I 'm talking
about now, Darryl, is in the reaIm of what we might call a

service-related contract, but it was done —the bulk of the

work that I'm thinking about was done post TMI. It was

assistance that we had in either analysis or making post TMI

0
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modifications and we did a substantial amount of out of house

work in that area. And let me take this opportunity on that
subject to say that I think that if you use dollar value as

a judge, perhaps the statement that I believe was made earlie
about most of that service-related contract was being done

prior to '78 may not be correct.
I feel rather strongly that in

post '78 work, the post TMI work maybe a

MR. EISENHUT: All right. Let

terms of, dctllar valu
.I

bigger budget work.

me put the question

this way.

Excluding the post TMI NUREG 737 fices, because tha

:
really is a separate entity that we could —you could look

. at item by item, because it's a limited number of —handful
14 of items.
15 If you look at the 12 —I heLieve the number was

service related contracts —I'm really looking that while

O

18

there maybe a difference in the piece of paper in the contrac

and while there maybe a difference in terms of what documenta
Oo
Q

IJ
X

O

tion requirements are there from a QA standpoint, would you

really expect any technical difference -- physical difference
-- in the things that are in the plant and being evaluated

23

from.the pre-'78 and the post-'78 work?

That's the question.
24 MR. HOCH: I'l have to answer no to that. I would

-
exit that there were perhaps more procedural controls. I
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think in terms of physical work the answer is no.

MR. EISENHUT: And therefore, does it follow that
looking at the physical plant —If I found deficiencies in
the, pre-'78 there ip an inference that you would find
deficiences in'he. post-'78 work? The deficiencies that=

have'been characterized by you folks.
MR. MANEATIS.:< I. would possibly submit that that

doesn'0 logically follow on the basis that we did indicate

10

that there would be possibly some differences on the paper

the quality assurance requires and that could -- assuming

that it was working as implied, have precluded. the incidence
of'ome d'i;sparities. By virtue" that that is really what QA is
desi,gned'o do. So'here" couH'be fewer discrepancies" on Ehe

'5"

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

bases that. we had'"evolve'd.' far'ore vigorous" effect at

qualmy assurance>program in that period and therefore,
you-'ould

see some differences.
MR. EISENHUT: I'm not sure that that logically

follows since I think the previous question was that regard-
less of what's on the piece of paper, one has a list of QA

items on programmat'ic needs,. and. the other one does not'.

If contractor X had these two paces of paper—
one; labeled pre-'78 and one post-'78, do you really, expect

there to be any physical differences in the stuff that goes

into the plant particularly recognizing that I think a large,
large fraction of the work was on the -- was done under the
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one that said pre-'78? Is the distinction of severing this

2 work pre and post-'78, is that a —of distinction?
MR. MANEATIS: YOu'e talking about the work. We

4 took out the QA. I'd like.to believe that contractors over

5 a griod of time are becoming more experienced by virtue of
6 the time frame. There are new regulations out. There are

new advances in the state of the art and if they have not
w

availed themselves of those, I would be considerably disappoi

ted. So therefore, I would expect by virture of their enhance

10 knowledge state, experience state, and the state of the art
11 itself that we ought to see some better work over a period of

time.

,
.14

Am I right;, on that, gentlemen?

MR. EISENHUT: You'e saying then that if you looke

]6 at this as a function of time, you would expect the quality
16 to gradually improve as the overall technology, the overall
17 evolution of QA requirements?

18 MR. MANEATIS: I'm just applying it to the work.
IV
O
I
O

19 You said that the work itself.
20 MR. EISENHUT: That's correct. And you would not

U
0

21

22'3

expect there to be this distinct step-function, so to speak,

as inferred by the words we'e been using historically over

the last year in the pre-'78 post-'78?

MR. MANEATIS: I don't think it would be a step-
26 function, because we have incurred that dicotomy.



MS. KERRIGAN: I have a question.
't

seems like that was exactly the same argument

that you just used to put to bed the pre-'78 non-seismic.
4 Do you understand what, I'm saying~? I'm saying that right
5 now. you'e arguing that; because. there, is:.QAiit did,make a

difference and befor'e you were. saying'hat QA made no differ-
ence whether you had the QA ox: not and that was the distinc-
tion that you made between seismic and non-seismic.

MR. FRIEND: There's a certain thing that you can

10 say, I think. You can conclude rationally that the imposition
11 of a'ood QA program would he'lp to a'assur'e the quality'of the

12 engineering work;

13

14.

MS. KERRTGA¹. Ii agree.

MR. FRIEND: The" opposite~is not necessari3.y true.
15'he absence". of. a. QA program does not necessarily prove* the

16 inadequacy of an engineering program. It is not true.
17

18

MR. MANEATIS: Th& is the point that I was making.

MR. KNIGHT: Just a couple of --. I was trying to
19 keep score when we were talking before —Reviewing my notes

at least I found that I fainted in my small part. Out of'll
21 that discussion the only thing I came away with is that all

of the structural modifications felt necessary should be

23 identified in about four to six weeks.

24

25

MR. WHITE: Yes.

MR. KNIGHT: What I would like to do is to read out
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a list of items and have someone give me an equally succinct
answer in terms of X to X weeks.

The first one would be all models.,

MR. WHITE: Can we turn the recorder off or what?

MR. KNIGHT: In your best judgment.

MR. WHITE: Okay.

MR. KNIGHT: All structural models.

MR. FRIEND: Jim, do you have a copy of our program

that we handed out.

10 MR. KNIGHT: Yes.

12

13

14

15

16

MR. FRIEND: If you look at the index, each section,
Jim, of our final report is broken up by structure and then

also broken up by criteria, methodology and that sort of thin
We have listed here the appropriate dates when that

kind of information is available to you. I don't want to
pre-empt your ability to question Bill on that, but I do

17

18

want to point out that we have tried to give you an idea of
when this informaticn would be available in the index to our

19

20

21

22

23

24

final report outline.
MR. KNIGHT: I would construe then -- I would presu e

there would be some administrative and publication time and

other things of this type that the information auld be genera-

ted and available prior to being produced?

MR. FRIEND: Yes, the dates that we have given here

are the dates when we are committing to give this information
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12'-

15'7

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to the IDVP and the NRC and any other interested parties'for
their review.

We would absorb the administrative production

time in advance of that.
We do intend a'iso,, Jim', to get into detail boCh on

the contents of. this document; and also on the schedular

information that is outlined. here and, we'l have some more

detailed information today in our program.

MR. EISENHUT: Let me follow up on what Jim is
saying.

If you go to p'age three of that, under'tructural
Design< 0'verview-; do you-" see~a se'chion entitled 2'.1.l.3-—
Methodology. Ahd" under'hat" comes. the models of. the~ different
containment,„structures- and-". the daCe that I read for that is;,

September- the lst,'.

Now, that's the date that —it reads like the

methodology for all the modeling work will have been complete

and does that hold? Is that how you'e done each section tha

sometime proceeding 9-1, the work has to be completed? I
thi'nk that'~ Jim's point.

MR. MANEATIS: This is on the containment and,

internals, right?
MR. EISENHUT: Yes.

MR. r(NIGHT: Just simply a case in point.
MR. EISENHUT: I think it is. All I meant was a cas
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13

in point.
MR. FRIEND: Well, your statement is correct. The

. work has been done. The report represents a discussion of
the methodology and the work that has been and the other

sections when we have the dates beside them, the same will be

the case. That is our intention and of course if you'e
interested in reviewing the details of the work that support

this, those are available in our files to you.

MR. WHITE: Let me make one distinction that I think
maybe might help Jim in terms of seeing where to put his

people.

Here in the September l methology part on contain-
ment as an'example, it was completed —a write up of this

14 and in all areas we have not completed the total review of

16

these models —the write up has been completed as to what

we'e going to be doing, but in terms of actually completing
17

18

the execution of that review, as an example, that part has

not been comp3eted. That's getting back into the results part.

IJ
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19

20

21

22

23

24

MR. KNIGHT: I guess that I could construe then that
as of that date -- let's pick something on page six: the

turbine building, design review and I get to descriptions and

modifications. So, as of 9-15, I could expect to arrive here

with a team of people and request that we review the turbine
modificati'ons and have a padage that would be fully ready for

25



MR. FRIEND: What page are you.>an and what are you

2 talking--
MR. KNIGHT: Page six —well, it doesn't really

4 matter.

10 tion?

MR~ WHITE:., It should be 10-15.

MR,. EISENHUT: Is there a typo in this?
Is,~it''0-15- or. 9-1'5?.

MR. WHITE: It should be 10 —10-15.

MR. FRIFND: Why don't we let Jim finish his ques-

MR. KBTQHT": No', I jus'5 wan'teQ''o be sure that I"

12: understand it'. That —.
13" MR EISENHUT'; Well', if put- another" way~, I'ust.
14" have~ leafed through the» methodology- section-: on" all.= of these,

1s.: wh'ich'.incorporates. the" modeling;. I',have seen='only. o'e that
16 has the modeling completion date after September the 1st.
17 That happens to be the turbine building.
18

19

MR. FRIEND: That's correct.
MR. EISENHUT: For the entire package, allthe

20 modeling is. essentially done except for- the. turbine .building,
21 if these dates are correct.
22 MR. WHITE: It's the description of the models that
23 are going to be used fcr the evaluation. Now, some of that
24 aaluation of the models has not been comp3eted. That is in
26 progress.
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MR. KNIGHT: . Would you be saying that I'e got a

first cut at a model and now I'm going to exercise it and

I may make some revisions to it?
If I came out here in my regulatory role and sat

down with a bunch of folks and said, "Let's talk about your

aux. building model," would we be saying—
MR. WHITE: Let's go to—
MR. KNIGHT: Okay, I picked a bad one.

MR. WHITE: That's a good one. That's a good one.

MR. EISENHUT: Let's put it another way.

It's our objective not to be on the critical path

of this evaluation. It's therefore, not any longer than we h ve fa

13

14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

25

be, certainly recognizing that we always are somehow at the.

end of the line.
Therefore, if we decide that one of the areas that

we want to review at an early time is the models used for the

different evalMions, I would like to turn to Jim Knight and

ask Jim to have his team of people here to review models. If
I read this package —if I read the dates —if I'm inter-
preting them right, I could ask him to do that, in theory,
tomorrow on everything except the turbine building. It is
the only one that there is not presently by September 1st

a description of th models that is to be due.

MR. WHITE: Okay, that wasn't the intent of these

dates is what it amounts to. This is when we were going to
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submit the right up telling you what we were going to do .on

these. Some of the work described in these is still in
progress.

Now; thexe are some. that have., in fact,, been

COIllp„'le ted
.'R".

EISENHUT: However', it-'ep'ends„there'for'e. on

the"..degree~ or th'"depth'n. which we want to review- the'model.

10

12

13>

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. WHITE: Right.

MR. EISENHUT: A first review could well be a

description of the model and if this is the date that you'e
ging to submit it to'he NRC, then clearly'ou have'our
own description some'time'efore this- so" if'I'wanted'to ask=

Jim- Knight;-ae'I, said". to come..out a'nd revi'ewtyour d'escription
oE your. models —- how.'you were going~ to'o about to. do. this-
job',. it, would. be fair. game. to say that.I"could ask him to do

tent tomorrow in theory except for the turbine bui3ding.

MR. WHITE: Right.
MR. EISENHUT: And you do have that available such

that we could do that review.

MR. WHITE: Right.

MR. EISENHUT: Good I understand. What are you

doing tomorrow?

MR. KUO: Bill, am I correct to say that by this
date, you would have in the report the description of how to
construct your model? There is really no real model in terms



of numbers that is available.
MR. WHITE: Maybe this will fall out and be a lot

clearer when we go through each individual building, because

4 there we can say, "okay the aux. building -- we have calculat
5 all the properties and you can come up and you can take a

look at it .this afternoon," if that's what we wanted to do.

On the containment, there part of the review is don

8 by Blue in terms of cleaning .up the.'BRI items 'that they
have generated. They are in the process of completing their

10 evaluation. Our role is to spot check their evaluation. So,

11 we can go down and say, "hey this is the kind of model we

12 used." What we'e doing now is going through and verifying
13 that each individual element within that model was properly
14 put into the computer. That's the piece that is ongoing righ
15 now.

16 The same thing with the intake structure. In terms

of the"definition of the general. model -- here we'e using th
3-D finite element model. You can take a look at element/

configuration, size, aspect, ration —these kind of things.
We'e going through now and verifying that each individual
thickness was put in properly. Masses were properly
located. These kind of things in terms of the geraal overall

23 conception of the model, we'e ready to go on all of those
24 items right now.

25 If there's a piece that we have not completed in
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satis2cation. to ourselves that all of the elements within
that model are accurate enough to give a good representation
of the as-built condition.

MR. KNIGHT,: Can,I ask? At what point, in this
scheme here would"I expect',. to~ be~able.to look'ot„,only at
the model,, but at'he resQ'lt':s coming,, out'f" it?

MR'. LEAHY: I".m Jim Leahy, and.I would .like to
suggest that after we'e gone through the detail which we'e
going to get to here shortly, that I would then present to
you our view of the report submittal and the IDVP and the NRC

review a1lowanc~'n" th'~ p'oi;i~.

MR. EISENHUT': I think'hat'~ fi~e-.

14'R:.; MANEA'TX'S.: Coul'd< I: get back to~ the=age'nda,, only
because" we'e=--

15",

16

17

18

19

MR. EISENHUT,: No', I'h'ink that's appropriate~ and."

I think we should get back to it and I was going to ask in
fact 'if there is any more questions on what I would call the

overview perspective?

If not, let's take a —something like a ten or
20'ifteen .minute break.

21 (A brief recess.)

22

23

24

25

MR. EISENHUT: Why don't we get back on the agenda.

The next item was the Internal Technical Program and George

I will turn it back over to you to walk through that.
MR. MANEATIS: I'm going to pass the ball to Howard
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Friend, who will make a few introductory remarks.

MR. FRIEND: Thank you, George. I would just like
to say a few things preliminary to our more detailed presen-

tation. You will recall that we met with you in Bethesda

on the 6th of August and outlined for you the essential

elements of what we have describeR as our corrective action

program. Today, we plan to get into additional details to

give you and the IDVP more information about the corrective

action program that we have planned.

Also as background, we have met with the IDVP and

the Staff subsequent to August 6th here in San Francisco

to describe in even greater detail the elements of the piping
and support program that are part of our corrective action

program

Today, we have as evidenced by our progress so far
this morning -- we have a full schedule to get though, so I
don't want to take very much more of your time. We are going

to in our planned remarks speak to each item that was refer-
enced in Mr. Shierling's memo that noticed this meeting.

We intend to address all of them. I might just tough upon

them. We'e going to talk about our internal program. We'e

ging to talk about our Phase I final report and the schedule.

We'e going to talk about what we refer to as our software

schedule. A schedule that we have prepare t.hat indicates

the timing requirements when sections of the PG&E internal



1 report will be available for review as well as when interim
2 technical reports are planned to be available from. the indep-

3 endent varification program. We hope that this will be

4 beneficial to all of the participants to see the kind of
6 workload th'at we are predicting„ totally for the,,project.

We,'re also going to spend sometime talking about

7 lifting of'. systems, that we: think our necessary to support

fuel load. As you recall, in our discussions back in Bethesda,

9 we indicated that our corrective action program is based

10 on a philosophy that all of the analysis required by the Phas

I. prog~- would. be comp3.eted and most and aid.. of. the remi.red
fixes-to. safety;re3.ated structures, systems, and'omponents

13 as m resu1'W cd-. th'at analysis would be comp1ehed".

14 We. have. saD.that we:would perhaps have. some items o

15 physical work not related to fuel load that, might'go= on past

16. the fuel. load date for completion.

17 Ne have a short presentation about the quality
18 assurance program that we have outlined for the project. This

19 quality assurance program has been submitted to the Commissio

20 and,there have been some»questions raised which. are. answered

21 in the latest submissicn andwe have a short presentation on

22 that.
23 And finally, we have asked the independent varifica-
24 tion program manager Dr. Bill Cooper to give us a status
25 report on both Phases I and II of the IDVP and any other matt
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which he wants to address. I think that generally outline's

the rest. of the, program for today.

I would like to say again -- repeat what Mr.

Maneatis said — our progam that we have outlined we'l be

describing to you is predicated on the restoration of our

low power license and the resumption of fuel load activities
on November 30th. We have looked very hard at that schedule.

It's a 'very difficult schediLe for us to make. We think it
represents a very challenging schedule for the other partici-

10 pants of this program to achieve, but we do. believe that it'
11 achievable and it would be our sincere hope that working

12 together we can achieve that schedule and we certainly on

13 the project are aiming for that goal and intend to achieve

14 it to all extents that we have control over.

15 So, with that, I would like to turn it over to
16

17

Dick Anderson who will talk to you about the overview of the

anal Phase I report. How we plant to create it. What we

expect it to do for the IDVP and for the NRC in assuring

themselves of the acceptability of the station as designed.

IJ
Z
Z
0

a

20

21

22

23

Dick, go ahead.

MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, Howard.

MR. EISENHUT: Could I ask Howard one question?

Can you make a concise statement as to what you

24 think the purpose or the intent of this progran is and what

it's trying to accomplish?



The ITP? The Internal Technical Program?

MR. FRIEND: The intent of the Internal Technical

Program is to assure for ourselves with a review the

adequacy of the design activities that went on in the earlier
phases.,'of the job~. To complement<, you might. say, although

this p'xogram was started in; parallel with the independent,

program'. We mi'ght. characterize~ that, as complementing t'e.
independent verification program. It has a couple of other
functions.

10 Our internal program is designed to supply informa-

tion to'he inde@end'ent ver1fication progr'ann in a. timely
12

13-

14

manner''uch t."ha<'heir'eview<is exp'edited; Also, part.-
oi'u~

independent. program".is. to accept from"the IDVP'problems

—- errors that'hey discover'nd provide for. resolut'iorr.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

We are> responsible~ for designingl,. fix or repair
or whatever action is necessary to respond to the IDVP progr
findings. I think an independent evaluation, a support
of the IDVP, and then a response to the IDVP when they have

findings, are the three major roles that I see as -- of our

internal program.

MS. KERRIGAN: And your internal program is not

restricted to pre-'78 seismic activities?
MR. FRIEND: No, not at all. As a matter of fact,

one of the things that we wanted to —that we thought we

should clarify is that the structural work as you might
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

imagine is difficult to separate an analysis of a structure
into seismic and non-seismic. So, when we complete our

structural work in support of Phase I, we will have completed

all of the structural work that we believe necessary.

Similarly in the area of piping supports, tray,
race-way supports, HBAC duct work —all of the areas that
are characterized as being part of the Phase I effort will
in effect encompass all of the effort that we see necessary

to bring the matter to a satisfactory resolution during the

Phase I time.

MR. EISENHUT: If you find during your internal
program —if you come to certain findings or even ultimately
to certain errors that are fixed, are those fed into the

internal technical program? I'm sorry, terminology guide.

Are those fit into the IDVP?

MR. FRIEND: Yes. If you recall, the IDVP program

description and I ask Dr. Cooper to listen carefully and

correct me again if I make any errors in describing his

program.

The program description of the IDVP calls for
when the PGGE internal program announces an open item that
in the semi-monthly report —the IDVP program reviews that
for generic issues to see that if in their opinion it has

generic implications and if it does, they then insert it into
their program as part of their review process.



4.

5

6.

10

MR. EISENHUT: I have one more, I guess, and appropr
iately probably should be directed to. Bill Cooper, but Iill
give him a chance at it later.

What is, your- understanding then today of what the
intent of„'he IDVP~'is, and- how it. complements'this program--
since'he. wo'rd'ou used, I believ'e, is', thej co'mplement, one,

another.

MR. FRIEND: Well, the IDVP program is also con-

stituted to review the work that went on in the design of thi
facility. They are constituted to function totally independen

t'ly. They are'onstituted" to" report both t."o the NRC a'nd
to'G&E"int'heir- role as- in'dpendent:. verifiers. I. believe that

14

when" I's'e: th'e~word'comp1ement" I believe that-, the. ZDVP'-

program has been aware of generally the areasf of work that
15 me being undertaken by the PG&E internaj. program and continu d

16 to monitor and to be aware of those activities. And so

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

they are selecting areas of interest that are complimentary

to some of the PG&E internal work for their area of special
interest.

MR. EISENHUT: All right. Only one, more.

You said that you send things like findings, errors
that come out of the ITP and send them to the IDVP. What

about the other stuff that turns out all right, because this
is an independent check and we'e relying upon the independen

25



1 things were done right. Now, you could therefore -- you
2 wouldn't think it's appropriate, I don't believe, to only sen
3 them the things where you found errors. How do they help
4 assure that things --for example, you reanalyze a building
5 -- let's say the intake structure. You reanalyze the buildin
6 and find that the spectre are the same. You find that there

is no reason to propogate the evaluation through the rest of
the structure and you conclude in the Internal Technical

10

13

Program that the intake structure is okay.

MR. FRIEND: First I want to clarify. The reports
that we send —the notification that we give the IDVP is
in the form of our semi-monthly reports.

Regarding the IDVP review of other work, it is my

18

understanding and belief that the IDVP will have the

opportunity to review independently all of the work that we

are doing particularly in conjunction with this corrective
action program.

Everything that we do, we believe must be made

19 available for the IDVP to review to assure to their own

satisfaction that it is correct and to the standards that the

have set for themselves in evaluating the program.
22

24

Some of the other speakers plan to get into a littl
bit more detail as to how we'e going to do that.

MR. SCHEIRLING: Having the opportunity to review
25 that work does not assure that they take the opportunity.



MR. FRIEND: That's correct. It is the responsibili
2 of the IDVP manager to reach a conclusion that he has looked

3 at enough of the work to conclude a satisfaction with the
4 facility and all I'm saying is that we are being very open

6 in. making available to him whatever he want's~ -- whatever they

6 want to reach that satisfaction.
MR. SCHIERL'ING': What. happens to',those'ssues. that

have no generic implications? They just remain in the ITP.

MR. FRIEND: Well, they are subject to this
10 independent review of the IDVP, but not as a specific item.

Onl'y as'i.ght be addressed o'r covered inde" total inCpend'ent

review* that they- can make of'ur work.

14

I!m'geM'ing all kinds~ oZ advice" here. Pea'haps,

the'est. thing» to. do is to move forward- in thia program and

16 let'r.; Anderson get into his description'X. our- Phase I,

16 final report and by all means, Hans, if we haven't answered

17 clearly your question please raise it again and we'l try
18 to if Dick doesn't or the other fellows don't cover it.
19 MR. ANDERSON: I'm Dick Anderson and I think that
20 the presentation that we plan to'make, on. this program. will
21

22

answer your questions on how information is transferred.
l

I would like to explain a little bit about the

23 report and the outline of the report, because we have chosen

24 this vehicle to communicate information. That is exactly
25 what this report is intended to do.



Obviously, we could'.have written all kinds of
smaller segments of description of the program, description

of the scope, the methodology, the criteria and put those

4 all in piecemeal and then later on gone back and written
a final report. What we'e trying to do is to write the

final mport in segments or installments so that you see what

we'e doing. We define the scope, the criteria obviously

from the FSAR and the Hosgri Report —the methodology in a

fair amount of detail telling you what we'e doing and we

10 tell you that early. That basically is the part of the repor

12

that we are giving you today and that information is availabl

then to both the IDVP and the NRC to use in anyway they see

13

14

fit". So, that this could be, I would expect, that the part th

we'e given you today would be used extensively by the detail
16 reviewers from the IDVP in developing their understanding

16 of what we'e doing. And when they come in to do a .review

or an audit of our work or our calculation or our computer

output or whatever they want to see, they would be able to

look at the criteria -- the methodology as it ' described

21

here and see that that is exactly what we did.

So this is really a means of communicating to you

O
V
4

Z

what we'e doing in installments. Allowing you to become

23 familiar -- both the IDVP and the NRC with what, we'e doing

24 and the words describing what we'e doing so that those

same words will appear in the final report. This is a secti



of the final report and you will not have to go through and

5<

review a whole great bit thick new document late in the

game.

Let- 0e:,just'ake, a'ew comments on the- report itsel
It s divided into three parts'. The first part is what we

might call a kind of" an executive summary and it is designed

to= stand pretty much alone. It. will describe< the background.

It will describe the findings to some extent of the IDVP.

10

The findings of our Internal Program and under, I believe it
is section 1.2.4.2, if you have a copy of this in front of
you, it will give" a" M'ble of'all of" the open'tem's. A descri
tion- of'he'tem" and. the d'isposition.: of: t'hat:item(

Most'S. the open. items>wilj,'W disposed'- of
by'4

reZeren'ce, to the appropriate- sections.'n-'he report: There

15'6

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

maybe: some. tha< have to have a sep'arate. appendix. or. something

to dispose of them, but in that section we will clearly
identify in response to ~ur request all of the open items

that have been uncovered so far and their disposition. So

there will be a record of what, happened there.
In this part one of the- report, we will.try to re-

spond to the Commission's order on discussion of the cause of
the deficiencies, the significance to safety and that kind of
thing and some of the questions that you were asking about

earlier will be covered in those sections. What we found.

What the significance to safety is and we'l try to develop



a logic path that shows why we took what we found, what the

ZDP had found, and develop that into a broader program. That

will all be part one of the report.

Then we will make a brief summary description of

the Technical Program that is not prepared yet, because we

prepared the details first and then we'l make the summary

from that and we'l describe the ZDVP program and then finall
the conclusions. The conclusion section, obviously, will
be put in very late. Scheduled now for November 12.

10

12

13

14

The part two of the report gets more to the

information transfer thing. The part two describes the

details of the report. We go into considerable detail as

far as scope and criteria and methodology. Once we have

described that, however, we do not expect a great deal of
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

detail on results. For example, the result section of the

piping part -- when piping -- the piping program says that

we are going to review all of the large bore piping systems,

the result section may simply be a table that lists each

piping problem —Piping problem defined as a specific
calculation for stress analysis. We may list each one of

those and there are well over 200 of those.

22

23

24

25

We will give the description of the pipe, the size,

the number of supports, and the number of modifications

required, if any. So, it's a summary table of what the

results of the program were.



Now, to back that up, of course, we will have in
2 our own files, the details of the analysis, the computer
3 output, the detailed drawings that would be translated into
4 actual modifications..in, the, field and al3. of those would be

available for audit or. rey~eW', by the IDVP,'nd by- the NRC as
6 you chose- to do that. Ne~ do- not plan to put that kind o f

detail'in the rep'ort. The'eport would just. get unwieldy
if we started putting detailed descriptions of all of the

10

piping support modifications.
When we get into civil structural, we would do the

same kind of thing in the result section. We would describe
what we'id". We wil'1 describe any modifications that need to
be" made- in words,. if"ye ca'; If we have t'o have'ketches

14 to male thode" descriptions'- mme" meaning'ful, we will cert&'nly
do that. But it will b'e relatively'-- a- re'latively

snthll'esult

section because of the completeness of the review and

the description of the program. It's very much life an SPAR

18 program. We are saying in fair amount of details what we'e
going to do and at the end, we'e saying we did it. And the

2 -'esults or the details in between are certainly available to
audit at the IDVP's and the Vi RC's descretion.

0

22 I think that', really all I wanted to say. I wanted

to point out, I guess, one more thing. That when we get to
24 part three, there may be some changes there. Ne have not had

a chance to really go over this with the IDVP. Part three



describes the IDVP program and I think that it could be nothi
more than an inclusion of their final report. It could be

some comments that we have on their final report. Maybe a

brief overview of our perspective on their final report and

a reference to it. If that fits in with the report, it will
be put in. If it doesn't we'l refer to it. But it is meant

that part three be primarily contributed by the IDVP. And

that would be used to support the conclusion that we arrive a

10

in part. one, that combined with our own work, with the IDVP's

work, the plant is in a condition that the low power license
-- the fuel load low power license can be restored.

12 MS. i(ERRIGAN: Question on part one. In the sectio
13

14

where you'e. talking —evaluation of results and expansion

of the program. That discussion would be cause of defi'cienc es

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

and significant to plant safety will not be limited to seismi

is that correct? You will analyze each error in terms of its
impact all the way thxough the entire plant design including
non-seismic. Why you feel that that error doesn't imply a

non-seismic problem.

MR. ANDERSON: Well, .in this report, this is just
the Phase I report and we are addressing the seismic aspects

of the design. The part that we'e reviewing in Phase I.
Now, the systems aspect will be addressed in the

Phase II report.
MS. KERRIGAN: Part of the Commission order, though,



1 requires you to look at it -- look at the Phase I —what is
the significance of Phase I findings on quote-unquote, Phase

II problems. So, that would also have to be addressed in this
report.

The technical report that .is asked. for,, in"t'he,'rder

7

does not limit the significance,.af. design. errors found--
limit aha<" impact.; to a seismic design.

MR. ANDERSON: I think that we would use some of

10

13 ".

14-

15

the same kinds of words that you heard—
MS. KERRIGAN: Right, but you are planning on

addressing that and saying why each error woul'd not be some-

thing aha< would hhve- impact on the non'-s'eismic" design area?

MR. ANDERSON: Well', I'hin'k t'hat we could add'ress

that i'n general terms; We'adn''lanned"to'o through and

do tha< for each error'-, but'e certainly:can>do't in general

terms.
17

18

I think one more--
MS. KERRINGAN: I think -- I'm not sure if I have

23

a problem with that or not. Perhaps -- maybe it ' something

that we n'eed to discuss more.- as to interpretation of the'rde
and maybe Mr. Seimto can help us out here on exactly what

the Commission is asking for in the. technical report.
MR. FRIEND: Before we get to that definition, let

24 us say that it is our intent to respond to the order totally
in this Phase I report and I do know that there are require-
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1 ments of what needs to be included in the order and we intend
2 to respond to them. It maybe that we have a little semantics
3 problem about how to--

MS. KERRIGAN: Right. That's what I'm just trying
to clarify in my own mind, because it seemed like what I hear

6 you say is that you were discussing what would be in section
'l.25 when you talk about the expansion of the program. You

did expand the seismic portion of your program. You did not
9 expand the non-seismic part, because you felt no need and I

10

13

14

assume that that would come out of your analysis of the

errors.

MR. ANDERSON: Yes, that's true.
MR. KNIGHT: If I may., just one question.

When you were describing, for instance; the piping,

18

20

21

—I mean all of the mass of detail that goes with the assess-

ment of this type would not be reflected here, but would be

if the results sunmarized, which I think are quite appropriat
There's an item —even the page number is long.

It's 2.3.2-4. It's equipment previously qualified by tests.
Your bottom line there is that any equipment modifications
are documented in the equipment files. -- a slightly differe

24

twist to what you previously described in the piping where

the modifications would be summarized.

Is that a conscience difference or -- one seems to
be saying that we'l give you a summary of all the modifica-
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tions that were necessary and the other. says, we'l be in
the files.

MR. ANDERSON: Equipment was qualified to a certain
spectra and I think>:we.'l3 dis'cuss~that later w'hen" we get into
the~ details„of( that',part= of'.. it, but. if'. we" have t'o.,make;. a

modification, to .the equipment to respond, to a- new response

spector'.or. something;like that,, we.-would document that too.
MR. EPi7XGHT: That statement seems to apply —I

10

would have assumed'hat that was really the intent. Perhaps

the statement needs to be looked at.
MR. ANDERSON': That' right.

12

14'5'7

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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E",thi:n'k'us't: a few more comments on this.
'Vith:a>document of this type, we-''am to'be'" very

care'ful-tha~"we-. have: proper control'" and there'i,s'"-section in
he're thaC'ays contents~. The- n'ext" revision'f this will have

a -- First of all the content section only describes what is
currently in the report. So, you have an outline that gives
all of the sections -- the ones that are in the report and

the ones that are not in the report and you have a contents
section that says what is actually here .and'in the futur'e

as we have future revisions, this content section will have

a column that gives the latest revision of that section of the

report. So, that we'e sure that we all are dealing with the

latest revisions all the time.

As you get later revisions, we have index tabs and
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you can just slip those revisions in. You can slip the new

envisions in. So, this is just kind of a living document

3 that should be going along and being completed and being

4 filled out towards the completion of this program.

At the end, you will have a complete document.

You will have all the sections. You will have a list of
all of the latest revisions to those sections and you should

be able to then make a fairly rapid review of the total final
9 report —both the IDVP and the NRC.

10 MR. EISENHUT: Somewhere in here, I assume that
you will be able to rack up all of these modifications in
terms of both numbers and as we were talking earlier, putting

13 them in different bins —de finab le bins . Wi1l that be an

14 integrated piece of this report somehow or could it be?

15

17

18

MR. ANDERSON: It certainly could be. As we planne

to do it now, the numbers of piping modifications, the suppor

will be clearly defined in the tables that give the results
of the modifications there. In civil structural, it's a litt

19 more difficult to give a count of modifications. There maybe

20 several members that may be modified as a result of one

problem, but that will be described as a specific set of
modifications to a given structure.

23 We had not planned to go into any elaborate margin

24 to safety kind of analysis, but we can address —we'l cer-

tainly address part of that in part one where we talk about t



1 significance to safety.

3

MR. EISENHUT: Right now, my question is very simpl
Can you give a rack up in this report somewhere of all of the

4~, modifications< --. on'ef„ two,, threes, four~--- however<you. count

th'em".,—you",know-," d'i'fferent-Ipeople~coun't> dif'fer'ently,'ut a

6;' racks up„" o f„al'g~ the,.'mba."f ical'ion's'. requi'red,".as> a result'., o''.. the

Internal. Techn'ical" Program'r, I guess, in fact; all~ mod'ifica

tions made in the plant?

10

MR. ANDERSON: We certainly cold do that, sure.

MR. EISENHUT: So there is no question of what

12"

13>

modifications in the plant will be made as a result of these

seismic review efforts. I specifically ask that, because
I

when I- was at the pl'ant on Monday, .I" seemed to recall there

were mo'd'i'fications bei;ng'made in a couple of places that were

"not a*result o& th''. s'eismic re'-evaluat'i'on program'nd" I woul

like to make sure on what was the results of this effort. I
17 think that this is something that. really focuses down on
18 specifically what the modifications are.
19 MR.. SEIMTO:.. Wasn't this -- As long.,as, you..identify
20 how:-'.many.. times~the.same;;modification was 'made;;-- how many-

places.
22 MR. EISENHUT'. Well, the numbering" system'-- diffe

people use different numbering systems. I just want to be

25

sure that this listing identifies all modifications that are

necessary. If .a .modification occurs 100 times, you could eit r



—you can identify how many places you would tave to make

that modification. It's a trival thing, but it's a book-

keeping job to keep track -- once you loose it, you'e lost
4 it.

MR. SEIMTO: It gives you a perspective on what'

6 been going on.

MR. EISENHUT: I think that's correct.
MR. SEIMTO: If you put down like three modificatio s

9 -- people won't know what the hell's been shown with three

1p modifications made.

MR. FRIEND: Or put down 3,000 hangars and three

12

13

modifications.
MR. SEIMTO: Right.

14 MR. ANDERSON: We intend to do that. I'm not sure

how we'l implement it. All in one place, in one list or

whatever, but in the piping area in the example I gave earlie
it will list each system, the number of hangars that were the e

18 originally, the number that were modified, the number that

1g were added, if necessary

20 MR. EISENHUT: My request was to put it in one

place. This report is a Phase I- report and the terminology

here gets a little fuzzy, because this is your Phase I, not

23 the independent contractor ' Phase I and not what had previou

24 ly been referred to as Phase I. The total Phase I report and

25 Phase I, I guess, following this morning's definition really



1 includes between the lines here Phase I and enough of Phase

2 II to be able to draw some conclusory statements concerning

3 Phase II.

5.

MS. KERRIGAN: Is that,,going to.,be in this<report?
MR. EXSENHUT: Nop, but..it,,wi:ll have"„,to. be. a(

6. separate+-- you- will. hm.'erato,.know that, at'he same time„as
7" we.'; know. th'is.

MS. KERRIGAN: Right, but it won't be an integral
9 part of this report?

10 MR. EISENHUT: No, but if there's another report

11 tha.~ says'esu1M. oE Ph'asm =I'2- to date" include'in'onclusions,
img3.-icaMo~ Mat "s" H:ne-, tow-. A'dmiaxstra~vely; I 'm'ot
', one~way" or'he" ot'her.

14'» MR'. ANDERSON:- Tha<'s" all I have- t'o" say by-way of
15...i.htroduction. I'uess at this-: point we can turn" it'.,ove'r...t'o~

tl
O
O
O

15 Dr. White, who will describe the program and the structural
17 area.

18 ///
19 ///
20~

21

22

23

24

25



MS. KERRIGAN: Could I just ask one more general

question? Also in here and maybe i" 's here and I'm

just not seeing it, is an assessment by PGSE of the

4 effectiveness of the IDVP. That piece sets in here that

5 I'm just not seeing?

MR. ANDERSON: Yes, that will be included

in there. That's where we would I think describe that both

8 in part 3 and then up in the part 1.

MS. KERRIGAN: So it would be just sprinkled

10 throughout section 1?

MR. FRIEND: Let me re-emphasize the intent

12 to be totally responsive'o the orders in this report

13 and any requirements of the order for the Phase I report.
14 MR. MIRAGLIA: The two pieces that we'e

15 been talking about, Howard, are in the commission's order,

16 Part B and C. 3B reads a technical report that fully
17 assesses the basic cause of all design errors identified

by the program, the significance of the design errors

found and their impact on facility design. It doesn'

20 say seismic design.

21 MR. FRIEND: Ne understand that.
22

23

MR. NORTON: Frank, let me ask you this, though.

Do you read that as a requirement of the Applicant or

24 a requirement of the IDVP.

25 MR. EISENHUT: Don't answer that, Frank. I'm



trying to read this and figure out which is which and

it ' not clear to me.

MS. EERRIGAN: But C is clear. C reads PG&E

reads

5 '> MR. EISENHUT". C'.says, C;,is.".clear, in that. regard.

6 I think that's~one„*we'll,have. to-.loo'k" at and, talk;about
a~ little. The"'eadings on* the, at:tachment. are., a little,
fuzzy'. Ãe ran into that yesterday as to which was the

piece. It was clear that I was reading differently than

10 some other people would so it's one I think we'l have

to take E hard'ook at. Dr.
%hit'e?'2'R~.

WRITE'his- is gotn'g"t'o b'- a conti.nuation"

13~ o'H,t'e" CiMuss~on thac. we. h'ad"-three week~or" so" ago

14> ae'd; what- Z'an% t'o do'- is'ind"-of hit- th'"-
hi'gh'ights'of'he.

items ~ thaC; axe> listed;- in the~ report and"
t'o"'tart.'6

with, we talked about or in the report is discussed.

17 the steps that we go through in evaluating the adequacy

of the total analysis. The analysis and design process.

19 The first th'ng we go through is a review of the appropriate

20'rawing and", this goes back to reviewing the, design

21 drawings, concrete pour drawings, shop drawings for
22 steel fabrication and this,. kind of thing. In addition,

23 to that, we also go to the field and verify the adequacy

24 of these drawings for the purposes of structural
analysis'5

I think I should point out that, the level of detail eauired
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for adeauate structural analysis is different than an

as-built drawing for oiping analysis, as an example, so

in many cases, we do not have as-built drawings in the

terms of piping analysis but we do have adequate drawings

for performina the structural analysis. Those are reviewed.

In addition to that, we go through the criteria that

the structure has to meet. This criteria is set out

in the FSAR and the Hosgri reoort so these-are the

sources of the criteria that show uo in our report. We'e

10
gone through and reviewed the reasonableness so to soeak

of that, of those criteria.

12
In addition to that, we go through and check the

13
models. We review the computer codes that were used. in

the analysis and also check the calculational techniques

15
in developing the models and any other pieces of the

16
analysis. In addition to that, we also go "hrough a

17

18

structural review in terms of assessina the adeauacy of

the structure, steel, concrete, whatever it should haooen

O

O

1g
to be.

20 Now, these are the general steos that we go

d
Z
C
0

through. What I want to do now is take each major safety

related structure in turn and go throuah and indicate

23
how we'e applied these four general steps to the individual

24

25

specific buildina.
For the containment, again, this amounts to review
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ing a concrete drawing. Ne've done some field checks in
terms of assessing the accuracy of these particular
drawings so that ' a fair ly mundane, routine kind of
step=. In terms oX"the, criteria; I;,think probably, the.

easiest..way og. going" through-'hat', is>.to. turn to the"

table„ at.,the, encLof the containment. section. Xt's. page.

2ll-l0 and;, here we 'e'ttempted'. to, summarize the

criteria as set out in the Hosgri report in the FSAR.

O
V
0'

W

10

g2l

13-

14'5»'6

17

18

19

20.

21

22

23

24

25

Now there's a table like this on each individual structure
and we'l go through this one in a fair amount of detail
b'ecause it n'as the sane headings showing up ori all of
,them-. On- the" o her'uildings- whM I'illdo is~point-

out.- the. differences. tha<- m'ay equi'et.'.

The" first set of" p'arameters- is the-
sei'smic'~put='of'the

Hosgri'eport; We are using. the'UNARK- and„

Blume response spectra at the ground level with the

appropriate Tau filters and we'e using all of the guide-

lines laid out for those particular analyses and that'
capsuled there in just the Hosgri 7.5 magnitude.

For. the'DE and DDE, we'x;e going back. to the,

response spectra as set out in the FSAR using the damping

values that go along with those response spectra.

For the vertical input, when the Hosgri

analysis was done, vertical amplification was included in
the analysis and for the input to that vertical analysis
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d

we'e .taking two-thirds of the horizontal spectra with

tau filtering equal to zero, so there is no reduction

for size of foundation. And the DE and DDE analysis

there was no, or vertical amplification was not included

5 in the analysis and we'e staying with those commitments.

10

12

Accidental torsion for the containment as

the other structures -- two kinds of torsion or accidental

torsion was equal to 5% combined on an absolute sums

basis with the translation. 7% was combined on a square

root sums square basis and we take the worst of those

two. Again, that same mode of operation is included.

For the containment, tau filtering is .04. Again

13

14

this was a parameter not used in the DE, DDE analysis

era. The response combination for Hosgri, square oot

X
O

~ E
Q

0
M
O
V
Z

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

sums squares on 3D. For the other two earthquakes we'e
looking at combining one horizontal with one vertical
on an absolute sums basis. All this is consistent with
what was laid out in the FSAR and Hosgri.

Damping values, here we'e talking about

concrete for the internal structure as well as the

shell for the Hosgri and let's see, the steel actually
should have been listed there. That's not -- I think
on steel, whatever comes out of the FSAR, l think it'
4% or whatever. For the DE and the DDE, the damping

are listed as shown in the FSAR.



Ductility was allowed in the Blume spectra
and that's what is referred to here. Ductility was

not allowed for using in the NUMARK spectra. Material
properties, again these are based, on actual tests as

opposed., to design, specified; minimums and t'hese;.-test values

are. taken. from."a.28. day or, 60 day cylinder= depending:

on, for."concret'e, actual'fill serts~ (ph) for:, the steel..
In-'-terms of the broadening for the response

spectra, 5% on the high side, 15 on the low, based on

Cho
O

.'0
12"

141

16

17

18

19

20";

frequency and for DE, DDE plus or minus 10. Again,
th'ese. are cons'i5t'errt with'he'ommitme'nts in the F'SXk and

Hosgri..

MR". BISHGP";" Bi'l'1-, you do111't have any criteria
for horizontal'na9.'ysxs. Cau1d". you. bri'efl'y describe

whaC your'ntentionsi are in'hat
area?'R.

WHITE: Horizontal analysis, we'e talking
about using the horizontal spectra from the Hosgri report.
I'm not sure

MR. BISHOP: As it is?

DR. WHITE In'the'- Hosgri report, yes.

21 MR. BISHOP: I guess my question was more

0
%l

O
'2.

23

24

broader based. You'e doing, from our August 6th

meeting, we heard that you were doing a complete reanalysis
of the vertical aspects.

25 DR. WHITE: Right.



MR. BISHOP: Are you also doing--
DR. WHITE: We'e talking about the annulus

steel? For example

MR. BISHOP: No, I'm talking about the auxiliary
building.

10

12

13

DR. WHXTE: Well, this is contained--
MS. KERRIGAN: But it's a generic type question.

I think he's asking a generic question.

DR. WHITE: Fine. Ask your generic type

question.

MR. BISHOP: You'e analyzing the vertical
response to the building. You'e also analyzing the

horizontal response?

14

15

DR. WHITE: We are reviewing..
MS. KERRIGAN: You a.e not re-analyzing it? I

16 guess I don't understand.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

DR. WHITE: Not for the containment.

MS. KERRIGAN: There was a big discussion all
throughout the site tour and there was a lot of emphasis

placed that you were not re-analyzing horizontal. You were

only re-analyzing the vertical and that raised -- you know,

I'm not quite sure what that emphasis was.

MR. EISENHUT: Janice, let me help. Is there

a distinction between the containment and the other

billing because of the technique used to model say the
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rectangular building as opposed to the circular building

and the modeling assumptions for the mass of the

containment such that you do not have to re-analyze or .

you're~arguing you, do not have- to re-analyze the horizontal

spectra becau»s'e. th~~ has not b'eeh'rought into requestion?

DR.'HITF:'ight", fo'. the'ontainment,.

MR. EISENHUT:- That was a question.

10

DR. WHITE: Right.

MR. EISENHUT: You said right but I'm not sure

I understood my own question. So you'l have to do better

on tM'th~
DR,". WHET&: L'et me= try~ to> pote your-'uestion~

15'.:

16

17

and ariKw~~ t'ogeth~.-
MR'; EISENHUT& A'll'ight;, good.

DR.. WHITE; Containment:: The" h'orizoeta3.
and'ertical

analysis of'he exterior shell and" the interior
concrete are okay. Our review indicates that the models

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

are adecuate and there's no need to redo the analysis.

For the annulus steel, the vertical analysis

has: been redone-based on the weight problems--and connections

and everything else. Okay, that has been redone.

The horizontal motion of the annulus steel is
the same as the interior concrete. That ' the way the

thing was laid out originally.
25 MR. EISENHUT: And in fact the horizontal directio
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if I recall the containment was modeled as a lump mass

2 located at the center of the containment or something

approximating that.
DR. WHITE: The models for the containment

is an axi-symetric model so they 'e got little shell element

6 all the way around and for the interior concrete it'
the same kind of thing. Now, when the got around to

mode'ing the annulus steel, then there was a combined

9 say, a simplified model of the concrete portion that
10 was coupled with the annulus steel. That part was,

I'e forgotten how many lumps of concrete that -- that
was probably two because there's two main horizontal

13 slabs. Does that help you out?

14 MR. EISENHUT: Right.

15 MR. SCHIERLING: One question. When you talk

~0

Io

15 here of Hosgri, which Hosgri is that, the 1977 Hosgri

17 report? What I am missing here are references to the

18 exact dates or exact refe ences to where this information
18 comes from.

II
Z
X
4

20

21

DR. WHITE: Here we'e talking about the

specifications associated with the seismic input. To my

22 knowledge that has never changed. So you get it out of
23 any report, you'e got it. Now in particular, this is
24 located in volume 2 from a figure point of view, located

25 in volume 2 of the Hosgri reports. It's in section 4.



Perhaps you'e thinking in terms of Blume

reports that were supplemental to the Hosgri report or

something li:ke that.
MR. SCHIERLING: I want.. to make sure that, all the

latest information: is. being, used..„"inthe. ana<lys>s.'.

DR.. WHLTE"..- Absolutely; - Like: I said; to my
lt>

knowledge theieahas never. behn' change to. the-
seismic'nput

defined in the Hosgri report.
MR. NORTON: Look at 2.l.l.l in each section

10 if you look at that, that's where it's specifically
references. Okay, the sections.

12 DR~. WHITE: Now.heie I',m ~1k'ing ab'o"ut the.

se'i'smic" ina'ut~at the base o~''he-.'tructure', not" f1om

14> resaons'e'pecM'a'. Now; h'as'h'at" been cross;weed'n~

16

17

18

19

20"

21

MR. SCHIERLING: I got it.
DR. WHITE: Okay.

MR. KUO: I have a couple of questions.

DR. WHITE: Sure.

MR"., KUO: In" this'abl'e', the„ last'olumn you"

have listed DDE.

22

23

DR'. WHITE: R-ight.

MR. KUO: Criteria. Z understand that all the

24

25

structures have been re-analyzed. for Hosgri earthquake

and is there any place that you still rely on DDE analysis?



DR. WHITE: I'm not sure I know what you

mea'n rely on. Well, there are places within the various

structural systems, places I recall the descrip"ion of
the analysis where the DDE controlled.

MR. KUO: But do you still review against

Hosgri? If the Hosgri result turns out to be less or

lower than what is resulted from the DD analysis, then

you use whatever, what's theqe before. You didn't change

10

12

13

14

15

your design. But in fact your design was designed or
was reviewed or evaluated based on Hosgri, Hosgri events.

DR. WHITE: Yes. I'm not sure I'm understanding.

MR. KUO: What I'm trying.to find out is
that. is there any structure members or any structure that
was not evaluated against Hosgri?

DR. WHITE: A Hosgri evaluation was made. If
at the onset of that evaluation it was obvious for whatever

17 reason, DDE controlled as an example, then we wouldn'

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

bother pursuing that evaluation very far. Now, that'
perhaps a hypothetical case, but I think there are

cases where some members are not controlled by Hosgri

and you see that as you start in through the evaluation
and if it becomes obvious then you just write it off and

say hey, DDE controlled and evaluate the member based on

that.
MR. KNIGHT: If I may just jump in. It's a very



important point you'e just made. You did in fact take

that step to determine, no matter how far you had to

4
5'arry it, you took that step to say we will look at,

in today's lj.ght, we wi13„look at: it, as —against the1

Ho'sgri; requirement s.

DR,. WHITE: Oh yes, certainly.
MR. KNIGHT:- The point obviously being tha0 we

wouldn'0 want to be in a position where the evaluation

9 was skipped merely because DDE used to control.
10

12

DR. WHITE: Oh no, no. If, whatever the earlier
decisions were, those d'ecisio'ns are being revisited. Okay?

MR". KUO': My other'questio'n's" about the: ductility
13 rat io. Ii1 Chere'., in" the column H'osgri you list, ther.e",

1'4~ allowed- in sortie" areas, ard'ou'entioned specif'ically

15'''6
Blume, spectrum'. I'" was under the impression thaC that

ductility ratio was never used inthe Blume spectrum.

17

18

DR. WHITE: That's probably true. I listed here

as part of the criteria just for completeness purposes,

19 I think especially for the containment that we'e
20

21

22

23

still not us'ing it. However., it is part of the

criteria. It's just one that's never been exercised.

Like I said we'e already talked about the

model of the structure, the thing is an axi-symmetric

24 model. I should point out one difference between the

25 Hosgri models and the DDE models. Hosgri are fixed base and



for the DE, DDE models a portion of the rock foundation

was modeled which ends up,including some, not really
soil structure, actually, it's rock structure interaction.
So whatever that gives us, that is included but during

the Hosgri analysis the decision was made to go fix
base since the shoe wave (ph) velocity of the soil or rock

was about 3600 feet per second and 3500 is considered

adequate for fixed base models.

10

12

Okay, the next building is the auxiliary
building and just a couple of opening remarks about

what the drawings were that we reviewed. We went back

to the design drawings. Here we also utilize the

13 concrete pour drawings and again we made some field
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

checks as to determine the adequacy of these two sources

of drawing. In this particular structure, we haven'

found any important deviations from the design in
concrete pour drawings.

The criteria table for the auxiliary building
is on page 212-9 and I think all of the items here are

the same as the ones discussed for the containment

except for tau filtering parameter. There instead of
being .04, now it's .052 but again, this is consistent,

with the guidelines in the Hosgri report. Again the

same ideas for ductility that you asked about. Again,

I don't know of any location where ductility is being



6'tilized.
It's just that that was part of the original

criteria and it's maintained for that reason.

I might mention that our analysis on':this

particular structure in terms-"o" determining the response

spectra as-a~resul<'f'emode'ling,; the building'as,
all be'en comp1eted."exce'pt for a few,vertical slab" response

spectra..; Everything'lse is al'l. done. The. ver tica3.

wall models, the horizontal for both Hosgri and DDE.

.All of those have been completed. The piece that's left
10

12

for this particular structure is to make an evaluation

of th'e cod'dre<e"- wa'lls'Md" Took. at" M~r structural
adequacy; We don" t anticipate any modifications- corn'in'g

Kox that'e'view.".

15'"

NR'". KNIGHT!- Having the luxury of'ot having."

read it so l. don.'t have to be held'responsibl'e foe-

M
o
O.

16

17

18

19

20..

something that has already been said, I noticed, right in
following the criteria that all I see are Blume spectra.

DR. WHITE: Yes, thzs was given as an example

of rather than a complete list of the response spectra.

We'e-using .all- oX'*them. Bluma, and NUNARK.

21 The fuel handling building is the next one.

22

23

24

25

Again, we took a look at the design drawings. Here we

made a more extensive run down in terms of field
verification of these drawings. We found some modifications

that we have factored into our design process or analysis



process so hexe it's design drawings —shop drawings, I
2 should also mention that we'e gone over the shop drawings

3 in considerable detail and then field verification.
The table for the fuel handling building is

5 on page 8, 213-8 and the thing I want to point out

for this particular building, the input for the seismic

analysis of the fueld handling building is the seismic

response of the auxiliary building at elevation 140.

9 The steel frame was attached at elevation 140 and this
10

12

was where the excitation comes from. So here the response

of these two buildings is somewhat tied together.

So in terms of definition of seismic input, it says

13 horizontal seismic input, at base of auxiliary building.
14 Ne'll run it through the auxiliary building and it

gets filtered and then fed into the base of the fuel
18 handling building. I think all of the other parameters

17

18

are the same. You might mention -- you see the model

showing through on the next few pages. We have modeled

~I
~5 19 every element in the entire fuel building in this

20 particular model. That was not done previously and
bl
X
Z
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21

22

23

in our review of the earlier models, we found some

inadequacies in those existing models. As a result,
we have redone it.

24

25

I think in terms of. brevity I won't go through

wherever we put degrees of freedom and all that kind of



stuff. This model you have not seen before whereas the

auxiliary building is the exact same model. Properties

have been recalculated but it's the same, same old familiar
model. Here this one is new. Like I said, we can

review that I think~ at anoth'er time'.

The, next, st'ructure, is.- the. intake structure-".

There„.is one. additional paramet'ex considered here that
is not considered on the others. This is the wave forces.

MR. NORTON: Nhat page are you on?

10

12'4-i

15

16'7

18

19

20'1

22

23

24

25

DR. WHITE: This is page 215 and the actual

table sho'wing the criteria is'10. In this table, a'll

crC the'a'rameters.'re the same a's d'iscussed earlier: ~

he. t'au; fi.l't'ering goes" back~ to'..0'4.'he new load. comb'in'agio

or- load: equation.- for't:his. particular~ structure, not new

but, different for. the other structures- :is the
wave'orces.

You might mention that those forces are

determined from a scale model testing program where

they model up the building, the underwater topography

and has done a very detailed model study of those wave

forces. The results of that testing program'should be'.

available soon and will be factored into the overall
analysis.

As we'e discussed earlier, the result or

the similar write up for the turbine building will be

coming in about two, three weeks, the 17th of September.
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Any others on the structures?

MR. BISHOP: A quick question, Bill, on some-

3 of your structures. I notice you did have a little discussi n

4 of your walk down for the fuel handling building. I
5 didn't readily see that for the other buildings although

you mentioned it. Does it exist in here?

DR. WHITE: Probably it doesn'. The reason

it's included in the fuel handling building and this

10

is probably the only building where it is important.
I

There others being they'e concrete structures. You

11 know, your wall thickness can be off a half to 3/4 of

12 an inch which is normal construction tolerances and it
13 just does not show up in the analysis. As a result,
14 a walkdown on the concrete structures is less important

16 than for our steel system.

o
O

16

17

18

19

NR. BISHOP: Or the walkdown performance.

DR. WHITE: On the concrete structures?

MR. BISHOP: Right.

DR. WHITE: It hasn't been written up in any

d
Z
Z
0

a

0

0

20 report and the guys poured over the concrete pour drawings,

21 the design drawings and they'l walk through the structure
22 looking for obvious departures.

23 NR. BISHOP: Do you anticipate documenting that?

24 Do you see a need to?

25 DR. WHITE: I really don't see a need for it mysel
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14'.'6

17

18
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20
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MR. EISENHUT: P. T., Jim, anyone got anymore

questions? (No response.)

On this last point I think there would be

some merit, in light of the thing that I,asked earlier
about =- do you have';, the verifications; that the= structures„
are''s you,"re=analyzed on a piece oX paper? If it'"
something~you've",done already, I think it cert'ain'ly

would be in your best interest to document that.
MR. BISHOP: Excuse me. Is this the same walk-dow

you were talking about earlier Howard?

MR.. FRIEND." Ya's;

MR'; BTSHOP".- Okay, I" thought- they were sepawa<e.-

wa1kdowna~.
a.

MR".,- FRIEND;: I mentioned"the-"7914 walkdown.

which- of course.; as. you. understand. is:piping and. supports
and I d'id mention that we had done some walkdown on the
structures I was specifically referring to, the fuel
handling building.

MR. KUO: Bill, I recall you mentioned at the

very beginning. that- you had a similar walkdown for" the.

structures but not as speci ic if I can use the word

as those for the piping system.

Can you clarify that statement a little bit?
What do you really mean'? Just look at it or

DR. WHITE: Right. As an example, in the piping
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10

12

13

14

analysis, they go along and measure, you know, within

certain tolerance,'he spacing of the suooorts and these

kinds of things. We have not gone through and we don'

plan on going through in measuring the thickness of the

walls, as an example. The important thing 's is it there

or isn't it.? If it's there, the normal constr'uction

tolerances is plenty accurate enough so the kind of review

we would do for the structural adequacy in terms of

modeling the thing is far less detailed than what Mike

requires for. his pioing analysis. If the pipe support

varies in position, you know, a couple of pipe diameters,

that's outside their walkdown criteria, but in terms

of those kinds of accuracies associated with requirements

for structural analysis, it's just not there.

MR. KUO: But take for instance construction

~I
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25

joints —not construction but connection joints. Do

you take a look at the connection joints, say this could

be considered as a fixed joint or inch joint„ things 'of

this sort.
DR. WHITE: We know where all the expansion

joints are and insofar as the concrete structure is
concerned--

MR. KUO: I'm not talking about construction

joint. I'm talking about connection.

DR. WHITE: On concrete systems or steel?
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MR. KUO: For steel frame or concrete, whatever.

DR. WHITE: Okay, steel -- we do a much more

detailed walk down for steel structures than we do

concrete because there the kind of„ connection is important.

They can make.a~ factor. of'2 on the>natural fiequency of
the system, easy, So those we.do, again to the level
of det'ail required.": to develop an adequate model. For

the concrete structures, if there was supposed to be a wall

10

12

there and they out one there, you know, that's about as

much as we need to know.

MR. EISENHUT: Again, the effort that you'e
completed, I'hink it would" be worthwhile to document and

13 characteriz'e what't's that you 'e't t'ually done.

15

16

17

18

DR. WHITE:, We" will take'dvan'tage ox'hat.
Th'a<''s all I have. on structures.

MR. MANEATIS: We'e got five minutes for
lunch, Darryl. Do you want to try to squeeze in Mike

Tresler's presentation, or do you want to

o
I
O

19 MR. EISENHUT: I think, why don't we go ahead and

20 take a break. I doubt if the Staff could do anything. in

21

22

23

24

25

five minutes. What time do you think would be an appropriat

time to come back? 2 o'lock? Recess until 2 o'lock.
(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the meeting was

recessed, to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., this same day,

Wednesday, Seotember 1, 1982, in the same place. )



AFTERNOON SESSION

2:15 p.

T1R. EZSEHHUT: In the interest of time and the la-eness

10

of time, we have considered, looked at the agenda and, in-

light of the fact that a number of the sections in the outline

war discussed in the September 1 submittal, and in view of

the fact that we clearly wanted to have adequate t'me on the

IDVP, we'e asked to reorient the agenda to move to the ZDVP

presenta ion at this time. Zf time would permit, we can

come back and go through in more detail which is, in fact, 'n

the document.

12 But the one thing we wanted to be sure to have time to
13

14

15

hear is the independent program.

HR. MANEATZS: Call on Dr. Cooper of Teledyne

Engineering Services to pr sent item four of the agenda.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

liR. COOPER: Thank you. I thought I'd s az by trying t
answer one of the questions that came up this morning that

you said you were going to ask me, which is what's th purpos

of the IDVP. And as sort of a legalistic way of defining i
which is its purpose is to respond to the November 19th

order and letter in accordance with the fuel projec plans.

I think a better way to say it. is our objective is to

evaluate the plant and es ablish that it meets the licansing

criteria and our program plans state that for phase one we'e
25 basically covering the Hosgri aspect; and for phas two we'e



covering, other. aspects;

And I'm going to coma back to that aspect, right about

the end of my presentation. I thought we'd take in order

phase one and then phase two and then this other aspect.

And in talkirg about phase ona, there's about four

different,subja'cts that I thought worthwhile.covering. One

is, the.-error; and open item report syst m, what it is ard its
status..

10

Second is the irtarim technical reports, so-called ITR's,

what their irtertion is, what their status is, what the

schedule; is: for. future. ones~as~we. see. it i oday, what we ezpac

, Mpdo'wi,."a,, respect. to-.our'Wn= for- r vi, w~ of'he'- correct-'ve

13 - acij:on program" we~ see'~in" front',of 'us, ard'what our" present

Chink~g is ah'o- wha4 wa" should'd'o in. support of" fu 1

15 loadi r.g.

16

17

I was going to turn to our final phase report and give

you ar. outline for that, and talk a little about some schedule

O
O

I

18

19

20

21

22

consideratiors.

Startirg with, the error and open i"'em>report system. It
was suggesi ed i:hat or.e of the questions I was to be asked

was to again dafire,.what some of these various classifica ion

mean. In the first place, we should be very careful to d fin
23 what we m an by an open item. An open item file is establish d

24

25

at any time ona of the IDVP participar. s firds somathirg whic

may be in violation of the very conservative- screening



criteria which are spelled out in our program plan.

The purpose for opening De item is so tha we may set

up a Cracking system so that we may identify what our concern

is, so that t¹ Diablo Canyon project organization can

respond with additional information to hat concern.

10

Ordinarily we pursue that, route and we find that we do

have enough information available to reach a conclusion.

There are quite a large number of cases in which this par-

ticular mechanism does not result in us receiving the complete

information that we Chink is really necessary Co solve the—

12

13

14

15

16

18

19

20

21

to resolve Che issue or in mary cases we'ra awar through

Cracking of he PG&E semi-monthly Chat they have a program

. in place and that Che complete resolution of the issue is

dependent upon +Me completion of ='hair program in order tha

they can transmit the necessary 'nformation Co us.

Zn those cases, we do what we call ransfer he open

item Co PG&E. And it's perhaps a poor nomenclature. XC's

an open item which is transferred to PG&E in the sense that

it's now Che-'r —they'e Che organization Cha has to tak

action to get it off of dead center, to get Che infor-

mation back to us in order so we can resolve

22

23

24

25

Zt is still in the unresolved state. It is an apparent

violation of the very conservative screening'criteria in the

program plan or something that we just can't really figure

out what's going on wi hout further d fini 'on and we issue



this open item file~

iNow, there's hree broad categories into which a file
may eventually be resolved. The simplest of these we call
a closed item. This might be so simple as when we raised the

question, we were-using the wrong drawing. PG&E tells us,

hey„you~guys are .. usi'ng( the-wrong" drawing. Here' the drawin

you, should.bei:using, Ne- look at it and say yeah, ha, takes
J

care of the: issue. Ne issue a program resolution. re'port as

a closed item.

10

12

Basically in issuing it as a closed item, we'e saying

"'ha-'i.s~ paWicula~- file."@unbar-is closed. W~'ra no saying

any t'hingp about'. the~ sub j,ect - as'-'- whole~. Ne 'e-'aying» somethi n

13 or'ly. about'his"- sp civic EOI'ile:- numb r'. Ne'e- &rough

14 working on th'at par'cular file". That does''t have. any hing

15 to do wi.'~h whet'her or not we'e >rough working or that sub-

16 )ecto

17

18

HR. FAULKE"IBERRY: Excuse me, Dr. Cooper2

blR. COOPER: Yes.

19.. i~iR. FAULZEHSERRY: Would. all closed items be~. items that

20

21

22

23

24

were determined not to be meaningful, would not have any

A, B or AB closed errors in those closed items2

NR. COOPER: Ho, sir, that's not correct. Every

utilized file by the close of the job will be a closed item.

And I'l give you a specific illustration of his one later

25 NR. FAUL:CEHBERRX: Well, during your pres ntat on, coul



ides
'"'ou

tell us how you can determine how many actual A, B and

AB items have been identified?

HR. COOPER: I will not only t 11 you how o determine

4 it, but it will be in the hand-out in front of you so you can

5 follow through and make sur you understand exactly where to

look for it in the future, not just in the hearing today,

where, you can find out in the future.

iIow, the'cist significant resolutiog of a file on our
,I

par is a deelaiation on our paz='ha it's an error A or an

10 error B or an error A or B. And I'm going to get back to tho e

11 words, but these are errors -- and I'm reading from Table 2

12 of App ndix 1 o f our semi-monthly report and this will always

be that. These are errors whar, in the opinion of the IDVP,

14 design cri aria or operating limi s of safety-related equip-

m nt are exceeded and physical modifica ion changes in

16 opera ing procedures more recalculations or re-testing are

17 requir d.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

These are in terms that are often used in the nuclear

industry, are findings. How, what's the difference between

an error A and an error B? An error A, that's a nomenclature

we use when, in our opinion and with our knowledge abou the

subject, whatever that knowledge is, it's our opinion that

a physical modification will be required.

An error B is an instance where it satisfies this

25 general defi..ition of a finding, as we'e got here, but in



our, opinion this. situation, could. be" resolved. by doing. a

hetter analysis, .doing a re-analysis of the conc rn that by

simply doing a r -analysis without doing any physical modifi-

cation tha- PG&E will be able to resolve the issue and show

tha they meet the licensing criteria.

Nhan we'. uSe the ca a'gory error/AB, as we:.. some'.m s do,

ii 's-,simply indi'cative, of the fact that' can't make up our

8'inds as to whether or not diey are going~ to be 'able to analy

th ir way out of the proolem or they may have tz mo'dify their
10 way out of the problem.

How, whether we- use an A or a~B. or aw AB is just to try
12 o- indicate". o." PGGL'r Bechtel .what our opinion-'s on the

13 is'sue.". Ne ara not tryir.g to'irect the. mechanism'hey foll
14

15

in zasolvirg- ' issue; Jus b'ecause'e write an error A doe

no 'ean Mat'hey are going to have to do a modifica ion.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

They may find a way to analyze the problem. Just because we

say it's an error B doesn't mean that they won't choose, in-
stead of doing an analysis, to do a physical modifica ion.

Xn any of these cases', when hey come back to us:with

their corrective ac ion, we know whether or not they'e made

physical modifications. So an erzor A an error B oz

error AB are what, in normal nuclear energy terms we would

call findings, in our opinion design criteria or operati..g

lim-ts of safety-r lated equipment are exc eded and physical

modifications, changes in operating procedures, more



CQV

realistic calculations or re-testing ara required.

Again looking at this Appendix 1, Table 2, we have listed

under each of these A, error B, and rror AB, w 've id ntifiad
whether the item is at PGGE for them to es ablish the

corrective action. Another case is PGGE has accomplished

their corrective action and it s back in our hands to verify,
and the third case is that we have verified it. So we made

that distinction.

10

12

In our July semi-monthly', we showed only that table. In

our August semi-monthly, and all future semi-mon&lies,

partially in response to a phone call from Hans Schierling

that helped me a little bit. with this table that closely

followed issuanc of the July one, we continue Table 2. We

14

15

giv you the number, the EOI number, and we give you a very,
I

vary brief description as to what it is and what its status

16 is ~

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

So as far as tha significant findings of our program

to date, the best p'ca to look and ge a picture on a monthl

basis at least is the semi-monthly report, Appendix l, Table 2.

MR. EISENHUT: Let me ask a question following up on

the question Bobby Faulkenberry asked. In your table then

as it evolves from month to month, one month you may have

five class A errors. And then the next month it may go down
'

to three class A errors because some have bean closed out.

25 In theory that could happen, and as you gat near the end of th



p'rogram, as. you~ ski'd.", they'' will;all;go away to - clos'e'd.- errors.

Is Mare a way in that table —or is it in there some

5

how -- to track how many during the whole program were

identified as A?

MR. COOPER: That', the„,total hera„, it, does that.,

6'R" EISENHUT " That-'s','ny ——-

7 MR: COOPER The~total hare does~that. It says in the

10

12'5

whole program there have been four class A; three of those

PG&E is establishing corrective action; one of them,

corrective action is verified by the IDVP. That happens to
EOT 932, which- is- now a closed item.

By the- way~. there's'been~a=.-change i'n th'is~tablWasr of

thxs. weak-. Ka> know'hat 'G&r.-'as- complete'd -'he'i'r" cor'ractiv

ac 'ion on one of these and it"s now back in our house. But
I

you will be able to tall tha from that. tabl each month.

16 MR. EISENHUT: Now, do I —from reading that previous

17 able you referred o, the Table 1

18 MR. COOPER: I carefully didn't refer to it, but lat's
19

20

21

22

23

go back.

MR. EISENHUT: I'm trying to figure out -- ard excuse

ma for my —.. but all of the total findings that you four.d

to data, they can fall in a number of error classes, hey can

be open items, they can be closed i ems. Do I read that tha .

24

25

total on the bottom of page one, tha August report, th tot
of 181 is ir. fact —that's clearly all tha EOI" files found



to da¹. And in the end Chere will be 181 clos. d EOI files?

MR. COOPER: If there ' not more —yeah, the Cwo numbers

will be Che same. And this Table l is a snapshot of the

status of each of these errors as of the day that the report

is writ en.

MR. EISENHUT: All right, let me ask on more question

then. Following the words you used Chat are on the top of

Appendix l, Table 2, where you defined an error A, is that.

re ally analogous to saying it' a question that if you le ft
10 it in its present stata you could no longer say that Che

components would be operable2

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

MR. COOPER: It's only a statement Chat in the opinion

of the IDVP, with the information we have on hand when we

issued this report, does not m et the licensing. crit ria.
MR. EISENHUT: But th licensing criteria, I believ

are the definition of operability in Che overall analysis.

I don't mean operability in the sense of, its ul imate capa-

bility.
MR. COOPER: Operability may be —the licensing criteria

have a whole lot of different kinds of hings and I was

answering your question in Che sense that operability is one

of Che specific things in the licensing cri eria. Perhaps

Chat's not the way you meant it.
24

25

MR. EISENHUT: No, I'm trying to get a better feel for

how you decided really the physical modification was necessary



Is it bas d just on the:. judgment, ox is"it, basgd upon com-

paring how far an analysis shows it is away from a design

value? Nhat's prompting me is there is a fine distinction
between an A and a B.

bIR. COORER: No, I think perhaps if you overcome tha

.'eeling,, you-will be a~ lot.mora, correct with our in¹nt-.

From tha,viewpoint of'"significance, we don't s a'ny
necessary diff rance between an A and' B. The wox3c that

PG&E has d4ne"to date doasn't justify that tha- didn't meet

10

12

tha licensing criteria. That,'s with either A or B, yas.

And; the work= that we'e dona. to, data —well., maybe tha

. work"-'that„ PGGE did;*~they thought; —I'm sure>they.'hought i
13" " mat" the" lh'censing crita'ria, but we find something about.

tha'4

16

worN that we disagree with, and we don'5 feel it does meat. it
And'a'ra tryihg'o ba helpful with the A or B, but

they are the same kind of signficanca in the finding.

17 ~1S. iCERRIGAN: Can I ask a question of PGaE than?

Then you have the sama trigger point., don't you? You have

19 th'e"sama trigger" point- for your errors for when you either

20 have to do a ra-analysis or whether you have to do a modifi-

21

22

cation, th licensing criteria have bean axes ded. Is that

correct? Is your error system, does that have tha sama

23 trigger point?

24 NR. WHITE: Nhanev r we gat outside the lic nsing

25 criteria, som thing has to ba done.



MS. ZERRIGAN: Right, and it ei her has to be a modifi-

cation or you have to do some kind of more refired analysis

of that.

MR. BISHOP: That's not to say that the 33 items fall in
5 that category.

MR. FRIEND: Ne have not categorized those 33 items. Th

7 are EOI's, if you will, that have not been categorized into

8 the IDVP system.

MS. KERRIGAN: But couldn't you say that all 33 are

10 either class A or B?

MR. FRIEND: No, you can't say that now. That may be

true. Ne have rot analyzed for those characteristics yet.

13

14

MS. KERRIGAN:. You mean some of them, some of your 33

open items, you me t the licensing criteria, but you call
15 it ar open item anyway?

16 MR. FRIEND: Ne don ' know ye . Ne haven't totally
valuated yet.

M
O
O
O

X

18

19

MS. KERRIGAN: Okay. So ther 's an open item in the

definition of op n item.

20 MR. TRESSLER: I think as an example, there ara on or

two items which were reporter as open items and further

22 investiga ion allowed us to close them out without any modifi-

23 cation . It 'may have been that we coul dn ' loca e proper

24 calculations or documen ation that was reported la er on

25 MS. KERRIGAN: There was n ver a re-analysis dore, a finer



toned analysis done either.

bIR. TRESSLER: It has to do with the 21-day reportirg
per3.od ~

NS. KERRIGAN: Right. You are s ill looking at it to see

if it,'s
LIR:.:- TRESSL'ER Right.".

NS. KERRIGAN". And'then it s a<more realistic'alcu-
lation'to bring it within ~De licensing criteria?
the purpose of the more.',realistic calcula ior?

Is that

10

13

HR. CLOUD: Excuse me. It might be helpful -- when

we. first worked this system. out, our inten ~ was~ to be able to
flag all„conceivable: discrepancies-. For..'ha purpose~ we;

'have'- a~ cz-itaria wh-'!i is'till'efe'rred-" to 'in'al'ki.ng'bou
14 the conservative screening cri"'ia. Tho's'e criteria require

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

the es ablishment of an open item in all cases where the

design analysis d'fars from the verification analysis by mor

than a specified amount, regardless of whether the allowable

stress is exceeded. Ard the distinction with A and B is tha

A; and B are when those"~things-where the allowable~'st'r sses ar

clearly exceeded.

And then A is whare it's either obvious or n arly obviou

that there's no way analysis will recover the prolem.

NR. EISENHUT: So following my analogy this mornirg, A

24

25

would be one where it is well beyond generally the allowable~
lIR. CLOUD: It's e'ithar well beyond or a specific



situation in which we could look at it and know that that--
it simply couldn'e analyzed away.

MR. EXSENHUT: Right. That' xactly the same charac-

teriz ation I was going to make. Then when it ' closer or

where you know th r 's lot of margins that, you can do a

refined evaluation and show it's within, i would gen rally
be a B.

10

MR. CLOUD: That,'s, right. The only alternative, of

course, if tha he independent verification program made a

mistake themselves.

12

13

MR. COOPER: Xn g neral, I would agree with your dis-

tinc ion between A and B as being the nature you sa'd. It
ain't necessarily so at all.

14

15

17

18

MR. EISENHUT: No. I understand, and I was trying to m

a rough yardstick to try to characterize what th A and B

really are. And then I clearly understand the A/B is where

it's not so obvious to you whether it's an A or B, so you

make it an A/B.

19 MR. CLOUD: Exactly.

20

21

22

MR. SCHIERLING: Does PG&E also have the opportuni y,
if you classify it as an A, to turn around and come up with

an analysis?

23 MR. COOP E R: S ure .

24 MR. SCHIERLING: Rather than make the modification. And

25 you would have to come up with a B rather than an A.



NR. COOPER:: Nell, ro', w&wouldn't, change it. When they

come back with their analysis and say hey, here's the

5,

resolution of this. We did it by analysis ~ iVo modification

is n cessary, and if we accept their resolution of it, we go

~ on wi h the procedure, we~.won't change the~A or B for example

beX'ore,~we ~ go. on,'.wiM. Che.. procedure, A..d'hat.' th reason

I- h'ad< the<trouble. I. did wi h Darrel's-broad charac¹rization.
Generally'so.

10

NR. EISENHUT: So, Bill, another way Co say it is whethe

or not you put it in an A, a B or an A or B 's really a one-

time, judgment.. You put it in a bin to, try. Co characterize i
and) that!.s~ the. way it:".s. going:" to remain Co be,- characterized

13' i."'h~ total" lir~~ to. Ch'e< entire- program'.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

"1R. COOPER: Yes. Vow, when the other subsequent

reports get -- well, 1st s say PGGE takes their corrective

action, whatever it is, modifications or whatever. They come

back to us and they say here's our corrective action on th's
file. Ne issue an open item report, generally, on phase one

t'o Cloud's organization. We reissue; we reopen that same fil
numb r as an =open item report Co Cloud. And they start going

through it just as they did originally, and they reach a

22 conclusion and it may be still -- you know, it's poss'ble tha

23 we completely disagree and is another error report under Che

24 same file number.

25 In the one case we'e had thus far, we agr ed with wha



~ .. "'„~ '>I' 's 4 'S " sN "s,'S'ssts 0'is s 4s

-sw'hey

did and we eventually closed out the item.

MR. NORTON: Bill, I g t the impression tha this is

3 sort of a valu judgment on the severity between A and B.

4 And if you are, the thing that concerns me about that,. as I
5 unders and the program, it is flexible enough so that you

might. make a modification in B even though you could analyze

your way out of it because it's a lot cheaper to make the

modification, it's a lot quicker to make the modificat'on.

10

And similarly, you might classify something as class A

because you recognize that a simple modification remedies it
where a very expensive compl x analysis would be recuired to

analyze your way out of it.
13

14

MR. EISZNHUT: Nothing is so complicated in my mind.

I was looking to a simple —this man and this independent

O

15 group's technical judgment as to the magnitude or signifi-
cance of the errors found. And they make a one-shot, one-

time technical judgment as to what bin it falls in, and they

18 do it before you go through the evaluation process and

1g decide where it ultimately really does lie.
IJ
Z
Z
0 20 Now, they ultimately will have very fine judgment or

very poor judgment, but I'm taking it on the face that this

22 is their judgment a this time and it's their judgment of

25
1

MR. COOPER: Let me just take it one step further. It

23 the significance of the errors found to date. And I 'm -'aking

24 that as an on-the-face reading, nothing else.



hasn't happened:yet', bu ',th'is is. possible. We- say something

is in error. We ship it off to the project team and they c

back with some, you know, real simple you damn fool, you are

all wrong kind of proof that we really do.

Now, obviously what we'e going to say is yeah, we

10

really.'goofed. But.. as. far 'as.'> just, poring* mechanically throug

the~ records", are'.concerns'd:;., if you'sk our computer to spell
o'ut'verything Mat at any time was'n error A, it's going

to pop that one up. And you'e'ot going to be to tell the

difference between that, one and a real error A except for the

fact they didn't make, any modifications.

And~ so the; n'umbere games is very~ dangerous". This- number

lG>, the&number-tha 'ou'et't, tha<bottom" of tKat t'able is
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

the t'otal and tha""s the worst i 's can possibly be.
There'othing

ver goes out of that. Nothing goes out of that

category.

There's another group of resolution reports that, we come

up with. I'e gone through the closed it, m. I'e gone

through th error A', B and 'A/B'.

MS. EERRIGAN". Can we go back to error A/B, one minor

question.

22 On your Tabla 2, we have file number 1092 and it includ
23 four other files. Is that four class A errors or one?

2425'R. COOPER: We 'e handling it as one. But we'e

making no ation here that- when we close out this=, when we



get the resolution from PG&E and close out that item, we'e

got to make sure that we take action on th se files.
Remember these files are a tracking system only. $Kat

we'e done here is say that w 've kept, rack of this par-

ticular file and it's not going to ba answered on itself

because, for example, the project have to make a complete

reanalysis of th aux fault. So answering your. question as i
was originally asked isn't the right question any more, so

let's close tha one out but let's keep in the back of our

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

minds that that concern was there and when we come to looking

at their correc ive action, let's not lose any of our concern.

MS. KERRIGAN: Make sure that it was looked at i'n the

context of th broader —-
MR. COOPER: Make sure that that aspect was looked at.

It's a grouping kind of procedure so we can keep track.

The EOI file system is only a system for keep'ng track

of things and it's been thought of as many more things than

that and it's not.

19 MR. EISENHUT: Let me follow up again, not to belabor it,
20 but just to be sure that we'e not, misreading this and to

21

22

say Janice's question -a little different.

I want to be sura you'e not,'cheating here and counting

23

24

25

five errors as one. 'She said it politely; I'l say it less

politely. Now, in and unto itself, file number 991, any of
E

those listed, would not, constitute, by themselves, constitute



a'-class. >A error.
X@8

MR. COOPER: Tha trouble is we don't know arymora.

Let's take tha one you chose, tha 991'P

MR EISENHUT: 990.

MR. COOPER: Okay, 990, 991. In going through tha

pravious'nalysis'of tha fua'1'~ handling building and:.our work

on ha fua'1"., handling"buil'ding; wa~ find som 'thirg that we-

couldn'0 get ra'solved. What wa fird is basically make tha

modifica ions in tha fuel handling building and resolve it,
10

12

well, i hardly makes any sensa to keep chasirg whatever tha

subject, was, in 990 or 991., — to keep.. chasing. tha «specific

subject because tha:. reason:wa»were chasing. it, in:,tha firs
13

14

pl'a'ca'as» to try» i o>dh'termine-whether-"or'ot.'n - error" exist
in somathirg that PGGE had don'a- prior to Nov mber 30, 1981.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Tha thing doesn't even look like that any mora. It
mak s little sense to continua to pursue it.

MR. CLOUD: I'e got to interject here, because I kird

of rarely do this, but I kind of object to your question.

Tha.~.objective of the~ IDVP is not. to give the-"plant design

a report card. The objective is to find out. if it. meets the

criteria- or if it doesn'. We'e got a basic, fundamental,

physical job to do. And so when we find som thing, wa do

something that's required to make sure that in the futur it
will meat the criteria.

In this case, tha building, they made'the declaration



us in a formal sense that the buildings were going to be re-

analyzed. So in the interest of common sense, we stopped work

on it. When they'e finished th ir work, then we will re-

look at it. And I think Bill's coming around to that later.

MR. COOPER'- Bi11

MR. CLOUD: Our actions are predicated to make sure that

we find all the things that are wrong and then we'l look to'.

see how they are fixed.

10

12

MR. EISEHHUT: All I'm looking for is at some point
I'd like to have a characterization of all of the things--
ard that's all I'm looking for —I want to know how many

there are —- all of the things wher you'e identified class

13

14

15

17

18

20

21

22

23

A errors and so that I can follow through the resolu ion of

the class A errors. And then &e question is did you really
find in that fuel handling building or 990, 991, a fuel

handling building crane problem, are those wo —were those

found as class A errors by th mselves and herefore this is
an abbreviation of 1092 a grouping of four fuel handling

errors that were A's by themselves.

MR. COOPER: You are not going to get that out of chasing

the EOI system files. I'l show you how you are going to get.

it. I don'0 think that chasing the EOI system files is the

way to do it, per se. Now, what we are going to give you is

24

25

traceable back to that system so that we can.. 'e the two

together to whatev r ext n you need.



20 But we'e not using„;,thegfa'ct'hat'"we.-'ve called. s'omething

an error A, B or C, or what'have you, as the only measure o

its significance. And I'l get to that when we talk about

some other things.

MR. EISENHUT: So you.are r ally sayirg those other

four files. were open file's", ai, the.;time. that had not'e n,

classed(as'~A.~ or'.B y.e4.,

MR. COGPER: They» ha'd not been. classed as A or' yet.

MR. EISENHUT: Oh, well, that was my ques 'n. Had they

been A's before or not.

MR. cQQPER: Th>y.- eould4 havwbeen. That-' wha we- —-

12) MR;. EfSENHUT-": I-'-'s'ia'arly- a" chicken'~and" he.-'egg~argumert.

MR".- CGOPER.. ala- didr." 5 -gioup" thi.hgs~tha"""had.'bean.

cl'as'sifi'ed" as errors".

16

MR. CLOUD: The other thing is that he did rack

EOI's to get the answers you wan, cor. rary to what Bill said.

I believe that it does give you those answers provided that

you recognize that some of them are horses and some of them

19 are-. - rabbits."

20 MR. COOPER: Tha 's the point I was trying o make.

MR. KNIGHT,: Just,;one. I want to think about the horse

22 and rabbit, thing. I think we'e clarified it to the-poin

23 where wa 'e thoroughly confused. But just to track them,

24 I'm sitting here with some notes from your last week'

25 meeting at Brookhaven .



One of the comments here is, as a for instanc, it's on

piping, and i says concerning the EOI's for these areas, 12

are outstanding. Of these, 7 are in the process of r solution

5

10

12

13

14

and should be completed; And then the remaining 5. will be

grouped as error A/B and closed.

MR. COOPER: Let me show you in a f w minutes with those

listed and I'l show you exactly what and why.

MR. EQNIGHT: It seems to intimate that five became one.

MR. CLOUD: Yeah, that's a horse.

MR. EISE lHUT: Right.

MR. COOPER: The other broad category we have are what

we call an error C or a deviation. By the way, th program

plan says about an error D. We'e never used it, we never

expect to use it, so let's not bother talking about it.
15 An error C, or a program resolu ion r por /deviation.
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

This is something that no good grade school eacher would

give 100 on, but in our opinion it s clearly not something

at violates Axe licensing criteria. So it's not an A or B.

And an error C is usually an engineering kind of thing and

a deviation is usually a paper shuffling kind of thing.

Maybe a better term would have been observation.

These are things that we'e found that you can'0 give

100 on the exam, but there's no safety significance of't wit
respect to whether or not it meets the criteria.

In both of these cases, we refer it to PG&E. We'



6'haracterize~it
as" an error C or'" devi'ation,. Ne, send'it to

PGGE and we ask them just one question: Xn direct response

o his EOX file, do you plan to make a physical modification

Yes or no. And if their answer is yes, then we put in the

category that we have, to verify that. physical modification.

Xf. they s.ay n'o', we,proce™d wi'th, cl'osing it. out. Now,

~ one'~of:--the most misunderstood" aspects~ has;.-been; let us. say th t.

I am talking about a par'cular piping system or a part'cular
structure. I'm talking about some physical piece of hardware

10 And we find that when a guy calculated the tension -'n that
, watch.» hm added, l- and 2; and he got 4;. and- the allowable value

im 3.0'.,'- That.'s: an'- erron C ..

14

15

>lb~send i hat>to". PCaP; Pad'll they 'a'e"
suppo'shd-to'r:swer

is- yes or'o i'.- ar Dey m&ing' physical mod'ifi-

cation because of"th "error in calcul'a ion of'he tensior

16 in .that. That's all w wan the yes or no answer to. The

fact they want a new watch and want to put, something fancy on

18 there, if they are going o make a modification for some

'ther reason, we.don.'t car about't at'histpoint'".

20 Nith respect to that particular EOX file, are they makin

21

22

a modification in response to the error/deviation that we

found: yes or ro. And if it yes, we have o verify the

23 modification . There has been one case thus far where PG&E,

24 in rasponse to an error C, came back to us and said yes, we

25 ara going to make a physical modification. I will call that



one to your attention later on.

So the broad categories into which we put EOI files ——

MS. KERRIGAN: Can I ask on question?

MR. COOPER: Sure.

MS. KERRIGAN: You explained that if they came back and

said'no, then you would proceed to close it out. What does

that mean?

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

MR. COOPER: Well, mechanically we issue an open item
'I

report. Mechanically, in this case, w can issue a closed

item r port as soon as we get the answer.

MR. SCHIERLING: Bill, one question. I looked through

very quickly that file 1092, and counted up —which you have

lis ed as a class A, and it includes four other EOI's. Now,

I'm crossing the rabbits and the horses because I go into
the PG&E schedule, but they list those four as no physical

modification being required. Can you explain that?

MR. COOPER: They may have told us they don't think they

need to make a physical modification but, you know ——

MR. DENISON: In that particular case, it. never was an

error class C, so PG6E never had to respond whether or not

there was a physical modification. .In that case ——

MR. SCHIERLING: Well, I'm talking about class A.

23

24

25

MR. DENISON: 1092 is an error class A?

MR. SCHIERLING: 1092 is a class A error.

MR. COOPER: 1092 was a fuel handling though.



'4

Now, I, don't know."" what . PGaE, says'n. the3:x"- repor. ',. with..

respect to the fuel han'dling building, but, I know what they

3 tald us here today, July 14, was that they plarmed to make

modifications.

i~lR.;SCHIERLING: Maybe PG&E —in. all these four items

that.'re'isted, 990, 991>, 1027 and 1091, in< one<of~your.

10

lat'est status reports th y, are;,all identified in~the ca e-

, gory'f physical modi'fication, no, The. question''is how

does that jibe with this categorization that something is
requi red.

MR.- lIMEATXS: Do,. we have. the> report'P

13'R'.: FRAY':. That'. "no"'eans- that'. in. clasing:- out', ChaM
I

particu'l'ar~ EOI', the'ramwat'xeno. ph'ys'ical'odifications"

14

15

17

as'socia ed" wi:th cl'osi'ng tha='ut.
MR. BISHOP': I think- it''n-erro'r class A'.

MR. COOPER: No. He.s talking about the EOI as a group

with the one that is the error class A. Xn closing out those

otners, there were no physical modifications made in closing

19 out.those-,'others. But< the~one<that.'s still'an.,error class A,

1092', it shouldn''ay anything in any class as to whet¹r or

21
not th re was a modification.

22

23

24

25

MR. FRAY: The four combined in 1092 had no listed
physical modifications because there were no physical modifi-

cations associated with closing them.

MS. KERRXGAN: And the way you close is to open a new



25
7

-
filets

MR. FRAY: Right ~

MR. COOPER: Excuse me, they didn'5 do that; we did that.

All their reports going to tracking system and,I would sugges

that our reports now tracks the system the way we think it is

and they can do whatever they want. If they want to track

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

something, that's fine.
What I'd like to do is turn to the hand-out that--

there's about 50 copies, I understand, from our friends at

PG&E who did it today. And I'd like to address the status

of EOI's with emphasis on the way in which these EOI's are

or are not responded to by the internal t chnical program as

we und rstand it.
So this is us looking at our EOI file and looking at

what w knew prior to today about the internal technical

program and trying to tell you how it stands.

There is a cover page in that hand-out, and then the ve

next page I don'0 think you need to look at in any detail, bu

let ma just tell you for your convenience I listed here the

status as of 28 August, 1:29 and 6 seconds in the afternoon,

what the status is of these 48 that. were then still unresolve

22

23

24

25

And really the only reason for giving you this page is

so that at your hear 's content you can maneuver with the

subsequent pages we give you to make sure that everything on

this page is on one of those others.



2.6- 1092~ says it doesn't have'('no.-".o''-the'modification's',-

it sh'ouldn't. And there's no "no" here under modifications

k|R. DENISON: Hans, did you get that? Hans, PG&E

4 tracks the status and they'e saying Teledyne tracks the

6;,

status. In the„Teledyne.status, there's no indication of

mo'di'ficasions on the( semi.-months.y status .. There", s> ar blank

, where, i'", says» modi'gxcation,.

MR. COOPER: Yes. It is still open

MR. MQRRILL: Bill, just to come back for a momen on

10 this error C, you have a situation, the example you brought

up, where the'eIllow added two-numbers''nd. got.an inc'or&et

'mul't",, ~t" didn't'. ma¹>any-"cH:ff rence:,. because it":was well

14

willi.n>th'e"all'owab'l~. What'" d'o" you- do" t'o"- make- sur =

that'ecaus~-."Nefel'low-couldn'.'o" a'alculation correctly that

15

16

17

18

didn't cause a unconservative result somewhere else?

MR. COOPER: Well, we look at what the purpose is of

this calculation in which he made this mistak . I was rying

to pick a real simpl , the simplest possible case of this.
19 ~ They. are~ not.'lways~ that. simple.-.

20

21

22

MR. MORRILL: I appreciate that, bu I 'm curious, do you

look at, further calculations to see in fact if this is not a

generic type of error or a systemat'c type of error?

23 MR. COOPER: Yeah, because in every case w 've got more

24

25

than one thing b ing looked at.

MR;: EISENHUT: I'hink he's made a different point.



Us your analogy.

NR. COOPER: All right.
/

MR. EISEJHUT: Suppose the fellow doing a siress calcu-

laiion on.a watch band added l plus 2 and got 4,,and you
* ~

could...look and say is th watch going to fall off when you

~. your: arm out the car window. No, because it can really
I

take 10. But it. tells you something about that fellow. It
tells you there is a generiz implication that he can'5 do

th simpl st of calculations.

10 And if he can't do that simple calculation, what is th

12

13

14

generic implications of that? Are there any generic
II

implications? And how does that get into the program else-

where?
h

MR. COOPER: I'm compelled to answer by ihe words of one

15

17

of my engineering assistants from years ago who would say

Bill, you ' be a good engineer if you just learn d how to

subtract. Fortunately I had to learn to subtract for him.

18

19

And .one of the, things. where .this shows up is on the

quali y of the check'ng, the numerical checking of

20

21

calculations and the verifica ion of the calculations in

the organization that originally did it. And it would be

22 very much different as to whether or not this calculation

23

24

25

indicated it had or had not been checked. Zn most cases, you

would find it hadn't been checked and we'd be continually

looking for that kind of an error and that kind of a company.



mcus„

."IR. CLOUD: I think the ruestion you'e asking relates
to the basic philosophy of the program as it was originally

3 set out . And, we specif ically attempted to design the pro-

4 gram to,,address that possibility.
NR. EISENFIUT",: . Right~

biR. CLOUD: And, we .did.; that by our. choice. of samples,

by our .listing of repeated errors,. and we had a specif'ic

objective to classify findings that we felt were indicated to
be generic, and did classify certain o those in that way.

10
I believe that the program specifically addresses

itself to that point.

12.

13

'>~iR. COOPER: Yes.

For e'"ample, just because it's an Error C -- it'
14 only this kind of watchband deal we'e been talking about

15 and they tell us they 'e not going to make a modification,
16 so we close out that file. That does not stop action on tnat

subject.
18

19

lIR. EISHNEU : Good.

NR. COOPER: That error still has to be reported in
one. of'the'nterim. Technical Reports" and. it has. to be-.

21 evaluated for it'. generic. significance.,
O,
V
O
IP

0

22;

23 be found.

CLOUD: In the context o other errors that may

24

25

YiR. COOPER: Yes, that's a better answer.

This first page is just a starter, so to speak. Let



me say something about the format.

This is saying to our computer program list logs:

Tell me all that had not been closed out, list them in

numerical order with only the latest revision; and it tells
us what the file number is, when it was issued, what basis

it was issued on: appea>.s, inspection deficiencies, or what

have you;„ what is the latest revision, what's the date of tha
',S

latest,revision, what organization issued it, what status

they put it in, what's the organization with the action,

10

12

who in TES is the Team Leader on this particular job, whether

or not there are going to be modifications.

How, the next column presently indicates the PG&E

13

14

task number. He're going to do away with that co1umn and

we'e going to substitute in that column what Interim Techni-

15

16

17

cal Report number is this EOI planned to be presented in.
Because that,'s something that we need to be able to get more

easily out of out syst: em that we have it today.

18 Finallv, the subjects. !'.ost of the subject designation
M
El
O
I0

IJ
Z
0l
D

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

that we'e used to date are those that PG&E has used. He

are presently undergoing a review of these. For example,

the very first one says, "Valve 3805B Orientation".

Hell, that really doesn't thrill me because I don'

know what system that's in. And, so we'e going to make

sure that the titles include the indication as to what par-
N

ticular system that object is in. And, I chose one I don'



know yet.
MP.. DENISOH: It's in piping, Dr. Cooper, and it'

Valve 8805.

MR. COOPER: Okay, it's 8'805. I can't read the. small

print':here.

how,. our complete~computer. printout..of. this, will.give

7" each revision- and has three"lines available "or comments-

underneath. That's our complete printout right now. And,

9 the reason I wave this at you is that, later on in talking

]p about our final report, I'l make reference back to this
and tell you now we'e going to use it. This happens,to be

at the moment l'05 pages of i'n ormation about'ach of the EOI's

13

14"

(Pause.-'-

L'et us go ahead, though, with the significance of
these= and- our opinion about'ow they fit in with-.the'hterim.

Technical Program. And, Darrel, this is basically a visual
presentation of the information that was in the letter we

is mailed off to you Friday, which I hope that you'e received,

~9 in a preliminary response to your most recent letter.
20 The second page of this handout lists. the ZOX files

that we believe are reflected upon by the ITP Civil .ngineer

ing activity. You'l see,that there are fourteen EOX. files
23 that we pushed in that group .

24 You also notice that there are only three of these

26 that presently have the status of an error. And, it can'



really be PG&E corrective action until such time as we really
identify it as being an error. But, we'e doing some

3 anticipation here.

Note one, for example, the very last one on the list.
Cloud has recommended to us that that be transferred to PG&E

.6 for some additional information. 'hat happens to be one--
wherever you see "TES" as the action organization -- here

we have a recommendation from Cloud, and we haven't agreed

9 o- disagreed with it yet.

10 I expect we will agree with it, we usually do, but

there are exceptions.

12 Item 2, 1028 for example, on Response Combination

13 Criteria, we want C 1 oud to complete work on that speci fic
14 EOI before we do anything else with it. And, we'l review

his recommendations and act on it.
16 Now, Item 3 -- footnote 3 -- there is a bunch of open

items that have been transferred to PC&E that have to do

18 with the intake Structure. Ne now know, from reading the

1g transcript of the August 6th meeting and from reading the

20 report that was given to us today, that PG&E has made modi-

fications -- that modifications have been made in the Intake

Structure since this old work was done.

23 So, what we are presently considering doing is groupin

24 those four file numbers that are presently open items in

25 PG&E's files indicating that one of those is an Error A/B,



and closing out the rest. Ne propose similar action with
2 respect to the Containment review. Those were footnote 4.

Footnote.':5i„alamo applies:.to",this .1028.;.;. Before Cloud can.-:.':

4 finish..that..:jab ~ie! need;.some,„response'from:'.PG&'E;

So, we'e tried to= trike'„each of= these= —in the, letter
6~ to you; D'arel, I jus~simply"tabu1ated'numbers —and give

7 you a< little'bit- more information about them and what has

to be done before they axe fully going to be responded to

9 by the ITP.

10 NR. EISENHUT: If I understand, then, these next—
you have three pages here —are really a regrouping of the

12 IDVP's open fries broken into other groups based on how the

13

14

ZTP is looking at them?

NR'. COOPER: Th'is sheet and the next two are EOI files
1g that we belie've wil'1'e r'esponded'o'y the Internal echnica

16 Program, and in some cases they are in a form now where

that's ready to be done because they are an Error A or B.

18 In other cases there is some more work that we have to 'do

19. in-house before we reallv know for sure that it's going to

20 be addressed..by, the ITZ",,. In some cases..that, almost, a.,paper

21 shuffling needed on our part, in other cases we have to do

22, some technical work.

23

24

lHt. EISENHUT: That's right.
And, the fourth page here, that says "ITP action not

25 expected", do those corrolate, for example, to things like



2,

MJ
Errors with a C?

~D.,COOPER: Those correspond to Error C's, potential
Error C ', potential closed items: things that we think
are going to. be done away with and never get to the program.

NR. EISENHUT: I see.

i~1R.'OOPER: And, I think what you'e suggesting is
that we might skip over the details on those three flimsies.
They'ze in front of you and if there are auestions on them

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

we could answer them.

But, I think you have the essence of why you put

them together. It's in support of the information we sent

you in the lettex .

FiR. EISENHUT: All right.
Let me ask one other auestion,'hen. Hhen the Internal

Technical Program —they have their program that comes up

with errors.
i~iP.. COOPER: Yes.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

NR. EISENHUT: Plhen they find something warrants a

change, it's something that they have decided is an error
that they. have either included that modificationsa are

necessary, or they have decided that modifications are

appropriate rather than do detailed analysis, but it'
clearly something that they are making a modification to the

plant.
Now, how does that get into —does that get into this



listing, or a separate listing? Cohere does it go?

COOPER: In the oast it would have always gone

into this listing. For example, there are a number of items

here in.our, EOZ„, files«that don't have- anything to do with

Ches sampl'ex. def ined by. our. p'rografn „plan«, but which. we'> knew,

about.'he work-,was" r~oxag„on: in-"„PGGZ's shop, ~ iX was real-

important, . it might b'e generic; and.. we would have to. look

at it.

10

12

15'6

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

For example, on the turbine building; for example, on

the fuel handling building, on the containment. Each of
those're existing EOZ'iles that we have had in

ezistence'or

some mon"hs, even" thaugh thej axe. no~ part o'Cthe'hinp'le

aevi'hed in our plan". Th'ose'e picked up".

I'n the future -- Bob wants to correct- me on something,

I think -- but', in the.'uture Z think"we'e more'ikely to-

be picking those up in a manner which I'l describe in a

couple of minutes on our program for verification of the

corrective action work.

i~1R. DENZSON: Let me correct what you said.

All the-EOZ' that have been issued are either on

our initial sample, or were issued as a result of open-ended

statements that appeared in the preliminary report.. BacK.'n

January and February of 1982 it was agreed that we would

issue an open item for every statem nt and the preliminary

report of November 12, 1981, or a auestion that had been



raised.

So, .all the open items are either items that arose out

3 of the initial sample, or were items that were noted in that
4 preliminary report.

biR. COOPER: The point I was truing to make is that
6 they cover a broad stand of things that are in addition to

the simple samples that were defined in our program.

liR. CLOUD: Yes, that's right.
think, though, that it is true that there are a num-

ber of tnings that we don'0 know for sure, but we believe

that PGGE has made determinations on -- which they are doing

i

something about —which are done outside of our knowledge.

13 YD. COOPER: And, which we'e going to find out about

14 as they issue this work that we'e talking about now, andI'l address how we'e going to pick that up in a couple of

16 minutes here in our review of their corrective action program

17

18

NR. EISENHUT: Let me ask a logistics question, then.

We had the opportunity to be down at the plant on

O
De

19 i~londay and went through the facility, and it was pointed out
~ 20 the number 0 f modifications being made in the plant A

4I
Z
Z ~

0

0

21 number of modifications being made to instrumentation supports

0

O

Z
IdL

22 to brackets around piping:td hold them down -- basically on

23 the top —a couple of larger modifications on some certain

24 piping. It was pointed out that, in the upper portions of the

25 fuel handling building it had been decided to make some modi-



2

4.

fications.
Do I infer from what Dr. Cloud is saying, that you

are not aware at this point of that listing of things where

PG&E has already determined to make= modifications in the

6e.

plant"? Am„ I, reading that you„ are behind'hat sequence, or,

are you, not even -- is there,a.system. where', when that,
decision is-made,'ou are';brought onboard?

'VA. COOPER: Ne are brought onboard only to the

semi-monthly reports.

10

12"

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

i~1R. EISENHUT: Okay., so

NR. COOPER: In sorm cats"we put in a request: for
inMrm'ation. based on their semi-monthly report.'s~ i'"other.
cases'- we~ recognize- thaM there is; some: period'of time~

involved'un''il we will be writing,'our Interim- Technica'3

Report on the. subject and we can..wait further developments

as reported in their semi-monthly report.
I am sure that there are modifications that have been

made that we don't know anything about. I doubt, very much

that there have been modifications made for some technical

reason, that we- haven't identified somehow. in. the. system.

But, it's possible that those do exist also. Ne

know we can't lose these eventually. Obviously, we'e had

a concern of trying to make sure that we pick them all up

and we believe now that the mechanism of these corrective
action plans will go a long way towards assuring that. there



'isn'0 anything lost to us.

(Pause.)

Our program plan states that it's our responsibility
4 to monitor the PGGE semi-monthly reports and submit requests

for information on anything we want to know further about.

MR. BISHOP: Bill, could I ask you a question about

the use of this chart that you just showed?

MR. COOPER: The one I showed, or the ones I didn'

9 show? Nhich ones?

10

12

13

Y&. BISHOP: Civil Engineering Activity.--
COOPER: Okay.

i1R. BISHOP: -- just as an example.

You indicated that the EOI system is simply a tracking
system and not a scorecard system. Is it correct to say that
this document also is not a scorecard system?

16

17

18

l1R. COOPER: This document?

AIR. BISHOP: Right.

MR. COOPER: Yes, that is not a scorecard system, I
M

I44
1g would say.

IJ

0
C

20 MR. BISHOP: I guess the only place where we actually
see i -- there is nowhere to get a running scorecard at
any given time, is that correct? Except the Interim Techiica

23 Reports ~

24

26

(Pause. )

YN. COOPER: Yes, I would say that's correct.
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MR. CLOUD: What do you mean by--
YN. COOPER: You know, there's a way we coul'd sit down

3 and we would talk about standards of things..

But, as, ar as:published fina3 scorecard on a technica

5
'subject,"- matter.,'- there>l's'o'ay.'to'get- a- running, thing.

Because; for example-;-. there='s- nothing: in'he'OI files that
reports" on everything> that" we'e found that wa's right:

MR. CLOUD: What do you mean by a scorecard, though?

i>D. BISHOP: I mean, something to tell us that you'e
10 looked at this much and you found this much of a problem.

12

13

14

COOPER: Nell, for example,- take piping systems.

There were ten piping systems in the original set. You can

x'ead" semi-monthly reports and find. that he's completed his
analys'is of'hose piping systems, then you know everything

15 may exis

But, let's take another instance. Let's take valves

where it's clear that there's one valve that is still under-

18 going analysis. We obviously don't have a full story on that
~Io
O

19. Where, this EOI„ system fails completely is to tell you

20, about. everything we found 'that,.was right.

O

21

22.

MR. CLOUD: That's right.
However, if you'e really interested in that you can

23 always check the def initions of the original samples compared

24 to what is being reported as wrong.

25 I think it can be misleading to look -- the reason I
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asked- what you meant by scorecards is because I think it can

be misleading to try and look at scorecards. As I'e mention

3 many times, this business is not like making ball bearings.

(Pause.)

HR. DENISON: And, just to amplify on that a little
6 bit, we'e reported as open items stress differences and

calculations for different pieces of equipment. We'e com-

paring eighteen different stress numbers and if one of them

9 differs by more than fifteen percent we show an open item.

10 NR. CLOUD: Eighteen? It's more like a hundred and

eighteen.

12 i>R. DENISON: No one has ever compared eighteen

13 separate numbers that come out of a calcul~ation and gotten

14 agreement. So, you'e always going to have an open item

for the initial screening criteria, and then after that'

16 been logged and tracked it gets disposition.

17 blR. BISHOP: What we'e been trying to do is, I guess

~V

0 ~

18 you might say, take the pulse of the patient. And, you can'

19 take his pulse yet, is what you'e telling us?

20 LiR. COOPER: I tried in, I believe, the July semi-
hl
Z
X
0l

monthly report to give a quick pulse of the patient, okay?

And, the best way I could find to define it was -- we found,

23 we have ten significant findings, ten Errors A and B, and we

24 have about twenty percent of the program yet to pursue.

25 That's the best way to find a one indicator state-of-
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the-beast that I could find.
YiR. KNIGHT: Bill, maybe I misunderstand, but I think

3 that one o f the concerns that we would -- and obviously you

se~this rota'ting,througI the staff --"th'at would, be~„ i you„.

know,-, a<chraract'eri~ation."-., I" ll;:;think'.back;;..now-. just, for.a
moment~'.to", give< this'- some'' contezN of an independent"- program

-th'at. wa's~iconducted"on another plant.
The discussion, so to speak, at the tail end of that

g said that, we looked at -- I don't know -- eighteen-hundred

1p documents and if you counted up al 1 the various things on

-all of the eighteen-hundred documents there. were thrity-three-
th'ousand" points that could have been, that something-could

13 have''een sai:"d" about . A'nd, out of al 1" oX this the're were,

14 yo'u know,'aybe" a hundied"'and twentyior someth'ing. And, that,

'kind o& gave 's'ome" feel., It"had" to'be- t'aken'n" con'text, but

it gave some feel.
17 One of our concerns here is that you were saying, "One

18 way to say this is that there are nine or ten Errors A and

1g B." And, that would say, "Geez, out of all of< this activity
2p: there'.were„only„ ten",things"~and=.here they are.

4I
Z
Z
Q

~I i

21 But, our concern is that -- as I mentioned before

on: this other, one on the piping -- there, were actually five
23 A ' and they became one, or will become one A/B ~

24.

25

NR. COOPER: There weren't five A'.
51R. KNIGHT: Nell, all right.



There were five —all right, I guess you'e point is
well-taken --,.'there were five open items and this came down

3 to be one Error A/B.

But, still —as I said —I think the thing you see

us struggling with is: Is it really fair? Is it a fair
indicator to use a number like ten, or is the number really
more like ten times ten, if you take each of the little items

MR. COOPER: It's not completely fair to use any of

g the simple numbers. Let ' take these piping situations. We

have a very large number of open item files on piping. Most

of them come out to be Error C's, or deviations or something.

12 Why do we have so many EOI files on piping? Because

13 when we started this whole thing we had to say, "We 'e going

14 to take this and compare everything else to it, and if
there's a discrepancy between this and everything else it'

17

an open item".

Well, the list that, we selected was the original
7914 walkdowns. And, in nost cases it's turned out that it

1g was this that was in error not everything else. The analysis

20 the original design as-built, are all consistent.

21 But, the thing that we sort of arbitrarily have picked

out of the possible array as being the one thing to make

23 the comparisons in reference to, that ' what was wrong . And,

24 so if we had chosen a different list than the 7914'walkdown,

25 for whatever reason, I think we would have had a very small



number of EOI files on piping.

2 But, we would have still had the same number of EOI

files where we had an Error A or B error, because a Class A

4 „'or B.'rror comes;.about.when~the independent:,calculations=

which. Cloud has done". s1iows",'that it",„does-.not meet- the H.censin

6-„criteria . And, we'~.go" back and; loop„-„aMwh'at" the" old PG'GE."

'record+cal'cula<xons. are, and so forth, to see what. the-

differences are, and so forth.
But, those open, items report that were combined to

10 make that one error report in all likelihood would have

turned out to be Error C's. Now, on that I'm speculating

a little bit. But, you speculate differently with respect

13

14

16

17

to those fil'es.
i~iR'. CiOUD: Nel'1, I'hink it ' going to be hard to

get him" to agree with you'n anything".

(Laughter.)

But, I do want to make —I understand the problem

18 that the Staff may be struggling with. But, it's important
M
O
I0

19. for you.to recognize.,that what we have attempted. to,do, is
2p„. make" our, comparisons;;in-'as'nalytical way, as.—.possible, . or"

as. non-controversial way as possible, and at the same time

22 st'ate'n" as:.clear" and unambiguous. way as possible -exactly,

23 what each number means, and then present each numbers

24 And, we'e tried to do that and we'e specifically
25 avoided the making of any judgement statements, or making
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any narrative statements. Of course, you know that, this
being an independent verification, a certain amount of

negative motivation has been developed to making statements

10

12

13

14

15

16

of that kind.

So, what we'e tried to do is be precise and analytica

in the same way that a stock prospectus is.
MR. KNXGHT: But, let me just try a brief characteri-

zation.

Zf I look at, for instance, the five items under

piping that are going to be combined into one A/B. The

record, it seems to me, would then say, you know, "Error A,

Piping." As l go down and look at them,'the first, two are

support directions -- it seems to me that's kind of a subset.

People have trouble getting their directions right under

supports.

The next one is that the Heat Exchanger was considered

17 a rigid anchor. Apparently —I haven't looked at the details

~4oo
I
CW

~4
X
Z
0

a

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

—apparently people disagreed that it was rigid. So, then

you say, "Nell, are people having perhaps as many bad judge-

ments as far as anchor points went?"

The next one is a small bore lug design. That also

seems to have a generic —if you want to use that word--
string. And, the last one was, you know, an overstress and

that might just be a local thing.

But, see, like maybe three or four of them had charact
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of themselves, if you will, that got submerged.

MR. COOPER: Character as themselves will be specifi-
3 cally addressed in PG&E's corrective action program, because

4» they, will specific'ally, address"this, que'ski'on>of. support'. Zn

p doi'ng.,their- rein'a~lysispthey are,,considering„ the flexibility;
6~ of~ any~compenent'nchors'. They'e-.got a very speci%.c"

7 ~ prog'ram>underway".on small bore- p'ipi'ng lug design,
which'appens

to be —from what our understanding of that program

is -- far beyond what we really thought would have been

10 necessary.

MR. KNIGHT: And,, I debate in no way tnat many- of these

things are-

14'"

7K, COOPER" The- point-'-.'m'trying'o make.'hough;, Jim,

is that all w0're trying"to-do here is: to say that we'e"
'not g'oi'ng -to continue to pursue-9'63 to tell y'ou'„whether

16 Support 58S32R was an Error A, B, C, D or a deviation, because

17 it ain ' going to look like that anymore anyhow.

18 But, we are signalling that there is in the piping
O
O
0

19 activity —in the; original piping activity -- there's some

20'"

21

significant".error"situation, or situations, that', exist-that
need corrective action. And, now the question is not "How

0»

Z
~8
4

22. many numbers are, on there?", but whether< what- the- Internal.,

23 Technical Program is doing in response to this page of
24 things, and the other things that aren't shown on this page

25 that are already closed out, -- like 932, which was an Error A
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which was closed out so it doesn't now show on that page—
that's perhaps the most important one of them all and it

3 doesn't even show on
ther'R.

CLOUD: Well, two things: That, plus the

presentation that was made in the Interim Technical Report.

6 Okay?

MR. COOPER: We don'0 have that on piping.

By the way, this is in answer to a specific question

g Darryl asked of me: What unresolved IDVP EOI file items

10 are going to be covered by the Internal Technical Program?

He didn't ask me what subjects are going to be

covered by that program, or what tonal files are going to

]3 be covered. He asked me what unresolved ones were going to

14 be covered, and that's the reason I'e listed these.

15 As I say, 932 is probably more important than anything

15 on this page.

17

18

19

20

(Pause.)

So, watch the numbers games at all times.

Jim, just one other thing on this
MR. MIRAGLIA: Bill, 932 is the one that was generated

as a result of understanding what they were doing in the

22 corrective action program? What is 932?

23

24

YX. DENISON: 932 reports a

llR. COOPER: Wait, wait, wait, let me -- you look at

25 the very last page of your handout and you'l find the comple
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pedigree that exists in our computer today on 932.

(Pause.)

There were six revisions to this file: It was opened

4, on this date:, a completion x,"eport was, issued'n that date.

In the"course"oS-'looking through- this history you can.'ee

8 who~did".what to whom'.when'nd why, and you'l, find'eference
in here to'he drawings, the resolution sheets.

For example, how do we know if PGGE made physical

9 modifications? Nell, their resolution sheet dates 82/06/03

1p tells us that. What Cloud analysis does this apply to?

Cloud analysis 100,. which showed that the piping didn't meet

12 the correct area where the deadweight support, and it passed

]3 with a more rigid support. Has Cloud modified the field
14 verification? Yes.

15"'nd, in th'is printout, as it will exist in an appendix

18 to our Final Phase Report, we will give you the complete

17 history of each of these files. If this one happeneh, to have

18 been combined with another one, or if others had been combine

19 with this, it would tell you that..there. And, you,'ll, see

20 the. complete history of each, of those individual numbers.

21 Now, 932 —the Containment Spray Support -- the 7914

22 showed that the supporters- were too vertical. Cloud went,

23 out and did a field verification and found it was a dead load

24 support only —Cloud did some analysis, showed the dead load

support only was not adequate, you needed the complete vertic
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1 support.

PGGE looked at it, agreed, went in and modified it.
3 And, Cloud went in and verfied the modification.

MR. MIHAGLIA: Bill, maybe to help me understand it
now.

If the program had continued--
MR. COOPER: Yes?

MR. MIRAGLIA: -- everyone of the items that are

g listed on the piping would eventually come down to something

1p like this?

12

MR. COOPER: That's correct.
NR. MIRAGLIA: And, what. you'e shown us on the piping

13 diagram was the number of outstanding EOl ',s that haven '

14 completed the process that you have categorized -- or, recate

gorized -- in some manner based upon your understanding of
the corrective action process.

17 They'e not going to be answering those five or siz
18 specific questions, they'e answering a different question

19 and then you'e going to review the corrective action program

2p and see if those concerns were also resolved?

21

22

MR. COOPER: Yes.

Plus, we know that, based upon Cloud's analysis -- his

23 independent analysis -- that it ' not a significant finding.
24 Based upon'that one piece of the pie.
25 MR. EISENHUT: And, in no event are they lost, because
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all of the records in the end, all the EOI's are printed out
so that they in fact traceable. And, if in fact the question

3 that came up original ly about 990 and 99 1 are stil1 questions
4- in anyone'» mind. they can". go,- to.the, one EOI printout where

it„'wi11 autocratically reference>that it~was include with
anode'x'. EOX and" y'ou can Crack,i."t'through.

True S'tat'ement?

YiR. COOPER: Yes.

And, more importantly on piping, when the Interim

~p Technical Report on piping gets issued short 1y the history
as- of" t~e date that'nterim Technical REp'ort is: issued will

.$ 2
a3,'1" be'- sge13.ed''~ out'n that Interim" Tech'ni'cal-'epox"'. Arrd,

$ 3~ ~~ fusher» things Mke.-. p 1 ace tha< Interim- Technical'eport
will.,be revised M'eflee " the further th'ings th'at have"

aken"pl'ace with'espect',.to~those-. subjects.'.

16 I'm trying to get you the Interim Technical Reports
because this is where the interest should be, I think. And,

~6 I don't think we'e done a very good job of presenting this
~8 in the past, and I'm trying to correct that a little bit.
20 Ne'll issue Interim". Technical Repoxts that document

our situation. Ne like to wait and issue them when all the
work is done, but we know that's not an effective way to do

23 it . Ne 'e going to issue Interim Technica 1 Reports up to a

24 certain date. If there is subsequent work on it, we'l
26 issue a revision to that report, if need be.



We have in Appendix 2 'of our semi-monthly reports a

printout of another listing program. Every Interim Technical

Report which has been issued —and there are only five to
date -- that printout that's in Table 1 of Appendix 2 to our

semi-monthly report will tell you what EOI files are covered

by that particular Interim Technical Report.

In Tabl'e' of Appendix 2 you have a listing of all
the Interim Technical Reports we plan on in the future, and

10

in each case under each subject we'e listed the EOI files
which we presently at that time believe are going to be

covered by the ITP.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Certainly by the time we get through each EOI file
will be treated at least one time in an Interim Technical
Report or in the Final Report. And, the reason I had to say

that is that so far we h'ave one EOI files that I can't figure
out which ITP to put it in. But, we'e still wor1cing on it.

Now, there is also some schedule information given
there in our semi-monthly, and let me talk about this with
the aid of this particular flimsy, which is in the package

before you.

21

22

23

24

25

(Pause.)

Ne have listed here in the numbered items, all except
the last three in this set of numbered items, the Interim
Technical Reports that we presently have identified to cover
the initial sample defined by the Phase I program plan. I



23'entioned five of those have been issued to date. A bunch

of them are going to be issued. The number here tells you

3 what the number is -- the way it, ' being carried in the file ~

In~ each case we have attem'oted to show-,.an
issuance'ate,

fo'. that",Ing'crim.'T@Lhnical. Rhpo~,. but., i~n most cases,,

that.,issuance.=date. is- dependent upon:actions, either, hy>PGGE

7'r, in one case; — on NRC. Now, in our'emi-monthly report
we didn't have that "N" indicated,and we'e starting now,

we thought we'8 do it now.

10 On the containment annulus, the review of the Brook-

haven Report, we don~t have any respo'nse to RFI to,.NRC" on

12
tha< in5orma'tion. On the" ones to PCS there"-s one they''aven
re@pond'ed''o. yet.

14

15'6

We:"try t'o ide'niffy in'haC'A'p'bendix''o oQx" semi-rnonthl

report~ what the'imiting'rganization is i'n issuance oC Mat
Interim Technical Report. In most cases I give a reference

to what the subject is that we consider to be limiting.
18

19

(Pause.)

We were talking about piping a few moments ago. Cloud

people will have to us~in about a week.,a draft of an Interim

Technical Report on piping, and we'e scheduling that for
issuance about a month from now. Maybe sooner than that if

23 we can do it.

24 We have not included on this flimsy any schedules, or

any identification of Interim Technical Reports having to do



with additional verification and additional sampling as

established in our program plan. We have previously carried
3 some information on that. In our semi-monthly report we

4 had some information on that.
We recognize that, because of everything that'

5 happened, we'e well overdue on a revision to the first,
Interim .Technical Report on additional verification and

additional sampling.

We actually received a draft revision to that Interim

1O Technical Report from Cloud on August 6. You may remember

that, on August 6th we were holding one of our periodic
reunions and we learned a great deal about the PGGE Internal

13 Technical Program. And, we took a look at the draft Cloud

14 sent us and chewed them up for not having written a draft
that included everything we learned that day.

16 And, ever since then, it seems on a weekly basis,
we'e been learning something. And, we are scheduling a

Oa

18 revision to that Interim Technical Report on additional
19 verification and additional sampling. Hopefully in about a

2O week.
IJ
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21 Now, I'm going to turn in a moment to the relationship
22 if any, between that and our program for verification of the

23 corrective action that the Internal Program has described.

24 Let me point out, that a new addition to this particular
25 semi-monthly report has been the identification of an ITR in
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support of fuel loading, which we presently have scheduled

about mid-November. It would be —we recognize that, we

3 don't think our Phase I Final Report is going to be done in

5-

time'o support,'. to% co'ntzibute+t'o answers;ng~ the- question+
as'- to whether'r-not th'at'uel loading'ituation" should. be-

6" schedu'1'e'd.4 as.- some< have~hop'ed Kit i"s-...

7< r. So", our'plan woul'd"-be'o.issue an'nterim Technical

Report strictly addressed to the fuel loading issue that
9 says, "This is what we'e done", and it either says, "lUe've

10 done everything we think is necessary", or, "This is what we

would have yet to do to support the fuel loading issue."

12

13

Ne're trying to identify in an ITR on that. Hopefully
IIit can reference all these others, plus those. that d'o exist

15

16

on the additional verification program. But, this is the
'di'rection'e"'re heading there.

Ne've also shown on this schedule a schedule for the

17 Final IDVP Phase I Report, and one of the things I want to
18 share with you today is our proposed outline on that.
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19-,

20

21

MR. FAULKENBERRY:~ Excuse me, Bill...,
MR. COOPER':,. Ye s?:

MR. FAULKENBERRY: Do you,people ever curtail your

V
0
V
Z
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22 additional verification and; sampling program as a result of
the work that the ITR is doing?

24

25

MR. COOPER: I missed about the first three words.

Have we".cu'rtai1ed the--



MR. FAULKFNBERRY: The additional verfication and

2

3

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

sampling program, have you ever curtailed that, because of the
k

Internal Technical Review being done by PGGE?

HR. COOPER: We have somewhat curtailed it, but we

haven't done it in the neat way that we'd like to and both

make sure that we understand what we'e done and haven'

done, and make sure everybody else does. And, that's what

we'e planned to get out in that revision.
~ <

i~IR. FAULKENBERRY: Okay, you'e going to explain
to us,or somewhere we'l find out how you interrelate with
these people to look at their reviews and make sure that
their review is in the depth and in the quality--

MR. COOPER: Excuse me.

You'e talking about a d'ferent thing now. The

first issue is . What are we going to do for additional
sampling and additional verification, how are we going to
modify ITR No. 1 that addresses additional verification and

additional sampling as defined in our program.

~5

I
O
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21

22

23

24

25

Clearly, that plan that we submitted back last June--
June 9th, I believe -- should be changed. That we'e got to
do. We also have to define what we'e going to do in
response to this corrective action program. I just want to
separate the two at this moment.

MR. FAULKENBERRY: Okay.

I think getting to the first part basically we have



the —the ITP program was not in existence, in going back

to your original verification program plans —you would do

initially the sampling based upon the results and you would

expand~ for„ its~ h'al f—limit ( pa), etcetera~

S'ay„ foW example'; you. l'ook,. at. piping, systems in~ the

Aux-., building,, look~ a<" ten> segments'," and~ found probl'ems;, and.

7-. inten'ded to expand- your- sampling,. But'-;. you" were~of the

knowledge that the ITP was doing this, doing a hundred percen

10

reveiw. I<ow, how does that, af ect your broadening your

verification and sampling plan as originally proposed in

12

13

14

the program plan?

HK. COOPER: That- we 'l submit a week from today,
we,hooe". We .had''.,m'eel'i:ng"'on it a little bit yesterday'and
'we-h'ave a'< meeting on't again'omorrow. We hope. to: do.more

15

16

17

18

with

I know there are going to be some changes, but I'd
rather not speculate as to what those changes are going to
be until we'e agreed on them. And, that's my problem.

19

20

Bob?

51R" CL'OUD'i

Yes�';

0
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21

22

23

24

25

B 1ll,~ there are some things that we can say that have

already taken place. And., in particular, —with respect to

piping —our original program called for the selection of
a new sample of pipes if significant findings were found in
the original sample.



Now, we found what, we thought were significant finding
in the original sample, and then we made certain specific
generic recommendations. In the case of the piping, we

specifically made a recommendation to verify spectra used

for piping analysis, and we also recommended that the drawing

be checked to see that they were correct relative field
experience.

10

12

And, we made those recommendations because we had

several open items in each category. And, those recommenda-

tions were accepted and we were told that a program would

be implemented to carry out those recommendations.

And so, for that. reason we felt entirely justified to

~4ao
O
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

shorten our,second sample on piping. And, we did shorten

it, we shortened it to five problems. And, we felt we had

to do those five because there were certain areas that we

felt hadn't been adequately sampled in the first samples.

MR. COOPER: We have not documented this to anybody

MR. CLOUD: No.

MR. COOPER: —and that's what we'e got to do a

week from now.

MR. CLOUD: No. I 'm just talking about the past history
22 of things that have already happened.

23

24

25

MR. COOPER: Yes, I know.

But, still -- we'e backing off on it.
MR. FAULKENBERRY: Okay, I think the concern that I
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have is: It looks to me that at some point you may be gettin
2 down where the Independent Peverification Program is taking
3 credit for some of the work that PGGE is doing under their
4 ITP program>.

5v'X that's" th'e+ case;.how- do you:review'-the ITP.": work
6'o make sure(that you. can~take'redit for. it, as<an'ndependen

revi'ew?'R.
COOPER: That's the next item I wanted to address,

9 and I'd like to turn to that. Just one other thing.
10 I'l point out that we are presently planning to

address this first auestion, the additional verification and

12

13'*

additional sampling, about a week from now.

2IS". KERMGKN'. Excuse me.

15

I"have o'e additional guesti'on, if you could.

In your opiaXon', then, the, order doe's""not''equi're'he

16 issuance of a Phase I Report prior to fuel loading?
17

18

I1R. COOPER: I don't have an opinion on that subject.
We were asked how we would address the issuance

--'9

the possible identification and evaluation of a- restricted
20. number,„ of';,'systems that.PGGE,would„consider..'to be„'ll„ that 'was

21 needed for safe operation under fuel loading.
22< And, what. we'e said is that we will address*that to
23 an Interim Technical Report if that's what people ask for.
24

25

NS. KERRIGAN: I see.

Perhaps the question could be directed to PGGE.



You feel that the order does not require the issuance

2 of a Phase I Reports

(Pause.)

i~lR. HANEATIS: Well, we already said that that is a

5 matter of attention and we'e going to be looking at that.
6 And, if the NRC would like our official interpretation I

guess we'l provide it.
But, I think it was the NRC that issued the order.
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c l 1 NR. BISHOP: What we'e doing is we'e comparing the

schedule that we had from th previous meeting which indicates

that Teledyne's Final technical report on Phase I is going to be

provided in mid-November; bu.. the chert: they just,,showed does.

not. re+ ect, a". H.nal. t'technic'aQ, report. It. s'imply says
thee'ill,,b

.another interim. te"hnical report..
NR". NANEATIS: Wel'l, isn't that just semantics?

NR. COOPER: Isn't the final Phase I report being

submitted the end of December?

10 NR. EISENHUT: Bill, I do have another question,

12

though. Over the last months th'e sched'ule for these interi:m

techniqa1 reports"h'as o'" c'ours'e''a i:e'd ared changed"„s3,ig".rtly

13

14''

15'6

17

18

19

as'ime" progresses'-'. D'o'ou'feel'!iat th'ese interim-technical
report~~ is'" the-ID'1P'arr'- do'o'u th~ak this is> a re'asonzble,.

realistic schedule t.'Cat you have laid"out'ere- on
t¹s'a"-'lides?

NP.. COOPER: The answer to that has to be I can'

possibly answer because of all those "P's" at one end that

appear there.

20 NR. EISENHUT: I'm sorry. Let me put it another

21 way--

22 NR. COOPER: If we had the information that we

23 need

24

25

NR. EISENHUT: Are you to the point today--
NR. COOPER: Then this would be a "ealistic schedul
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NR. ZISENHUT: Where you axe being impacted by

those "P's" -- I should say, and the "N" -- and if in fact

you had the information from the "P's" and the "N's",
4 I guess what I'm looking for is, do you need th information

from the "P's" today, and if you don't get them by today,

there's a one to one cor elation, a one to one day lip?
.'.D. COOP R: No, I can't say that.
KR. ISED. iU: I 'm rylng to get a fee13.ng on th3.s

9 overall'schedule.

10

12

13

,"6. COOPER: I'm sorry. I thin'.; each one of them

would reouir. a lot mor d tailed discussion and loo!cing

at just exactly where ea h of "hese stood. It's a best esti-
mate schedule assuming thore's not major delays in getting

14 the "P'"" and "9's" I: we don'" hav™ one of +hem, and ~e're

15 planning to wor'c on it, we can woric on the other one.

16 There.'s some give and ta".e here.

17

18

PR. ~I"-ENlkUT: Nell, let me ask the question anothe

way. '~ou are not at this tim r sourc lim'ted?

o
Cs

IJ
Z
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19

20

21

22

CCCP '2: No.

-"'+ ~
' 'N-' lou are reallv information limitec.?

YD. COOPER: That's corr t.
At least, I believe that's true across the board

23 on this problem.

24 i6. B. 8:-:OP: I dicn't w nt to leave my last questio.

25 until ": get it clear in my mind. Again, looking at your
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schedule there, Bill, it says that you'e going to issue

the final Phase I report in Decembe" which is to ae a signi-
ficant change from what I understood from the previous
schedule which said it was'oing;to be,issued~in mid=November

Mt;". COOPER:.' believe'~this isa thd.'. fi.zs't- date. we'e
issued;

MR. BISHOP: Okay.

MR. EISENHUT: Let me make a distinction between

10

12

13.'5"

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

this. 'Por those people w'he were not at the August 5th meet-

ing. At our meeting on August 6th in Liashing6on, PGSE pre
sen ed' schedule which is the schedule that has been referre
to'ere" which'howe'd a targe't completion decision of" t'ie
errd-of" November; At th'at- time, it- was'resented with

th''aveat,.that -- I believe~'at'hat time, the IDVP had'not even

had.an opportun'ity'o interact with that'rogram'. So I would

expect that there may well be differences between those two

schedules. And that's why I really asked the question of
the basic status of the IDVP and you certainly should not

infer any of the discussion today as moving it earlier or
later"; pressuring it up or down. It'as just a simple status
question of where do you really stand and what is the limita-
tion on the schedule.

MR. COOPER: I'd like to go on, Darryl, from where

you were a moment ago to say that at that same meeting we

said that we were uncertain about getting the final report



out by the date it would have been needed to support the

fuel loading as PG5E was suggesting, and I believe -- I'd
have to check the transcript, but I believe we suggested

during that meeting that a way to treat this would be the

issue of an interim technical report addressing those systems

components required for the fuel loading issue.

MR. EISENHUT: I believe you'e correct. And my

recollection is that in fact this difference in schedule

10

existed at that time, and it's not really a surprise to me

to see the two schedules, and it is a question of still an

open mind -- or an open question in our mind, and the inter-
pretation of what's needed we have not reached a position

13 one way or another.

14

15

16

17

18

MR. COOPER: Now, the next issue is the one of
how are we going to address specifically the corrective aetio
program discussed by the internal technical program today.

And, we do plan, hopefully, within the week, let's say some

time next week, hopefully, to submit a review plan for this
o
O
O~

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PGaE corrective action. We had a discussion of it yesterday;
we'e got another meeting scheduled tomorrow. We'e got
some more work to do. This happens to be a graph that exists
right now. We plan to address each of the major subjects

similar to the manner in which PGaE has addressed it. In

each of these areas, we provide a detailed plan. It would

involve examination of the plan, Corrective Action Scope,
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1 Criteria, and Methodology, and would involve three basic

2 approaches to insure implementation. First, in those cases

where a complete reanalysis is planned, the IDVP would conduc

4< a des'ign, review on,a, sample~ of the work~ thah". was reanalyzed.
In'"cases 'wh'ere+a~.complete..review- is followed-by

6" reanalysis o& the~deficient segments; samples. wilk be'esign.
reviewed by the IDVP and the review and reanalysis process"

will be audited.

In cases where a sample is chosen for review, reana-

10 lysis, or analysis to demonstrate conservative design, the

11 sampling methodology and samples wild be examined'o establis

12 that the sam'ples,that th'e cour'ecti've action piogr'hm-h'as'e'-"

13'ected are aypropri;at'e.

14" Ne're"concerned" about the timing of''e'ctual
16 work say= on:- physical" modifications, or the possibil'ity- W'at

16 -- let's take something simple, let's say enlarged core pipin
17 that you do 25 this week, 20 the next week, 20 the next week

and so forth. We would plan to choose our samples in a stag-

19 gered manner so we'e sampling some of each of the things.
20 Our objective is basically what'our objective was

21 to start with. To be able to reach an opinion as to whether

22:

23

or not the plant is in conformance with the licensing cri-
teria. We think that our technical job is going to be consid

24 erably easier because in our original plan we had to start
25 with the assumption that we could not trust any existing
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piece of paper. So that's a basic assumption we made .in

order to be conservative in establishing our original plan.
We had to make the assumption at that time that we had to
do an independent analysis and calculations and so forth.
We now are verifying a controlled program, and we think that
it's a lot simpler to review a controlled program once you

assure yourself that it is truly controlled, you recognize

that the number of pieces, the number of things to be looked

10

12

13

14

at, is a lot larger than our initial sample. But we'e now

reviewing a controlled program. So we believe these various

things balance out.

We believe that the program we will submit to you

which will, for example, be very specific as to what we'e
going to do, and how we'e going to do it, and what our accep

15 tance criteria are on the issuance of, say, open item reports.

16

17

18

We believe, and the only reason I qualify it is that we have

not given you a. piece of paper'et,to.look at, and I'e
got to 'qualify it until we achieve that objective —

.
— we be-

19 lieve that we can do this job correctly in a time schedule

20

21

22

23

24

25

which is not inconsistent with that which PGaE has been dis-
cussing. It's not going to be easy, but we believe that
the schedule is feasible.

Now, what we'e got to figure out, one of our simpl r
problems, but the kind that takes time, is whether we submit

this as part of our revision to the first ITR or as a
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completely new ITR, or perhaps as Section 2.3 of our final
'eport, the outline of which you haven't seen, but I'm going

to present it to you in a moment, and start turning out our
4", final report in a manner s'milarI t'o. that.wh'ich PG'8E; has

6a

sta~ted> today-. A'nd~ that '~ one of> the'tems--we ',ll be t'alking„
about-- tomorrow» and if,'"'anybodyghas',-- Is don~'t= th'ink-it''.
worth::any discussion" here", but" if anybody'has" concep'ts- on;=

it, we'd like to hear it.
MR. EISENHUT: I'd like to make one comment on

10 that.

12K

MR'. COOPER: Please.

MR. ECSENHOT: If I~ gather what you'e saying",

13" it"s~ t'ha't to reflect .th'""fact" th'at" t'h'ere'is an in'terna'l""teCh-
14'" nical" program~now,un'de'iway wh'ich"''is,"rather e'Xt'ensive,'

~I

15a 'MKuatwng . c'lear-'. across th'.>boaid'"--" in some way looki'ng'"

16 at all important structure systems and components, up to

some level of assurance, you'e proposing -- you would be

proposing something like a revision to your program?

19

20

MR. COOPER: I really want to avoid a revision
to..the+program'plan".'hat.-I.'d rather do is spell out"

what.'S

0
0
0

r ~

0
IS

0KI0
Z
IS

21 we propose to do here as part of our final report and get
22 it out early, or as an ITR and,get it out early. It'.not
23 truly a revision to the program plan because it's completely
24 consistent with the original program plan. The thing that

makes it necessary to document in some detail is that PG8E
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1 is essentially asking us to verify things in addition to

2 what that original program plan would absolutely require

3 that we verify. And we think we'd better spell the program
I

out so everybody knows what we'e up to before we start.
MR. EISENHUT: We'e talking semantics because

6 you'e saying, spell out the program. "You really mean spell
out this piece of the aspect of the program.

MR. CLOUD: Of the original program.
I"

MR. EISENHUT: Of the original program, where you

10 exercise some options, so to speak, in the program.

MR. CLOUD: No, no, no. The original program called

for independent calculations of a sample. It called for

13 additional verification, and it cal led for verification of

14 any modifications. And what Bill is just now saying -- if
you will permit me the liberty, Bill -- is that he believes

that it-'s worthwhile at this stage to document Phase III
Verification and Modifications because in fact it is true

18 that that phase is somewhat larger than originally envisioned

19 MR. EISENHUT: And what I'm suggesting is perhaps

20 there is another aspect of it, and that is not only verifi-
cation of those modifications that come out of the internal
technical program, but also verification of things that were

23 successes with no modifications in the internal technical

24 program to give you more confidence in that the program was

26 satisfactorily carried out.
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sense.

MR. EISENHUT: It gives you a much broader sample
4 b'ecause in.the;„sense that where, the program has-new.'at this:,

6p

j'uncture';gone comp9.'etely> thx'ough.-each'. piece*of 'the process

result'ing in- a"'modification I would- believe~tha< thege h'as,

been-"great scrub.ny on that piece of'the program as't goes-

through to a modification, and I would want equal confidence
9 in those pieces where it was decided not to modify the plan.

10 That would give you some additional assurance from this inde-
11 pendent look at the overall expanded ITP that this program

12" was in fa'ct adequately carry.ed out for both the stuff that.
13" was'mod'ifications and'the s'tuff'hat was not modif'ications.
1'4+ MR'. COOPER: Did you n'otice in one of t'e three
16-.categories I identified was'hings'hat were reviewed

but'6

weren'0 reanalyzed. Ne want to make sure that they were

-- what was reviewed, how was it reviewed. Yes.

18 MR. EISENHUT: Now, whether or not that is a revi-
sion to the program plan or not really actually in my mind

20's. an-administrative'etail as long as we somehow, as you

21 said, spell out precisely what you decide to do, how you'e
22 going to go about doing it, and when it will be documented.

23 And I think we would look to you to an early time to spell
24 that out, and tell us what you plan on doing, and on what

26 time frame, to give you that extra assurance that the ITP
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was adequately carried out. And the reason I ask that is
the arena where you are in is right now we are evaluating

the Phase II program. And certainly that's a key ingredient

that will go into our process of considerations on Phase II.
MR. COOPER: What I would like to suggest is we

get you the program, hopefully even next week, without the

dates, and we follow within a week or so with the dates.

Because I think we'd like to look at -- get agreement on

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

the overall program, then look at it. in some detail in con-

junction with PG&E dates to make sure that. the dates we'e

giving you are somewhat more meaningful, and not hold up

the technical description on the dates.

MR. EISENHUT: Yes, I didn'0 really mean dates

in the sense of a specific calendar date as much as your

thought as to how much you are going to accomplish -- let'
say, it's part of Phase I in connection with a decision con-

cerning a low power -- and that kind of timing process, the

logic to it.
o
I
47

19 MR. COOPER:

'I

Now, the last Phase I issue I'd like

IJ
Z
Z
Cw

a

20

21

., 22

23

24

25

to run through -- and maybe it's not necessary. Maybe I
can just point out that in the handout we provided a draft
outline that we'e suggesting now for what has been described

as possible Part 3 of the report and just perhaps spend a

couple of minutes with this first page and then perhaps leave

the rest of you reading. In the introduction here we give
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a broad general kind of description to help the uninitiated
2 into the program.

Under methodology, we get into more detail. What

4're the~ initial samples all about? What's additional samplin

5. an'd.additional. verif3.cation'U.'bout? What's verification
of corrective+ action~ all about? What'"-the EOI. system and

how is" it used"and reference, the appendix where't's there-

for your reference use. What's the interim technical report
9 system all about? What are they and reference Appendix 2

10 where it's there for your use.

Then in Section 3 grouping things in the sense

.oC structure", large" bore'iping and its suppor s, smal'l bore

13'ipirfg and"it's supports, etc., equipment'. Grouping things"

14

15

in that way to give a'ort oF'a gun and camera'our oX"" the

conclusions--of the program;- referencing- the appropriate'nterim
16 technical report and trying to give the reader the feel for
17 the so what about the program as a whole, making reference
18

19

to Section 4 as appropriate for the truly significant finding
And I'd like to perhaps put on the slide for 4

20" simply to say that this" would consist'f. four sections.,The

21 first would discuss in detail the specific errors, that is
22. each EOI that was an Error A or an Error B or an Error AB

23 if you wish, the ten to date. Discuss in detail what the

24 findings were and what the specific evaluation of that specific
25 EOI file was.
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Then to go on in 4.2 and the discussion of generic

concerns, what are they, why are they generic concer'ns.

And 4.3, what are the root causes for each of these things.
4.4, what the corrective action is. What's been done to
resolve each of the generic concerns and why is what's been

done adequate.

And then finally, a fairly simple statement of
the conclusions first regarding fuel loading, second regarding

10

12

the ViRC order as a whole. And this is our present thinking
as to the outline that we would use in submitting our report
for consideration as Part 3 of the report that PG8E described

this morning. We don't have dates on here. We have to do

13 some more work on that. I think, though, that we'e going

to very strongly look at trying to get the first couple of

S

0
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

sections written in a time period which isn't completely

inconsistent with the September 17th date that is identi-
fied for this in the PG&E report.

I don't think we'e going to make September 17th,

but that's the kind of thing we'e going to try to get out

those first two sections for everybody to look at early in
the game, and make sure they'e all right, and then fill
in the details as we get it developed much in the same manner

that PG4E has been speaking.

MR. SCHIERLING: Yes, but then again, the complete

report would be issued alone?
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MR. COOPER: The complete report would be issued

as we see

5,

MR. SCHIERLING: The report would be completed?

MR. COOPZR~:- The rapport. would be completed, a',<

w4e spe, it. n'ow, at. the end of D'ecember. Nhich includes, of;

course,; verification. o8 all, of„- Pj"aF' corrective, action re.a-
tive to Phase I'wh'ether or not it has'*anything-'to do

with'uel

loading.

10

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

25

MR. FRIEND: That's really an important point to
be made. If you read the order, it has certain r quirements

for t'.he technical evaluation. But also we have the require-
mexrts of the independent- plog am to review the design. modifl-
caticms's a~'result of the fin'digns.'o there: needed'o be

a time that." we could allow them'- we"re-'alking abou< physi-.

cal- fixes- going into November- --"we'eeded to allow~&em

time to respond to those things, so we think that we'e not

in the schedules that we presented -- totally inconsistent
with the requirements of the order. There may be some little
semantics about whether you call the report an interim report
or",a fina'1 report". But it'ertainly is our intent'o include
the required information in the various areas to support

our request for fuel loading and restoration of the license.
MR. BISHOP: Howard, does that mean the report

that would be issued in mid-November by Teledyne and Company

would have everything but a final word on the hardware



modifications or some hardware modifications that aren'

included there?

MS. KERRIGAN: Including like face of cogs there

and why it won't extend into non-seismic areas.

MR. FRIEND: Well, I don't want to put words in

Dr. Cooper's mouth. It's his report. But I would expect

that in support of our request for restoration of the license<

his report would include those matters that were cited in

LI
Z
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the order to be discussed in the report of Phase I, and yes,

I believe he would address those kinds of items.

~lR. COOPER: I'm sorry, I can't add, because

what are those kinds of items?

MS. KERRIGAN: Well, the kinds of items would be,

for example, a discussion of the basic causes o'f the seismic

design errors and why they--
MR. COOPER: Those were identified in this last

chapter, section, that I tried to show, I think.
MS. KERRIGAN: Yes, and that would be in the Novem-

ber time frame, not the December time frame.

MR. COOPER: We would have -- this final report

would be the December report. We would write an interim

technical report in support of fuel loading, and in the

November time frame, addressing all the aspects of the orde

as it pertains to fuel loading if that's what we'e asked

to do. We'l address all those aspects to the extent possibl
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Ne'll use portions of the final report to the extent possible
Ne'll reference ITR's that are out, and we'l put this
together in the form of an ITR which says this, this and

this, exist; and missing.are"these,„,thin'gs which this particular
r'eport"- finishes'. off~, T&at's-our objective., We~would.,address

those. as'hey per<ai,na to. fue3;. loading and~ how~they:.'e appli-
cable: Daxryl, in your letter you asked us to- comment on

a letter that you'd requested from PG&E on the systems

required for fuel loading. We received the letter from PG&E.

S
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Ne've asked Stone & Webster to review that. We have some

comments that we have from Stone & Webster on that subject.
Ne haven't"completely evaluated it. We'e got to look at
th'em"s'erne more. Ne nee'd'o look a little bit more, a't what

PG&X has sent us.

But for cramp).e, Ston'e' Webster asked things. lijce
this: why doesn't PG&E start with the tech spec operating
modes -- wait a minute, was it 5 and 6 or 6 and 7? 5 and

6, and justify the extent to which they can evacuate from

those for the initial loading. Well, now, you know, that
sounds'ike a.,real good question, but what we-haven't done

is to look back at what PG8E gave us to see that that isn'
what they'e done. And so we do plan to address that aspect

in this November time frame. If we do issue on ITR on fuel
loading, we'l address our opinion as to what the systems

are that are required for fuel loading.



MS. KERRIGAN: I think I have an understanding

2 of what you'e proposing. Earlier, Darryl had asked some

3 questions of PG4E on their opinion as to the significance
4 of the results to date, for example, the Reedy findings,
5 and other findings to date, the significance of those items

6 on non-seismic areas and on construction areas, and PGSE

had very definite opinions on that. I was just wondering

if you'd care to comment.

10

MR. COOPER: Our Interim Technical Report No. 2

which evaluates Reedy's work on Phase I states that no con-

.
elusion can be drawn from that work related to non-seismic

design areas, or areas outside of the

redesign

load. I'l
13 be talking in a few minutes about Phase II to give you a

14 status report as to where we are there with respect to the

16 similar kind of QA work.

16

17

With respect to other aspects, the -- some of the

errors are general. For example, the 79-l4 issue is not

~I
O
O
O

~4
Z
X
0

18 limited to seismic. That's across the board in its implica-

19 tions on piping. The aspects on, let's say the development

20 and control of the spectre are uniquely associated with
the seismic issue. And beyond that I can't really go at

22 this time because we don't have agreement inside the program

23 on what other root causes may be ~ Those are two that clearly
24 exist. And one of them is very pertinent non-seismic. The

26 other one is of no significance non-seismic.
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MR. BISHOP: Bill, one final Phase I question.

Could you provide us an estimate of the manpower that's been

4e

expended in the independent verification program to date

"Mr.P.hase",I;?,
I

MR-., COOPER";- I. was~ all. prepared for- this~ question~
6 aM thee August-- 5th', meets.ng j and &remember'he( a'nswer for.

July; which l expected.- to:.get a question" on. Du'ring the

month of July, the manpower equivalent in the IDVP was 73

10

man-months. 73 men full time for the month. That's for
the month of July.

I'd suspect that that would have a higher number

12 than'in'any of the pre'cede.ng mon't'hs. I woul'd."expec't that.

13 ,the" A'ugust"'„number" would" be about" the''arne"". I
he's'itat'e'e'ca'use"

I 'm'ot. su're the'anner i''hich vacation periods

rrazy. 'ave i'mpact'ed~ on- th'e t'hing" i'n Augus&.

16 MR. MIRAGLIA: Bill, is that total for the IDVP,

17 Phase I and Phase II?
18

19

20

MR. COOPER: That's total, yes.

NR. MIRAGLIA: 73 man months.

MR.-. COOPER,"- About'.ha'lf 'of~"'it was'h'ase. I,
half'1

of it Phase II. For. that one month, for that month of July.
22

23

25

July, while there.was some'hase. II work earlier than- July,
but not a great deal. July, I think, was probably the big

month in Phase II.
MR. BISHOP: Would that half apply to August also,
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that estimate?

MR. COOPER: I'm uncertain. I think August, I
would guess that Phase II might be a little less than half
in August. But the numbers aren't in yet, and I'd be guessing.

Other questions about Phase I?

(No response.)

Let me turn very briefly to Phase II. I'm not„

going to tell you a great deal beyond what is in our August

semi-monthly report on Phase II, but I think there are a
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couple of items of which you should be aware. One in parti-
cular may be very significant to staff in reviewing our pro-

gram which they have for their review.

In Phase II, we'e identified four non-seismic

service-related contracts. Two of these four also happen

to be active during the Phase I seismic effort. It happens

that all four of these organizations were active on the systems

and analyses being considered by Stone & Webster. Now, the

reason this is significant is that one of the more confusing

aspects of the Phase II program plan was a differentiation
we made between select samples and non-select samples. And

what I want to tell you is it turns out, now that we'e this
far into the program that it was unnecessary for us to have

made that distinction. That all of the four non-seismic

safety-related, service-related contractors applicable to

Phase II were active in the systems and analyses chosen for
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the Stone s Webster sample.

I think that that may save you a little study and

7'0

12

concern, and, a hell of a lot of reading time in trying to
unde~tandy the- Rha'se. IZ-. plan.

The-"situs'-- let"s"-then turn to the quality
assurance;and-desigri;con'trol'ractices.~a'sp'ect". And let.
me" first'emind you that the pl'an require's an evaluation
of the QA programs and their implementation on the same cri-
teria as were used in Phase I. But we recognize that some

of this work was done prior to the time in which anyone had

a formal QA program. We also recognize the correctness of
the comment made earlier, today, a good QA program may assist

13 you"'to have go'od'design work, but th'at a bad QA program
doesn'7

18

guaihn<ee'ou bad design work. So we'e added to the Phase

IT pl'a'n,. In'" addition'o 'th'" QA an'd'fox implementa'ti'on when

the QA programmatic and implementation review don't show

a completely adequate program, a review of design control
practices used by „these organizations.

19 The. basic investigation in this area. is„ nearing.,

20

21

22,

23

25

comp+et<on'.. We:expect, it to"- be'ompleted„with'in'he next.

couple of weeks. We presently plan to issue a single report
which"covers PGhZ, and these four; organizations which evaluate

the QA program and its implementation according to the plan

criteria, and as required, evaluates the design control prac-

tices, and goes on to include an evaluation of what do these
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results mean to the Phase II program that has to be conducted

Do we have to add additional samples or additional verifica-
tion because of what we have found here'P In other words,

4 the report that you'l see will be an integration of what

6 in Phase I was several reports from Reedy's operation and

Interim Technical Report No. 2. This will come to you in
complete form but in an integrated form so you can have the

8 evaluation of the significance of the results as well as

9 the details of the particular investigations.
10 We would presently expect that report to be publish

11 in the last half of October.

12

i
>s

NR. EISZNHUT: On that report, will that report

constitute all of the effort required under a specific item

14 in the Phase II letter. Do you remember the items on the

15 letter?
16 NR. COOPER: There are several items. I believe

17 there are three of those items -- I'e'ot my plan in the

briefcase here -- it's several of the items. No, wait, it'
oO'9 at least two of them, because the design chain will publish

20 a separate interim technical report on that. That's the
bl
Z
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21

22

first paragraph in that letter.
Then there's one on QA program, and there's one

23 on implementation, so I believe it's just two.

24 And those two repeat themselves in each of the

25 three attachments, too.
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MR. EISENHUT: In the attachments. I was referring
more to -- in front of that, in the actual letter, in Phase

II, it said that the activities that must be evaluated prior
to",;that is,. and it did'hem by some five headings. One> was

al3 non-'-seismic. service.-related, and. the~ second-. one~ was'G'&E

internal. design, acti.v~es.. Would this report include all
of that one

item'?'R.

COOPER: Yes.

10

12
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~

1 5
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MR. EISENHUT: Okay. And you say that it will
be completed--

MR; COOPER: We expect to complete the last half
o8 October. Tha 's a's cl'oM"as*--

MR'. EX'SENHUT! No', that" s fine. I"11 make"t!ie"

observation'hat'haW means that th'is one item, D em No.

2 ouN or. the- Phase II.program lett'er- clearly, by the-" s'chWule

laid out here today, even if they'e approximately met, it
would entail that that item in the Phase II program then

would be in fact completed prior to a decision on Phase I.
MR. COOPER: Yes.

MR.'" EISENHUT: Completed in toto, as. a. matt'er of
fact.

22 MR. COOPER: Yes.

23 MR. EISENHUT: I understand. Thank you.

25

MR. COOPER: The next item is the safety systems

and analysis work being done by Stone 8 Webster. They'e



taken in the three sample systems defined in the plan, aux

feedwater, control room ventilation and pressuriztion, and

the safety-related portions of the 41-60 volt electrical
system. In addition, they'e taken certain pressure and

temperature analyses and certain radiation analyses as

defined in the plan. They are underway on their review of

this ,Thy description in our August semi-monthly goes into
,C

considerable detail as to what they are doing, what they'e
about to do, and what they need in order to get it done.

,
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At the present time, this is running approximately a week

beyond our original schedule for this work. We'e afraid
that there will be more slippage, but let's face it on that.
For the moment. Our present schedule would be that if we-

get the information we need in a timely manner, that we would

expect to have all the interim technical reports in that
area -- oh, excuse me. If we get all. the information we

need, and if we don't find anything that results in a bunch

of open items and so forth, and we'e not really far enough

along to be there yet, as'as suggested this morning. We

don't have a lot of those. We would look toward issuance

of the interim technical reports on those subjects the last

23

24

25

half of October.

The remaining piece of work is the structural-
related work on samples from the Stone & Webster system.

It happens that the fluid system of most interest here is



1 the aux feedwater system. The aux feedwater system, several =

2 of the so-called piping problems considered in Phase I had

3 to do with the aux feedwater system. Ne're still looking
4 at>the manner 'in'., which we. have„to'„supplement- the pure seismic

1

8», thi'pgs with,< othei things" and ~othe'r. s'angles-.'. In other words,.

we'- stil3 are'-.looking~fox an'mproved def init'ion on-..the~ struc-
tural" relat'e'd'spects'f Phase'I. And we'e made a'big,
gain on that today with the presentation that PG&E has made,

9 and I would hope that we could pull that together- before

10 our next semi-monthly report, at least, is issued.

And we- have not yet issued any error and open item

r 'po'rt's. Ãe''u'st'xe%'t'h'ere" yet. Ne'll, we".know',a:.'got"

13 '&tabb.'ngs'ha& are" al'l- rig~, but-'e Raven ''eached<
the"'4.

poin't. yet'f" --. work'as pro'gre'ss'ed to th'e point.- of;
hhvi'ng-'ny-'f

those- reaU:y. to-'iden'tify. We''l..be',.i'" that. position»

in some of the areas very quickly. We obviously haven'

issued any interim technical reports in this area.

18 MR. KNIGHT: Bill, could I butt in on you jus"

19 a moment? You said that you haven't issued any error or

20'pen"i.',tern..reports;. BQt; you~-have~found a-.lot of t1'ing's th'a't

were all right. Or words to that effect.
22. NR. COOPER: I said that, and I guess,I should

23 have said that in those things that have been ompleted,

24 I don ' really know -- there ' some descriptions there in

25 the semi-monthly reports, and I shouldn't characterize it



as a lot, I think. That in the things completed to date

I'd hate to put a number on it, that we don't have anythin

issued yet. That''he point I was trying to get across.

But we still have the majority of it to look at. We'e not

to the point yet. That's all I was trying to say. I think
I did misstate that.

7 I'd like to -- that's all I had to say on Phase

II, except I'd like to identify for everyone a subject that

- 10

12

has been raised as a result of meetings today which -- just
to identify it as a concern that we do have to treat in order

to make all of these schedules and plans come true in a manner

we'e discussing. The program plan for the IDVP Phase I
13

14

is very clear in the definition that the Phase I work applies
A

to the Hosgri evaluation. Now, there was some discussion

today earlier about Hosgri versus the double design earth-

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

quake, the DDE. And I think that a point that may have been

missed in that discussion is that it's not enough simply

to look -- it's not enough for all systems simply to look

at the severity of the two seismic conditions. It may be

generally in the structures area, and it was Bill White that
was being talked on this subject, and exercised on this sub-

ject earlier. Within the fluid systems area, there's a dif-
ference in the low combinations that are defined in the FSAR

and the Hosgri criteria, when Hosgri is determined or when

DDE is used. Say, our Phase I definition has been very clear
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that it's Hosgri only, and it has been our intent to pick
up the non-Hosgri aspects that weren't covered adequately

by the Hosgri aspects, in Phase II. And I just want to point
out that in the distribution'oday, and I will say I got

my copy, a~t 10:00 about., la&inight., oX. the PGSE-. handout,
that'he

"first'ime that ~ I; as an individual, and I'elieve most

of us on-the'IDVP'," if'- not all of us, have known- that it was.

PGSE's intention to cover in this report, not,just the Hosgri

consideration, but also the DDE consideration. And all I'm

12'3'4

15

trying to say at this point in time is that this considera-

tion is a bit of new thinking that we'e got to evaluate,
an'd'*make Nome recommehd'ations, and"probably ask some quest'ion

and"get. some"answers. And it'-just'hat'''hought- it was"

im'porta'nt enough- that I'h'ould" identify it as an i%em that
could'-have some effect on= these" various-'dates=an8 sch'edul'es"

16 we'e been talking about here.

o4
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I would be pleased to end my presentation. Roger

Reedy says he would be pleased also.

MR. EISENHUT: I guess, Bill, you win that round.

The,,-- and don't t'ake:>our silence~-at'this~time-'o mean: more

than silence, and it's 4:32 in the afternoon. It's fatigue.
Why don't we move on to the next item?

MR. MANEATIS: I believe we should take Item 5,

which is Integrated Project Scheduling. There are three

items -- just very briefly. I'm going to ask Jim Leahy to



make that presentation. Jim?

MR. LEAHY: All right. I have a slide that I'm
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going to speak about. I am Jim Leahy, by the way. I also

have some 84 x ll reduced copies. They may be a little dif-
ficult to read, but they can be read. Any of you who may

have forgotten your glasses I have some full sized copies

as well.
First of all, it says -- I'l give you a brief

rundown of the project. I'd like to tell you that since

the 6 August meeting, the project has been developing detail
work plans, engineering work plans, which are basically road

maps by discipline that, encompass the entire project scope

including the programs that are defined in the report that
you received today.'he fuel load requirements comprise

the basis for work priority within these work plans. Review

of the detail work plans is in progress now to support the

upcoming revision of the Milestone schedule, a very brief
summary of which was shown to you on the 6th of August which

Mr. Bishop referred to earlier.
The more refined site schedule is also under devel-

opment as tha" potential scope can be estimated. These two

detailed efforts, the engineering and the field, are going

to be merged, or are being merged to see where we can better
direct our emphasis as an overall project to maintain the

schedule. It's an interim process. Obviously, as we under-
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stand more and go further into our analysis, we reevaluate.
I want to point out that that 6 August summary illustrated
the report submittal sequence that we saw from the beginning

4 o$ t'.h4:,project, but does not reflect the. submittal sequence,

thaC- we-'re-talking- about'ere-t'oday. In''xder'to- address
6' th'a4; we,. havd„a, subin<tal~ schedul< specifically for that.

I" am- going to point. I'ant you to look at basical
8 what's in front of you. I'm going to try to use this as

a guide.

10 The schedule basically falls into,two parts. Sec-

14 tion 1, 2 are IDVP actions. Sections 3 through 6 are the
12 project actions. 4, 5 and 6 define the three volumes of
13" the report with the sections down here, the reference numbers

14> you can see', and the subsections go across the schedule this
15" May. The'r'e'is' legqhd over"'here that refers to the'ridi-
16 vidual sections.
17 This first column is the Peason report. that you

received today which comprises the criteria, scope and meth-

odology for all the turbine building,and. the. HVAC..support

20'ections" which is to follow by three weeks.

21 I'd like to emphasize the real intent of this
22- schedule;, and in discussions"- here~today, is to illustrate,
23 that our effort makes assumptions here, basically that comment.

24 regarding the section of the report that was given to you

today, we assume that any substantive comments will be back
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to the project within a three week period. And that follows

2 for each subsequent section submitted to you. IDVP and the

3 NRC both.

The same sequence is assumed for the submittal

5 of the interim technical reports which those that have dates

6 are outlined across Section 2 of the report. .We assume that

7 substantive comments that might alter our direction would

8 be received within two weeks of those submittals. To ease

9 the pain, we also have -- the concept sort of defies graphica

10 representation, so the planners simply made a note -- and

that appears on the bottom line here of Section 1. That

is, that continuous auditing in the project offices so that

13 you have knowledge, acquaintanceship of our methods and what

14 we are doing prior to the submittal of those sections of

18 the report, we feel is absolutely necessary if this schedule

18 is going to be attained.

17 MR. KNIGHT: Let me ask you. Let's go back to

18 the interim technical reports for a moment.

~t
o
O

19 The report comes out -- a report from TDA, an inter

Id
Z
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20 technical report -- I'm going to try and examine the concept

21 he e a little bit. The report comes ou+ from TES. This

22 is their closeout really of the item. Is that a fair
23 MR. COOPER: It may be, or it may be just a status

24 report to identify what else is needed.

MR. KNIGHT: Okay. Help me a little bit in under-
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standing what role that report now plays in what seems to

be a program that's already scheduled here, already planned.

MR. LEAHY: I'm not sure I understand the question,

Mr. Knight.
MR'. KNIGHT~":> WeU, let,'s hake'T%+A; It"s going;

to-;»show~up,;on" Septemberc 10th. And I~ say you need within
two*weeks you'eed substantiv'e comment's. Am I to construe

from that -- and I'm having a little trouble unders+anding

it seems to me -- the intimation is that you somehow have

factored in ahead of time that interim technical report,
and now there may be comments which cause you to -- I" can'

tie th'ose toget'h'er'.

MR-. L'EAHY: Le't*'e clarify. one> t'hing-. The'nterim
techn'ic'al'eports" that" are'llustrated here and'"are" indicated

down that- far; that is'asically just a. reflection. o''nfor-"
mation that we receive from Teledyne. Those are the dates

that those reports are scheduled to be issued.

MR. KNIGHT: That's fine, but what role does that

play in what -- you'e already done the aux building. Here'

an interim technical report that. presumably covers work prior
to what you'e already done because TES really hasn't looked

at what you'e done yet. On this new program.

MR. LEAHY: I don't believe I can really answer

that substantively without knowing what would be in that

report.
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MR. COOPER: Let me try to answer it. In this
2 pa ticular case, at least, and I think in most cases, the
3 issuance of our interim technical report from the initial

' sample will not be of any great assistance to the internal
5 technical program but will be of possible assistance to us

6 in knowing our verification or our corrective action program

or our additional verification that we'e doing. So I don'

see a necessary relationship on our ITR's on the initial
9 sample which are what are lister'ere through 0 and the ITP

10 report submittals.

MR. KNIGHT: Well, I don't either. And that'
why I was somewhat, confused when the scheduling was shown

up here.

14 MR. LEAHY'.. They are -- the reason it's on the

schedule essentially is because it is part of the ID~IP/NRC

load to get from here to fuel loading. It is something that,
17 in addition to our submittals, will generate workload for
18 your review.

19 MR. KNIGHT: But presumably, if we take that
2p stick with that example, and it's a pretty good one -- pre-

sumably, it would seem to me, if we had substantive comment

22 on the ITR and we said well, you know, there might have been

23 other aspects which we didn ' cove" or should look into,
24 the answer's going to be oh, but it's been done completely.

25 MR. COOPER: And we'e going to have a later ITR
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that says what we think about it.
MR. KNIGHT: Now, that one I can see as being

having a substantial impact on the overall schedule.
MR". LTkHY: The, evised auxiliary building report,

for example..

MR. KNIGHT:- TKe on'e that-" —yes;, any- report which

not only.*-- let-'s face it, we'e„ in''a'orse race'ere. And

right now this side of the room is running ahead a little
bit. So--

PZ. LEAHY: It's understood that what we have here,

what we show here today may in fact affect Teledyne's desire
and how they intend to issue those interim technical reports.
I don't -- this h'as not been'ut together before'oday.

KNIGHT: Well, jus" a minute. 'Zhe"e" s a big
hole'n'our sche'dule ioecauSe you,'re'eal'ly going to,

ha've'o

tie these two together. To be meaningful.

MR. FRIEND: I think that this serves as a meaning-

ful vehicle for additional dialogue. Perhaps the example

that you selected, the A submittal on auxiliary.,building
is not;..an appropriate example". But let's go on to B. We

have -- this is titled Electrical Equipment -- I would, expect

that, similar to some of the existing interim technical report
that have been issued, this report might reach some judgment,

might reach some conclusion, and we are trying to alert you

to the fact that in order for this total program to work



and to allow you a couple of weeks of review on conclusionary

2 ITR's, this is sort of a graphical representation of the

3 workload. You have five ITR's at your house now. You also

4 have the Phase II program description in your house now.

5 We know that some of the ITR reports are going to be conclu-

6 sionary although others may refer to the PG8E internal pro-

gram. We'e trying to give you a judgment here as to the

workload that we see either from the PG8E internal technical

9 program or from the IDVP that may accrue to the staff to

10 review these kinds of documents. You also may elect that

you don'. want to review them at all in certain cases. But

this does depict the kinds of workload that you might have

13 to expend should you el ct to review them.

14 MR. COOPER: I would suggest that this, plus the

~4

I
CT

indicated dates for the interim technical reports, something

16 like P through X, there's going to be a bunch of interim

17 technical reports that are pretty well represented by P throu h

18 X, we don't know anything more than that about them, that

19 are going to have to fit into this schedule somehow.

20 MS. KERRIGAN: And also, would there be another
IJ
2
0
Q

report, for example, on take -- we'l take your example,

B, electrical equipment. This B that's down here is from

23 the original sampling program B ~ Now there has to be another

24 B to review -- B prime -- to review the corrective action

26 program and where is that B prime?
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MR. COOPER: That's report number two. And we

don't have dates for that yet, and also

MS. KZRRIGAN: Okay. So P through X are the review

of", the CAP,'documents.

~., COOPER. They'ay:.„ not; b'-that. subject., those>

grouping@;. but there wi.ll.be-about that. number of reports-
and" somath'ing i li'ke" that-..

MS. KERRIGAN: I understand.

MR. EISENHUT: Let me ask a question. Because

10

12

13

I think I can put this in perspective. This table or this
schedul is in- the same status as the schedule that was pre-
s'hgted on Xu'gust'th''ecause it has not yet had"that'nterac-
t<on t'o goback"to th6'DVP and" have the" ZDVP" with their-new

14" s'ch'edules for-'t'e" followup7 report'n sampling; devel'oping

15'~ new~ schedul'e an'd: being"'superimposed int'o'ere-.

16 MR. COOPER: It's better than that, but it's not

17

18

19

20

21

22.

23

24

25

there yet. Not fully integrated.
MR. LEAHY: And I don't know exactly what -- given

the limitations that exist, it's hard to imagine how you

get to fully integrate it..
MR. EISENHUT: I will agree that it may --. it'

an evolutionary process, and -- you know, Bill Cooper indicat
that perhaps in another week or so he'd have some ideas on

some of these things. And I think we recognize that it will
evolve. And it has evolved up to this point. But at the



same time, we'e trying to look and just see where we'e
2 going, what the reports will look like, do they need our

review, do they not need our review, some will, some will
4 not. What information we'l have to make wha" judgments

5 at'hat times.

MR. FRIEND: This is our attempt to really help

you in some of that evaluation. We realize that it's imper-

fect, but we intend as we move forward to improve, to work

9 with the IDVP, to crystallize some of these dates and so

10 forth, but we are hoping to give you something that will
11 aid you in your efforts or in your planning, in any case.

12 MS. KERRIGAN: May I ask one question, just for

13 my information? When it has to be determined, to me that,

14 automatically implies it's off the chart. That doesn't imply

15 that at all?
16

17

MR. EAHY: That's correct. It does not.

MS. KERRIGAN: It could be on the chart. It'

~Iao
Oi

18 just you don't know where on the chart yet to put it, but

19 it could be something that comes out in October, for example.

hl
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20

21

MR. LEAHY: That's correct.

MS. KERRIGAN: It's not something that's in the

22 future. It doesn't imply a future -- future in the sense

23 of past November.

24 MR. LEAHY: Along the lines of at least getting

25 closer to an integrated schedule, for the submittals, I want
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1 to emphasize again that this line here, the auditing line,
2 is inclusive of, to the xtent necessary, IDVP and NRC.

MR. SCHIERLING: Would that not have to take place
before„ qualification„ of structure, or equipment?"'', mean,

5> that-'s the~ final line.

7 at'isJc.
MS;; KERRIGXN: Ence'p't't'ask. It co'uld". be'one.

10

12

MR. LEAHY: That is the final submittal, yes.
MR. SCHIFRLING: The final line is that the piece

of equipment or structure is qualified. Which is the triangl
So tnose that have to be determined have to be prior to that.

MS. KERRIGAN: No, they could go ahead and make

13
modifications'4

15

MR. LEAHY"! I'm sorry. I'idn't understand that.
The inte im tec."ini'cal report could'ollow that.

MR. COOPER: It would have to solve the PG8E sub-

17 mittal process.

18

19

20

We hope not by very much, but it has to solve.
MR. LEAHY:, Any other questions thus=,far?

MR.. BISHOP: Jim, could you just elaborate a: little
21 bit on what you mean by internal technical program audits
22< again? You have that. under both IDVP and.NRC reviews.

23 MR. LEAHY: Right. We -- in order that when a

24 section of the project's report is received by the IDVP and

25 the NRC, to achieve the kinds of -- in order to achieve the
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short review periods that we'e looking for, the only way

2 that we can see that that can be attained is for both the

NRC and the IDVF to be familiar with the content and actually
4 the substance behind it prior to the submittal of that report

The vehicle that we see for carrying that out is very simply

presence in the offices.
MR. BISHOP: Thank you.

MR. LEAHY: The last point I want to make is the

final submittal prior to reinstatement we see as occurring
10 three weeks before that reinstatement. The substantive work-

12

load occurs in the late October-early 'November period.: The

two most significant submittals are the one that you have in
13 your hand now and the substantial completion -- there are
14 some areas that go beyond this, but the mid-October submittal
15 which includes most of the design review results and the
16 analysis and qualifications.
17 MR. EISENHUT: Let me make one observation on the

O
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schedule. I appreciate the detailed schedule that you laid
19 out, and I appreciate that a lot of it was in response to
20 our request, to go through and itemize all the detailed
21 reports. And I'm sure that if I didn't say it, Bill Cooper

22 will say the same statement he usually says, that this is
23 always subject to the comment and review and integration
24

25

of the programs. I think this is something we'e going to
have to digest, and look at in som depth, and I hope we
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exercise the forum to permit that interaction between

the two programs. All the while, still maintaining and insur ng

the independence of the IDVP. But -- so one thing I'l be

4 looking for. is a,mechanism, or.:a .vehicle that we. can establish
5~ for." the. int'eraction of; th'ese.. schedules.', to'insure+ that~ the

6 schedule- that. the~XDVP'is. laying'out can be specifically
integrated into~here-with all the milestones as. we

go.'R.

LEAHY: Sounds very good. Are there any other

9 questions on my presentation? That concludes it.
10 Thank you.

NR. &IANEATIS: ou left one item out. I think
we-may" be" ab'le to geC back;

have'F

How"much Mme'6 you think we

15'R. EISENHUT: I tM.nk we'l just'eave that subjec

out. for a la er time, in-the interests of where= we'are-'today.

15 I think it's probably the best thing.
17 We were thinking, in fact, and had some discussions,
18 over the lunch break, as to how we would go forth recognizing

19 the number of items in the agenda. One of the things we

20 were-considering is having a couple. of day technical meeting

next week on some of the interim technical reports. The

22 staff would be willing to continue the discussion and specif-
23 ical ly continue discussion on ITR 3 and 4, and I think we '

24 like to be moving in the direction of setting up a technical

25 meeting. The meeting would principally be with the Teledyne



1 organization, the IDVP organization, I guess I should say,

2 Teledyne, Bob Cloud. And we would anticipate setting that
3, meeting up next week to go through and develop more informa-

tion on the ITR 3 and 4.

NR. CLOUD: If I could offer a comment. If you'e
6 looking for in-depth technical questions, you would be

the meeting would be facilitated if they were held in our

office. And I herewith extend you the invitation.
NR. "ISENHUT: Well,. I appreciate that. I have

10 no problems one way or the other with that.

12

NR. CLOUD: We have all the stuff there.
NR. EISEHHUT: We certainly would look at those

14

meetings as a detail technical m eting. And those would

be technical meetings concerning, star"ing with ITR 3 and

4. I guess it goes to the overall approach we'e going to
16 be taking. I expect that with the number of reports that
17 are now on our menu, and with the continuing schedule that'
18 be n laid out, whether or no+ it materializes is yet to be

M
O

O

19

20

21

seen. But with the number of reports that we'd be getting,
I anticipate quite a number of meetings in the coming weeks.

And while I recognize we lef" out a piec o" the agenda 'se e,

22 we do have a submittal on it, and I would propose that what

23 we do is we come back and revisit that in the near future
on a continuing dialogue meeting. If that's acceptable.

25 MANEATIS: That's acceptable to us.
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MR. EISENHUT: I notice the last item on here had

NRC comments. Were you really looking for NRC comments?

MR. MANEATIS: We always put that on.

MR.. EISENHUT".:w We'3J., the NRC historically, at least
5'., the last fifte'en years that I'e been there; has been not

hesi tant to". int.'erject comments'-as~they go".

Let'e make a couple of comments, and t:hen''d like
to ask the Joint Intervenors and Governor Brown's representa-

tive as to if they have any comments today. I want to say

10 I'm pleased that the scope of the internal technical program

1'2

13'-

is as broad and is progressing at the rate it is. I'm also

pleased with the de'cision to go forth'ith the constructs.on

QA .evaluation. I"would assume a< some point you make tha't'

ormal ly, a fox'ma"3.'et,"e'r to me proposing'd.
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

23

24

25

On the. overall schedule', I mentioned- Comets,ng~

about the meetings next week. I should point out that there

is tentatively a Commission briefing regarding Phase II
scheduled on September 22nd. That's been on the agenda for
some time, and this meeting was being used to develop and

understand some>of the>information on the basis of'hase
I, Phase II, and the interactions of those programs.

On e thing, that we certainly, in connection with

that, will be looking for, is the Teledyne or the IDVP/ITP

interaction. That is, this proposal of how they would inter-
act would be one thing I think we would certainly be looking



for in the next week, or so so that we would be able to inte-

grate that into that overall schedule.

As I mentioned, there will be meetings next week

on the ITR's that we'e trying to set up. There also, next

Thursday, is a meeting here in San Francisco -- I'm not sure

where yet —. — oh, at the Hyatt Regency in a conference room

with the Intervenors in this case. Governor Brown's repre-

sentative and also the Joint Intervenors. For them to provide

comments on the overall programs, specifically, I believe

10 the agenda item said Phase II, but we certainly looked at

11 it as in a broader sense than that.
12 And I guess the overall comment, bottom line, I

~I
O
O

13 want to make is we. certainly today don't know whether and

14 where we stand with respect to approval of Phase II. There

15 are several key questions in our mind that we brought up

16 and went through at some length some morning to the point

where we destroyed your agenda slightly. But those are sub-

jects that we'l be continuing to pursue very vigorously

over the next week or two.

20 I'd like to ask the representatives of Governor
bl
X

0 21 Brown's office, and Joint Intervenors if you have any comment

22 that you'd like to make in general today, or relating to

23 the meeting today, or relating to next week's meeting.

24 HR. DYER: This is Alan Dyer. We have no comments

25 at this time. I think we'l be .able to be in a better posi-
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tion to respond at our meeting next week to the things that
2 have been discussed today.

4

MR. REYNOLDS: My name is Joel Reynolds. I think
that; that, „"s„'he( approach> that; we 'l.'ake.. also;.- Obviously,
we have'+lot-of 'concerns=.ab'out the" progr'am'",tha't'was d'iscussed

today". Some'f
thereon'e's-we"'.-ve',

had) fo'r some'"time; and.given-,

ther extent. of'he new ma'terial, I think we'e pyoing to
want to digest that over the. next week and we',ll present

7

you with more formal comments next Thursday.

10 MR. EISENHUT: I should point out -- I'm sure every

1213'ne's
aware that we do have formal comments from you in one

letter concerning; Phase II, but I expect you to be ampli-

,.fying on those over the next week'. Certainl'y we welcome

1.4 'those'omments".

„15" ,.Pere the're'ny oth'e'r-'omments that we had; items

16 'of business from the staff'?
17

18

19

No comments.

Were there any other items you had, George?

MR., MANEATIS:. Nothing. Do you have„ anything, else
20 ~ anyone";wants,.to say before we'..adjourn'P

21

22.»

MR. EISENHUT: Well, we don't have any other items.

We, appreciate~ everyone:>getting,together in somewhat of, a

23 long grueling day, but I think -- the efforts of'the last
24 year are developing to the point where I believe there will
25 be considerable interaction on a considerable number of items,

*
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and we appreciate all the efforts in making everyone avail-

able and the use of your rooms. Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 5:00 p.m., the hearing was adjourned
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Remarks b G. A. Maneatis

Thank you, Mr. Eisenhut. Good morning. I . am

George Maneatis, Senior Vice President-Facili iies
Development for Pacific Gas and Electric Company. I would

like io thank 'you and your colleagues from the NRC for
traveling to California and meeting with us in the great

city of San Francisco to review the status of Diablo Canyon

Power Plant.

We trust that your timely visi i will have given

you ihe opportunity to gain fi sthand knowledge of the

naiure and scope o ihe work we have done to resolve issues

arising from the comprehensive design verification effori
under way since last'October. We also hope that the site
visit and this meeting will convince you to support our

efforts to complete all the work recruired to restore our

low power license by November 30, 1982.

i would like to take a small portion of the time

we have today to provide you with PGandE's perspective of
the important findings to date and our basis for reaues ing
NRC review and approval for resumption of our fuel loading

and low power testing activities at. Diablo Canyon later this
year.



The major issues we have before us, and which we

have carefully considered prior to targeting November 30,

1982, as our planned date f'r resuming fuel load activities,
'derive from various findings by, the IDVP., PGandE/B'echtel's

internal review; NRC staff and" its consultants, and various
comments. by, oth'er', part%'es". Sb'ecif"cally, Mesc issues.

pertain to (1) Quality Assurance, (2) the Brookhaven report
on the Containment Annulus Structure and Selected Piping
Systems, (3) Plant Modification's and their.. safety
significance, and (4) policy auestions associated with fuel
3.oad~ng >rior to completion of the, Phase Ii Program.

I would like first to start with Quality Assurance

and add ess three major issues:

(1) The significance of IDVP' QA findings,
principally those by Mr. Reedy;

(2 ) Whether those findings suggest signi ficant
deficiencies in nonseismic design a eas; and

(3) Whether the implications of'hose findings
would reauire. extending QA audits. into,
construction-activities:



h

Host of our views on these issues have already
been placed on the record and since the record is already
extremely long, I plan to summarize only our maj or
conclusions:

Standing alone, the Reedy report gives an

erroneous impression of the pre-1978 PGandE

Quality Assurance program.

The use of a 1982 interpretation of 10CFR50

Appendix B for an historical audit of pre-1978

activities compelled inappropri ate conclusions;
however, PGandF, recognizes the impracticality, if
not the impossibility,
reconstruct applicable

of attempting to

interpretations of
Appendix B during the t'me frame of Mr. Reedy's

review.

Nr. Reedy himself acknowledged that the strict
interpretation that was used was "completely
unfair." For example, no credit was given for
many quality-related practices and controls that
'in fact existed, since many of these were not
strictly "controlled" documents in accordance with
today's standards.



Nonseismic Desi n A

Do Mr. Reedy' findings suggest significant
deficiencies in nonseismic design areas?

Design controls fox, seismic d'esign areas are.

substantially different= in. scope~*and comp3.esty

than the;engr'.neering,eXfor. ~or -nonseismic.design

areas-. The-'eismic; design" effort was~unique.'in

that an abnormal number of important design

interfaces were required. Nhile there were

admittedly lapses in the implementation of QA

p ocedu~es 'n the'eism'c design areas'5 Diablo

Cariyon', wh a~e'onf 'en ~ that'ie basi'c

eagixreer'ncaa design in the n'orseismic" ar'eas'as
sound and" re liably'imp 1 emented.

E should also point out that nonseismic areas do

not offer the same potential for front end errors
to propagate as deficiencies in numerous plant
systems and components as is the case in the

seismic design area. The severity of'eismic
design requirements for Diablo Canyon are unique

in the nuclear industry, However, there-
are'ubstantialsimilarities in the nonseismic design

requirements between Diablo Canyon and numerous
1 other plants that have been safely operating for

many years. Additionally, nonseismic design areas



are often amenable to preoperational testing to

verify function and operability, something not

possible in the seismic design process.

Construction OA

Hhat are the implications of Nr. Reedy's findings
on construction QA?

Construction QA controls have greater definition
and visibility in implementation than design QA

controls. In act, today's detailed standards and

interpretations or construction QA were developed

much earlier than those for design'A and were a

natural extension of the normal practice of
inspection, aualification, and test programs which

have always existed on major construction
proj ects.

Construction QA activities at Diablo. Canyon have

been implemented with different organizational
structures and procedures, different approaches to
verification, and different reauirements for
knowledge and skills of the QA/QC personnel than

were applicable for design QA activities.

-5-



~ The "Reedy report" was directed at QA requirements

for seismic design. As I mentioned earlier,
seismic design is an extremely specialized,and
complicated engineering activity. A's a .result; QA<.

control@ in the- sei'smic design: area i are
mor'>'iff'.,cujt.

~'o;;fash'ion and a.udi,t.: Ther.efore, . it*is--.

l'ogical- to,". conclude" that'indings'n. sei'smic

design QA do not necessarily extend to
construction QA.

~ ( In ~e.=nal revi ews by bo ~h PG'andE and Bechtel have

provi de'd'lear'nd» c'ation tha't c'onst r'uc'thon QA at.

D'iab'lo. Canyon" wa's~ W'e1 1 implem'ent'ec'i. An'dditiona'l"

indepen6e'nt review." maP''i(n'd some minor

deficiencies which. would be"-expected"-in any audi

He are confident, however, that 0he significance
of such deficiencies would not in themselves

warrant an extensive audit of construction QA.

I want to emphasize, Darrell, that the IDVP and

the. PGandE/Bechtel 'extensive internal, review have to date

identified no findings whatever to support the need for
reviewing the, adecpxacy of our QA program as'. it applies to

construction. Nevertheless, there may be a public
perception that the deficiencies noted 'in our design

I

gualiTy assurance program may extend to construction QA.



To lay this unwarranted public concern to rest, and to

avoid further delay in the licensing of Diablo Canyon, we

propose today to have Teledyne conduct a programmatic review
4

of construction QA as part of Phase II of the IDVP along the

lines suggested by Region V to NRR in their memorandum
of'arch

29, 1982..

Brookhaven Report

Hith respect to the Brookhaven Report and its
significance to the seismic design of D'ablo Canyon, I would

like to make tne following observations:

In our internal review of the annulus area we

.found that some of the inputs to the seismic

model used were inaccurate and that the model

itself had some defects. He revised the model and

the inputs and ran the calculations again. Late

the Brookhaven Report confirmed what our earlier
a/

y~~'y'eview

had found.

~ The Brookhaven study of the containment annulus

structure and selected piping systems was never

intended, to my knowledge, as an analysis to

determine whether the Diablo Canyon Plant was safe

or unsafe. Dr. Reich of BNL indicated at the
l July 27, 1982, meeting in Upton, New York, that,



BNL only compared PGandE's vertical floor spectra

with those of BNL's, found places where they

agreed and others were they disagreed.

BN5 Mok„a> set. of" cozdMions. and. cLi.d what-., Jim,

Knig~ described as; a 'esX available. analysis;-

without reference

original analysis

were at the time."

to the time scope of when Me
was done or what the techniques

Eed me now turn to the perceived differences
b'eue~n ou- c'opec 'e5 analysis o f the annul'us and ue
Bdomkhaven m~o'rt.

Hhi'le the'ep'orat emph'a'sized', comparisons'to seismi'c

analyses- perf ormed during the'977"-79
'emdd",'hese

comparisons are incomplete and potentially
misleading since they did not consider more .

*

I

current information developed by PGandE. Our

current models use mass data and assumptions

regarding'tructural "connections which are in',

close agreement with those of Brookhaven.

Furthermore, our technical program has addressed

and resolved problems related to piping systems

identified in that report.

-8«



Certain procedures used in ihe Bookhaven report
for spectrum smoothing, 3-D modeling and

evaluation of piping are inconsistent with Diablo

Canyon licensing criteria'dditionally, if more

current information had been used, we believe the

differences in vertical response spectra between

the Brookhaven analysis and our current analysis
would be reduced.

Their conclusions regarding whose model produces

more conse vative esults at va ious locations and

elevations is not unexpected when comparisons are

made between d'ferent analytical models. We have

concluded that either model can provide the basis

for an adequate seismic design, but believe our

current model is the more appropr'ate one since it
is consistent with Diablo Canyon's licensing.
criteria.
As a final observation on the Brookhaven Report,

would like to point. out that the task of assessing the

validity of the BNL results and their generic implications
has been assigned by NRR to the IDVP, which I understand is
currently exchanging data requests with BNL and PGandE to
obtain the necessary information to conclude'ts assessment.

As such,' must defer to Dr. Cooper the official assessment
I

of the significance of the BNL report findings.

-9-



Plant Modifications Resultin from Desi n Review

Hhat have been the modifications resulting from

the design verification e ffort?

A number of modifications to.. the Diablo. Canyon

g3.arit have~bhhn ident'ivied', as< a'esu.lt either,.'f
the-Independent Design-;Verification P~oggam. or, o

PGandE''nterna3. Technical Program. Some of
these modifications have been completed; others

are in the design or construction process. I
understand that the NRC staf had an opportunity

Monday o see some, of'hese modifications during

tHeir to5~o D @bio'Canyo'n.

~,S M'od'ificatiods'dent ae'd'o'a~e incl'ud'e-'tems"

ident'i.fied by the IDVP . P y far- the greaCest-

number of modifications identified to date involve

pipe supports. Most of the other modi ications
involve cable tray and conduit supports, ecpxipment

pnA
supports, instrument tubing supports. Although no

design has yet been issued, it has-been determined

that some modifications will be reauired to the

structural steel framework for the fuel handling

building portion of the auxiliary building.

-10-



Si nificance o Plant Modifications to Safet

What is the significance to plant safety of these

modifications'?

At the onset of this program, PGandE took the-

position that we would not spend the extra time

and effort to demonstrate that Diablo Canyon would

perform safely even if the various deficiencies
were not corrected. We never questioned whether

we should look for relicf from the very

conservative seismic criteria developed for Diablo

Canyon, but nave committed ou selves to meet these

criteria even thougn our review'nd judgment
go 6e

showed the deficiencies minor.r

In our opinion, and in the opinion of our experts,
nothing discovered thus far would prevent a

system, structure, or component from performing
its intended safety function in the unlikely event

of the postulated Hosgri earthquake. This opinion
is based upon extensive reviews and studies

performed by PGandE/Bechtel structural groups and

also on a margin of safety analysis performed by

Westinghouse on the annulus piping.



Hhi le we would expect to find some addi tional
areas of design that may not meet the licensing

criteria in the absolute sense, we expect to
continue', to, find>;nothing,that;, would=-,.prevent..the.

p~ ant". from> per 8o'rmingA i'ts~ in<'ended> safety
franc.~ion's.;during~the~po

stu3.a~ecbHosgyi„event.

,I Basis for Fuel Loadin to Precede Completion of -Phase II
For the reasons discussed earlier, we expect no

significant deficiencies to be found as a result
of. a cons ruction .OA programmatic review. As to

the remainde'r,': "~hase II progr'am, it should be

no.~e'd" th'at ther'eneral''ature of tHe engineering

desi'gn. c'overed'n'ha'0'e.', II is substantiall'y
d'ffexent„"'thzz*".the-.,'engi'neering""invo'lyed'in se" smic'.

design. The equipmen and systems in the

nonsei smic area are common to the nuclear "

industry. The key nuclear equipment was provided

by Westinghouse which has been. closely reviewed„by~

th'e NRC in conjunction with; other„ licensing~

proceedings. Other components were. furnished by

suppliers;~ to other nuclear 'projects; and. were

provided under written specification.

"12-



Yiuch of the nonseismic design has indeed been

verified by actual testing. =or example, the

fluid systems have been hot functionally tested;
the electrical systems have been "rung out" and

tested; and the containment has been both pressure

and leak tested.

To date, the Project has reviewed considerable

material dealing with Phase II, and we are not

aware of any problem which would prevent fuel
loading on November 30. No discrepancies have

been reported to PGand:» from the IDVP which would

suggest a need that Phase II should be completed

prior to fuel loading. In addition, PGand"

expec s substantial further progress of the Phase

II program prior to fuel loading. All information
from that effort will of course be available to
the NRC.

Finally, the ASK B hearings have already determined

as a matter of law that there is an extremely low

risk associated'ith fuel.. loading and low power

testing. The Commission review and approval of
the verification program and all modifications

~A'ere Z~~

low risk is not in any way increased.

-13-



I will now be happy to respond to any questions

you may have.
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